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SPECIAL CLOTHES FOR SPECIAL MOODS?

DIFFERENT CLOTHES SUIT DIFFERENT MOODS. FOR INSTANCE,

WHAT THESE GIRLS ARE WEARING COULD BE SAID TO MATCH THE

FOLLOWING MOODS:

- "I KNOW I'M IRRESISTIBLE, BUT DON'T TOUCH ME!"

- "COME AND GET ME IF YOU DARE!"

- "I'M MUMMY'S GIRL. I ALWAYS DO AS I AM TOLD".

DO YOU AGREE?

HOW ABOUT YOURSELF?

COULD YOU DESCRIBE OR DESIGN THE CLOTHES THAT SUIT YOUR

DIFFERENT MOODS AND EXPLSIN WHY?
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APPENDIX 1.

EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES USED

FOR "SKILL TRAINING".

(cf. section 5.2.



APPENDIX 1.

Appendix 1 offers a selection of activities used for

skill training (cf. section 5.2.3). They focus on the

analysis of different types of texts, with the double

purpose of aiding comprehension and making learners aware of

different styles used for different purposes.

For their presentation here, texts have been grouped into

three different types:

1. Songs,

2. Texts that provide information, advertise products,

etc. like leaflets, brochures...

3. Creative writing texts.

1 .-

1.a. THE MASSACRE OF GLENCOE.

a) Following the diagram (see below), decide what the

song is about.

b) First listening, for confirmation.

Group discussion - new story if necessary.

c) Second listening. Further confirmation and

comprehension problems.

d) Debate: exchange of ideas about the story in the song,

language analysis...(Words handed out when necessary).

e) Third listening, for pleasure.
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CAMPBELLS FORT WILLIAM

GLENCOE

MURDER NIGHT

MACDONALDS

The Massacre of Glencoe.

They came in a blizzard,

We offered them heat,

A roof o'er their heads,

Dry shoes for their feet.

We wined them, we dined them,

They ate of our meat

And they slept in the house o' MacDonald.

They came in the night

When our men were asleep,

This band of Argyle's

Through snow soft and deep.

Like murdering foxes among helpless sheep,

They slaughtered the house o' MacDonald.

True as the snow that sweeps Glencoe

And covers the grave o' Donald,

True was the foe that bled Glencoe

And murdered the house o' MacDonald.
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They came from Fort William

with murder in mind.

The Campbells had orders

King William had signed.

Put all to the sword

These words underlined

And leave none alive called MacDonald.

l.b. I JUST CALLED TO SAY I LOVE YOU. (Steve Wonder).

Harvest moon

Rain and flowers

Falling leaves & birds flying
south

a) Match these up (like the example).

b) First listening for confirmation/possible changes.

c) Second listening; further confirmation, comprehension

problems...

d) Debate: exchange of ideas, questions, comments... and

language analysis.

e) Third listening, for pleasure.
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f) Students are invited to create another verse following

the same rhythm and style.

I JUST CALLED TO SAY I LOVE YOU.

No New Year's day to celebrate,

No chocolate-covered candy hearts to give away,

No first of Spring, no song to sing,

In fact it's just another ordinary day.

No April rain, no flowers bloom,

No wedding Saturday within the month of June.

But what it is is something true,

Made up of these three words I must say to you:

I just called to say I love you,

I just called to say how much I care,

I just called to say I love you

And I mean it from the bottom of my heart.

No Summer's high, no warm July,

No harvest moon to light one tender August night,

No Autumn breeze, no falling leaves,

Not even time for birds to fly to Southern skies.

No Libra sun, no Halloween,

No giving thanks to all the Christmas joy you bring,

But what it is, though oh, so new

To fill your heart like no three words could ever do.

I just called to say I love you
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I.e. THE KING OF PAIN (The Police).

a) Learners are given a set of pictures (see below) to

relate and interpret.

b) First listening. What kind of song is it? What is it

about?

c) Second listening, for confirmation and clarification.

d) Debate: questions, comments, problems...

The mood of the song. Analysis of images and

the feelings they convey. (Words are handed

out for further clarification).

e) Third listening, for pleasure.

THE KING OF PAIN.

There's a little black spot on the sun today,

It's the same old thing as yesterday.

There's a black hat caught in a high tree top,

There's a flag pole rag and the wind won't stop.

I have stood here before inside the pouring rain

With the world turning circles running round my brain.

I guess I am always hoping that you'll end this reign

but it's my destiny to be the king of pain.

There's a little black spot on the sun today,

That's my soul up there.

It's the same old thing as yesterday,

That's my soul up there.
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There's a black hat caught in a high tree top,

That's my soul up there.

There's a flag pole rag and the wind won't stop,

That's my soul up there.

I have stood here before...

There'a fossil that's trapped in a high cliff wall,

That's my soul up there.

There's a dead salmon frozen in a waterfall,

That's my soul up there.

There's a blue whale beached by a springtide's ebb,

That's my soul up there.

There's a butterfly trapped in a spider's web,

That's my soul up there.

I have stood here before...

There's a king on a throne with his eyes torn out,

There's a blind man looking for a shadow of doubt,

There's a rich man sleeping on a golden bed,

there's a skeleton choking on a crust of bread,

King of pain.

There's a red fox torn by a huntman's pack,

That's my soul up there.

There's a black winged gull with a broken back,

That's my soul up there.

There's a little black spot on the sun today,

It's the same old thing as yesterday.
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King of pain, I'll always be king of pain.

2 . -

A selection of leaflets, brochures, tourists' guides...

were analysed and their different styles were discussed in

relation to the purpose of the text, the audience they were

addressed to, the effects they intended to produce, etc.

2.1.STUDENT METROCARD.

a) Prediction of content, aim, audience...

Quick overall look to answer the following questions:

. What is this?

. Who is it for?

. What is it about?

. What is its main purpose?

b) Extensive reading.

Learners read the text carefully and answer the

following questions:

. Can Student Metrocard be used anywhere in England

. How often do you have to renew it?

. Are there any travelling restrictions?

. How complicated is it to get a Student Metrocard?

c) Debate:

- Strategies and techniques used in a) and b). How

effective were they? Possible alternatives.

- Analysis of the layout: elements and

characteristics; differences between the two side

- different purposes? - etc.



UNLIMITED

Ifyouareastudentandyou regularlyusethebusortraininWest Yorkshire,there'saticketthatcould saveyoulotsandlotsofmoney. StudentMetroCard. Itallowsyouthreemonthstravel anywhereinWestYorkshireby MetroBusandMetroTrainforjust £40.Justflashitandsavepounds. AndbecauseStudentMetroCard
givesyouunlimitedtravel,youdon't justsaveongoingtoandfromcollege. Youcanuseitasoftenasyou like-lunchtime,evenings andweekends.

Infact,aStudentMetroCard meansasmanyjourneysasyoulike
forunder50paday. You'llfinditveryconvenientto

useandsimplicityitselftorenew- StudentMetroCardisavailablefrom 50outlets-Metro-NationalTravel Officesatmajorbusstations,British Railmainlinestations,andalso StudentUnionsandofficesatmost colleges,polytechnicsanduniversities
inWestYorkshire. kSoflashit LThesooneryoudo,the

!%.\\sooneryousave.
••••»•••»•••i•



How effective is it? Possible alternatives.

- Language analysis: words, sentences and

paragraphs, the use of catchy phrases like "flash

it" .

How is information conveyed?, what is emphasised?

Why?

2.2. MURDER BURGERS.

a) Overall glance. First impression, purpose of the

leaflet and expectations.

b) First reading for confirmation and clarification.

c) Text analysis. What is the essential message and how

is it conveyed?

Detailed analysis of headlines, pictures, text

organisation (short paragraphs with single ideas and

initial strong statements...)

Objective/Subjective? (the use of facts and figures,

vocabulary, the appeal to feelings of compassion,

injustice...)

Effective?

2.c. BARCELONA.

The report on the city of Barcelona produced by Time Out

was the object of a detailed analysis and evaluation.

Bearing in mind the audience and the purpose of the text,

the following elements were considered:

- the aspects covered,
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AFTERREADINGTHIS INTOABURGERBAR AGAIN!

MURDERBURGERS
•Starvingthapoor.McDonaldsownsvast tractsoflandinpoorcountrieslikeCostaRica. Whilemillionsgounder-nourished,staple cropsarefedtocattleforturningintoburgers

inthe'developedworld' -aprocessknownas 'hamburgerisation'. OnavegetariandietBritaincouldeasilybe self-sufficientinfood,but90%ofourlandis usedforlivestockandweevenimportedfood fromEthiopiaduringthefaminethere.Itisno exaggerationtosaythatwhenyoubiteintoa BigMacyouarestealingfromthemouthsof thehungry. •Slaughteringtheinnocent.Burgercultureis baseduponthemurderofmillionsofanimals. Theirdeathsarebarbaric-'humaneslaughter'
isamyth.AFarmAnimalWelfareCouncil reportcriticisedeveryaspectoftheprocedure, fromtransportationtokilling,whereinefficient stunningoftenresultsinanimalshavingtheir throatscutwhilestillfullyconscious.Wehave thechoicetoeatmeatornot,buttheS00 millionanimalsmassacredforfoodinBritain eachyearhavenochoiceatall.

•Rapingtheearth.Theworld'sbeautiful rainforestsarebeingdestroyedatanappalling ratebycompanieslikeMcDonalds,Burger Kingetc.,whouselethalpoisonstoclearthe jungleforcattleranching. AnareaofforestthesizeofWalesisfelled
everymonth.Lossofforestcovermeansrain sweepsinfloodsdownthetreelessvalleys, causingsoilerosionanddesertwithinSyears. Thisprocesscausesatleastonespeciesof plantoranimaltobecomeextincteveryfour

hours.Moreover,tribalpeopleswho'velived peacefullyintheforestsforthousandsofyears arebeingforcedofftheirlands,
•Ruiningyourhealth.Burgersarehighin animalfat,sugarandsalt,andlowinfibre; preciselythesortofdietwhichinnumerous reportshasbeenlinkedtoheartdisease, cancer,diabetesandarthritis.Theyarealso highinchemicaladditiveswhichareestimated

tocauseatleast13,000cancerdeathsperyear inBritain. Junkfoodproducesobesitybecause althoughhighincalories,itlacksbulkand hencesinducesovereating,possiblyleadingto foodpoisoning,asmeatisresponsiblefor70% ofsuchincidents,withchickenandminced meat(asusedinburgers)beingtheworst offenders.
•Exploitingtheiremployees.Fbrworkersin McDonalds,Wimpyandotherburgerbarspay

islowandconditionsbad,resultinginahigh turnoverofstaff.Arecentsurveyoftheirwork forcewantedtradeunions,yetMcDonaldshas alwaysresistedthis,exceptinSwedenand Dublinafteralongstruggle.Mostoftheir workersareunder21,peoplewithlittlechance
offindingalternativejobs.

•Whattodo.StopbuyingfromMcDonalds, Wimpyandotherburgerbars.Trythe alternatives-bakedpotatoes,pittasaladsand othervegetarianfoodsareeasilyavailablein thecitycentre.Fbrmoreinformationplease getintouchwithus.
0Pleasesendmemoreinformation Iwouldliketogiveadonation

[331wouldliketojointhecampaign name

postto LothianAnimalRights P.O.Box916 EdinburghEH164TE
address,,,,,,,,,»«•«•»

»i>i•••»

i•«»«•»«»»•«««••••
««••••<*



SELLOUT: TRAVEL

In the fourth in
our 12-part

series of
European city

guides, we take
you to the

nightlife capital
of Europe.

BY ANYA
SCHIFFRIN

Three years ago, when Barcelona started get¬
ting good press in London, no one t here was sur¬
prised. As far as the Catalans are concerned
they have always been onto a good thing and it
just took the rest of the world a while to catch
on. With the advent of the 1992 Olympics,
Barcelonans are even more determined to show
off their city and the whole town is undergoing
a massive facelift (with planned gentnfication
of the old quarter) and an unprecedented con¬
struction boom is well under way.

'Barcelona better than ever' proclaim posters
all over the city. These are put up by the town
hall which, with the Generalitat, the regional
government, administers the city. The current
administration is a coalition of Unib and
Converg^ncia, headed by Jordi Pujol, who locals
refer to simply as 'El President'. The city hall
has a socialist major but Pujol is a centrist,
which for Spain means conservative, and came
to power on a wave of nationalist sentiment.
Yup, most Catalans still haven't forgiven
Castille for annexing the region in the eigh¬
teenth century and Catalan is spoken or under¬
stood by about 80 per cent of the region's
residents. Street signs are all in Catalan so we
have put addresses below in Catalan too.

What all this political information adds up to
is that, whether they admit it or not, and mostly
they do. Catalans consider themselves to be su¬
perior to the rest of Spain. In fact, many do not
consider themselves to be Spanish. A recent poll
found that 40 per cent want independence from

Spain, although this has not led to a violent sep¬
aratist movement like that of the Basque
country.

Catalonia has always been Spain's bridge to
Europe. This manifests itself in many ways: the
almost complete disregard for the revered insti¬
tution of the siesta, Frenchified meal times and a

thrusting entrepreneurial style which is more
American than it is Spanish.

The Catalans have a lot to be proud of and
they are fond of describing it in tedious detail.
What other city in the world they ask has ski
slopes and beaches only an hour or two away?
Miro, Gaudi, Dali and sometimes even Picasso,
are all claimed as part of Catalonia's heritage.
The list is endless. Catalans claim to have the
best food in Spain, outside of Basque country,
the trendiest bars, the most talented architects,
artists and designers in Spain and they do have
the most publishing houses and factories. In fact
the only down side to this veritable paradise are
the Catalans themselves whose aggressive self
satisfaction knows no bounds. But that will
hardly affect your enjoyment of Barcelona for,
rhetoric aside, Barcelona is one of the great
Mediterranean cities. It does not rank with Pans
or London (yet) but it does deserve at least three
or four days of your holiday, even for the visitor
whose main aim is to get to the Costa Brava
asap.

NB AH spellings are in Catalan as they appear on
street signs, rather than in Spanish.

Getting Around
Most areas of interest to visitors are within
walking distance. Plaga Catalunya is the hub of
Barcelona and the Rambles, Bam Gotic and
Rambla de Catalunya all start there.

The ubwiy runs until 11pm, and bun run
until 10.30pm. The fare is higher on weekends
and varies from 55-60 ptas. To avoid fumbling
for change buy a 'T-2* for 345 pesetas at any
metro station. These are strips of cardboard,
good for 10 trips, which you stamp when board¬
ing the bus or passing through the metro
barrier.

Tixis are easy to find: they cruise with a green
light and show an 'Iliure' or 'libre' sign when
they are free. The fare starts at 200 ptas: week¬
end rates are higher. The only time you pay a
supplement is for luggage or when you are
picked up at the airport or train stations. These
surcharges are posted clearly. An average fare
is 300-400 ptas; if you go to Poble Nou it could
go up to 500 or 600ptas.

Sightseeing
Barcelona is an ideal city to see on foot. The cen¬
tre is small and near the RaaibJej, the major pe¬
destrian area, it is possible to find stone public
fountains, tiny shnnes and dusty old shops
which have remained untouched for years. In
these dark backstreets, close-knit communities
thrive oblivious to the hordes of tourists.
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The Rankles is a long strip which starts at
Plaga de Catalunya and finishes at the statue of
Christopher Columbus on the waterfront. Cafes
and florists give the street a lively feel, and on
weekends there are stalls selling pets and crafts.
Saturdays and Sundays before lunch is the tra¬
ditional rime for a stroll and the colourful mar¬

ket Li Boqaeria is at its busiest then. The market
is worth a visit, it has a culture and language of
its own. The shopwomen call their customers
'king' and 'queen' and there is a lively mytholo¬
gy of market women who have been spotted by
rich customers and whisked off to live a life of
luxury. During lunch the Rambles calms down
and things start up again when people arrive for
a post-siesta aperitif before dinner.

The iarri Mtk starts at the east of the Ram¬
bles and carries over to the Pare de la Ciutadella
which has the city zoo and Catalan parliament.
This is one of the oldest and most beautiful
parts of Barcelona where the Jewish ghetto and
Roman baths were. Essential sights include the
Cathedral, the church of Santa Maria del Mar
and the Plaga de St Jaume which houses the
Ajuntament (city hall) and Jordi Pujol, president
of the autonomous government of Catalonia.

tarri* I'm starts from the west side of the
Rambles to Via Paralel. Very dangerous and
seedy by night, by day the Barrio is a pretty,
working-class neighbourhood. There are some
good restaurants here and various peaceful
squares.

Barcalaieta is another working-class
neighbourhood with its own festivals and tradi¬
tions. There is a little beach which is quite pol¬
luted but popular with tourists, and lots of
inexpensive seafood restaurants. Quality varies:
a general rule is avoid the tourist traps on the
main street, Passeig Nacional, and look for
places on the side streets.

Gracia used to be a separate town until the
turn of the century when Barcelona expanded
outwards from the Barri Gotic. Pla?a del Sol and
Plaga Unificacid are the prettiest squares. This
is the Greenwich village of Barcelona with lots
of bars and young people, though no trendy
boutiques.

As well as Pare Be la Chrtadella and Pare C&eJI.
Barcelona's parks include Moatjuic which is
large and rather wild. Montjuic is home to sever-
al museums and Poble Espanyol which
recreates architectural styles from all over
Spain. Inside the different buildings are souve¬
nir shops and, when restoration is completed in
September, there will be restaurants and caffe
serving regional specialities. Admission prices
are not yet set but will be roughly 400 ptas. At
the foot of the hill leading to the Poble Espanyol
is the Fira de Barcelona which houses trade
shows throughout the year. Check the paper to
see what's on: some, such as the book and an¬
tique fair, are fairly interesting.

Caadi's psychedelic buildings are very popu
lar with visitors (locals, of course, never stop
saying how wonderful he was) and so the tour¬
ist board has produced a leaflet with details of
his major buildings in Barcelona. The most im¬
portant sights for a quick visit are the Sagrada
r amilia (Plaga de la Sagrada Familia) and Pare
Guell (Caner Olot) which was designed by
Gaudi and has a small museum of his frirniture.

Otherwise there are numerous buildings such as
Casa Batllo, a gingerbread house on 45 Passeig
de Gracia, and La Pedrera (92 Passeig de
Gracia).

Horns
Larger hotels accept all major credit cards. VAT
(IVA) of 6 per cent is not included in the room
price. Prices listed are for doubles with bath or
shower. Singles cost 80 per cent of a double
price.
Colo# Avda Catedral 7 (3-301 1104) 10,550
ptas.
Traditionally popular with lefty intellectuals
since the Civil War. Perfect location across from
the Cathedral; most rooms have a dark, wooden,
gloomy old Spanish feel.
Majestic Passeig de Gracia 70 (215 4512)
14.200 ptas.
Typical '50s-look lobby, and small but quiet
rooms. Main advantage is the open-air pool on
the roof.
Orients Rambles 45 and 47 (302-2558) 6,500
ptas.
Highly recommended, good value for money.
Built in 1842 with very elegant public rooms.
Try to get a room that doesn't face the noisy
Rambles.
Gaadi Carrer Nou de la Rambla 12 (317 9032)
5,500 ptas.
Quite modern and sterile and currently under
renovation. The top-floor rooms have not yet
been redecorated but some balconies have a fan¬
tastic view of the Cathedral and Montjuic.
Espaaa San Pablo 9 and 11 (318 1758) 4,175
ptas.
Unusual late nineteenth-century building with
all the fixtures intact, two courtyards and an art
nouveau dining room. Rooms are a mix of an¬
tique and modern, bathrooms clean but some¬
what aged.
Giaebra Rambla Catalunva 1, 3rd floor (317
1063).
Ten small, closely packed rooms with tiny
showers, but clean, air conditioned and central¬
ly located. Phone ahead July through
September.
Budget
It is possible to find a bed for under 500 ptas.
The cheapest hotels are in the streets off the
Rambles near Pla?a St Jaume. The Ajuntament
in Plaga Unificacid has a list of pensiones in
Gracia and the tourist board has a list of all the
hotels in Catalunya. There are three youth hos¬
tels located at:

Albert Pert Tarra Numancia 149 (250 2309)
Alberg Municipal Pajades Passeig de Pujades 29
(300 3104)
Albert Verte de Moutserrat Ntra. Sra de Coll,
41-45 (213 8633)

Food
Catalan cooking is essentially a Mediterranean
cuisine with a French influence. Recipes exist
which date from the fourteenth century. Some of
the more notable dishes use a range of ingredi¬
ents such as goose with pears or chicken with
lobster. Less extravagant recipes include start¬
ers such as spinach with pine nuts and raisins
or kidney beans with small chunks of ham. Bar¬

celona is a port, so fresh seafood is available and
excellent. Crayfish, lobster, mussels, giant
prawns, octopus and squid are all commonplace
and usually served fried with garlic and parsley.
Suquet. which is similar to bouillabaisse, is a lo¬
cal speciality and, in general, the fish soups are
good. Smoked meats, such as jamon serrano
and chorizo (a spicy orange salami) are eaten all
over Spain but in Catalunya they are served
with hefty slices of pa amb tomaquet (bread
smeared with tomato and olive oil).

The Catalans adore sweets and are very-
proud of the fact that they have a different cake
for nearly every holiday and saint's day. Turron
de Jijona, similar to halvah, is eaten at Christ¬
mas, and on other days there are fruited breads
and little bunyols which are similar to donuts.
For breakfast, or at tea time, churros is very
popular: fried dough dipped in hot chocolate. On
days when there aren't special pastries,
locals eat tarts of raisins and nuts, mel i mato
(curd cheese and honey) flan and ice creams,
which are generally better than English ones.

Barcelona is served by
numerous charter flights
from Gatwick. Ibices are
still low but come sum¬
mer expect to pay £50
extra for the following
tickets. STA (581 8233)
have charter returns for
£69 and scheduled ser¬

vices from £165; Flight
File (631 0875 436 61151
sell charters with Air
Europe. Dan Air and Oa¬
sis for £75 to £89: Travel
Cats (255 1944) have
weekday charters for
£85 return and weekend
departures for £94: Trav¬
el Arcade (734 5873) have
charters departing Thur
and Sun for £84 Trail-

Restaurants
Prices are for one person eating three courses
with a bottle of house wine. Portions are large
and can usually be shared.
Expensive
Eldorado Petit Carrer Dolors Monserda 51 (204
5153). Open l(30-4pm, 9-midnight. Closed Sun¬
days andfor two weeks in August. 5-6,000ptas.
One of the best restaurants in Spain and popular
with the expense account crowd. Every dish is
special, from the nouveUe-style salmon lasagna
to the earthy skate with olives. Ask the waiter
for the Catalan specialities. A perfect place for a
culinary blowout.
Stete Piwrtis Passeig Isabel 11 14 (319 3046).
Open Ipm-lam uitliout interruption. 365 davs a
year. 3.500 ptas.
A popular and touristy spot famous as a haunt
of Garcia Lorca and Picasso, whose seat is
marked by a small plaque. The food is Catalan
but the four varieties of paella are a speciality.
Li Kenti Plat;a Dr Andreu s n (212 6455). Open
1,30-3.30pm, 9-11.30pm. 3.500 ptas.

finders (937 5400) have
BA flights, depart
Heathrow, for £88 Mon-
Thur and £108 Frt-Sun.
See the Classified section

of the magazine for other
companies selling Barce¬
lona flights.

Information
Airport
Coming in from the air¬
port. a taxi costs about
£10. There is also a train
which leaves even- half
hour and takes half-an-
hour to arrive at Estacio
de Sants (operating 6am-
10.30pm) The price is
about 100 ptas. Sundays
the train leaves every
hour on the hour.
Airline phone numbers:
Iberia — 301 3993
British Airways — 215
2112 (almost 24 hours)

Telephones
Call boxes work on the
same system as British
phones. Using the older
phones. deposit 5. 25 or
100 ptas coins when the
person you are calling
answers. With the newer

phones you put in 5. 25
or 100 ptas before you
dial. Reverse charge
calls cannot be made
from a call box. From a

private phone dial 005
for international reverse

charges or 009 for" re¬
verse charges in Spain.
Phone rates are about
double those in the l"K
so it is cheaper to call re¬
verse charges To dial di¬
rect. dial 07 and wait for
a continuous tone before
dialing the country code.
Directorv enquiries is
003.

TIMK OUT 149
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SELLOUT: TRAVEL

Money
The current exchange
rate approximates
199.70 pesetas (ptas) to
£1. tanks are open from
8.30am-1 or 2pm and un¬
til lpm on Saturdays.
Sundays you can change
money until 10pm at the
two train stations but
the commission charge
is about £3. hamkm Ex¬
press is at 101 Passeig de
Gr&cia and is open every
day until 6pm. Amex
phone number is 217
0070, Diners Club 302
1428, Visa and Master
Charge 315 2512.

Can Rental
Car rental is not recom¬
mended as parking is a
problem in Barcelona,
but cars can be picked
up at the airport. Hertz is
at Tuset 10 (237 3737).

Tipping
Service is usually includ¬
ed in restaurant bills, but
you should leave 100
ptas per person in
posher establishments.
10 per cent in the luxury
restaurants and change
in smaller places. For
drinks in bars: 40 ptas
per drink or 20 ptas if it's
an inexpensive taverna.
Taxi drivers don't ex-

pea large tips, change of
10 or 20 ptas if the fare is
under 500 ptas, is fine.

Useful
Numbers
Bn«s outside of Barcelo¬
na. to Costa Brava,
France etc Julia Tours
(317 &4S4)
Bn/Metr» tnformatwa in¬
side Barcelona (336
0000)
Britiik Cocjatrti Diago¬
nal 477 (322 2151)
PoIH* (092); hiMim
(302 3333); Doctw (230
7000)

The food is above average nouvelle and the
menu includes various pafes, crepes, pasta and
a limited choice of meat and fish with various
light sauces. The highlight however is the hill¬
top location which provides a fantasic view of
Barcelona glittering in the night On the way
back stop at nearby Partycular (see Bars).

Average
Amajia Rambles 20-24 (302 1037). Open
dailyIpm nudnight 3,000 ptas.
Has a huge following among Barcelonans. Cata-
lan and Basque cuisine served in a
restaurant/bar at the seedy end of the Ramblas.
Fresh fish is the mainstay including clams,
hake, and the delicacy baby eels.
Caa Bmaaa Plaqa del Camp 6 (4170674). Open
8am 5pm, 830-1 lpm. Closed Wednesdays and
Sunday nights. 2,500 ptas.
Opened in 1927. this family-run restaurant of¬
fers dishes such as chicken with prunes, excel¬
lent kidneys, and a touch of rural authenticity
— a barrel of inexpensive house wine. Club
supremo Victor Jou lunches here daily.
Cata Uop.lda Sant Rafael 24 (241 3014).

Open 130- 4pm, 930-1 lpm. Closed Mondays
and Sun nights. 3,000 ptas.
Another institution of the Barrio Xino. Seafood
a speciality.
*et«ork Diagonal 616(201 7238). Open 1 -5pm,
10am-230am, daily. Sat and holidays until 3am.
3,500 ptas.
The food is American-style hamburgers, club
sandwiches, ribs and pasta. But the restaurant
is worth viewing as an over-the-top specimen of
Barcelona design. A giant globe looms over the
basement bar, and in the dining room each table
has its own mini tv.

Budget
Restaoraot Aralar Career Stciha 107 (246 4950).
Open l-4pm, 9-1 lpm. Closed Wednesdays and
Sunday afternoon. 2,500 ptas.
Basque food is the best in Spain and relies on
spices and Frenchified sauces. Carrer Sicilia has
many Basque restaurants which are
recognisable by the un-Catalan names and often
have several Xs or Ks in the title Upstairs,
Aralar is popular with Basque truckdrivers.
Downstairs is a rather gloomy dining room
where excellent inexpensive meals are served.
Changurro, a spicy crab dish, is noteworthy,
bacalao with ajoarriero and kokotxas are other
Basque favourites.

Bar Ricart Carrer Almirant Cervera (319 3660).
Open 9am-midmght daily. No credit.
One of the better restaurants in Barcelonetta.
Fried fish is a speciality and the portions are
enormous. Start by sharing chanquet (tiny deep-
fried fish) and then share a zaruela (bouilla¬
baisse) or parilla which is a mixed platter of
fried fish and seafood. The house white, from
Tarragona, is fine. Menus such as that men¬
tioned above means that two can eat for 3,000
ptas.
Madrrt-Bartoloaa Aratd 282 (215 7026). Open
Mon-Sat 7am-1 lpm. Closed Sats from 5pm, and
all Sun. Lunch menu 800 ptas, evenings about
2,000 ptas. No credit.
A lovely old place with white-jacketed waiters
and a small bar/cafe in front The menu is fairly
generic and includes Catalan dishes such as

peppers stuffed with mince and spinach with
raisins and pine nuts. Vegetarians should ask
the waiter for the rice dish which is not on the
menu. Hedonists should try the 'Cleopatra'
which combines turron, icecream and cream
topped with a small bucket of chocolate sauce.

Flask Flask La Granada 25 (237 0990). Open
1.30 5pm, 8.30-1,30am every day except
Christmas.
Flash Flash still retains an early 70s look: white
leather booths and a mural of leaping photogra¬
phers in flared trousers. In addition to the daily
specials. Flash Flash serves over 50 types of tor¬
tillas, all of which are in the 400-500 pta range.
Especially popular on Sunday nights when
most restaurants are closed.

Cafes
Unless stated all are open seven days a week.
Where food is not mentioned, the cafes serve
only sandwiches and pastries. All, except
Helados Italianos, serve alcohol.
Cafe Bar Zarick Plaqa Catalunya 1. Open 8am-
11.30pm.
Located in the plaqa at the top of the Rambles,
the Zurich is the quintessential Barcelona cafe.
Furnishings are strictly pre-war and the service
uniformly surly but this cafe is always crowded
with tourists as well as locals.
Cafe Yieaa Rambles (Estudis) 70 (317 4092).
Open 8am-2am (no outdoor seating).
This newly opened cafe is in a building which
dates to the 1890s and the owners have carefully
restored the light wood walls and painted glass
panels. A pianist plays nightly from 7-llpm.

Heladot ttaliaou Major de Gracia 44 (237
7895). Open 7.30am-10pm. Also Ramblas 78
(302 3067). Open 10am-2am.
The waiters here refuse to serve only coffee or
water. This chain has some of the best ice
creams in the city as well as icy lemonades and
milkshakes. Try their refreshing drink,
horchata de chufa which is made from a root
plant and has a sweet flavour similar to coconut
milk.
Cafe it I'Opora Rambles 74 (302 4180). Open
9am-midnight (no outdoor seating).
Without a doubt, the prettiest cafe on the Ram¬
bles, with art nouveau wall-paintings and a
green and cream colour scheme. Tourists sit in
the front and the Catalans lounge in the back
reading the newspapers. Very popular and
crowded when the opera, across the street, lets
out (Small selection of tapas available.)
Ambo* Mmtdos Plaqa Reial. Open 8am-2am
(sometimes shuts briefly in the late afternoon).
The best tapas in Plaqa Reial which is Barcelo¬
na's answer to Piccadilly Circus. Eat mussels
and watch the drug dealers, police and gypsies
go about their business.
La Castallaaa Rambles 41, Caputxms (318
8379). Open lOam-lpm (no outdoor seating).
Founded in 1908, La Castellana is famous for its
light snacks of smoked fish and salamis served
with pan con tomate. Will make hampers of
sandwiches, to take away, with 24 hours notice,
and accepts foreign currency.
Cafe 4ti Sal Place del Sol 29. Open 10am-2am.
One of the most popular cafes in Gracia with a
clientele that is mostly under 30. At night every¬
one spreads out onto the benches in the Plaqabefore heading to bars in the neighbourhood.
Alkiana, Amigo 35. Open 6pm-2.30am.
Bookshop only open 10am-2.30pm and 430-
230pm.
Newly opened with the generic grey and black
look of one of Barcelona's trendy bars. The cafe
is upstairs; downstairs is a bookshop
specialising in eastern religions, tarot and as¬
trology.

Bars
In Catalan the name Barcelona actually means
bar-sky-wave, and in the last few years the city
has done its best to live up to its name. Entre¬
preneurs have taken to investing in bars and
scarcely a week goes by without a new one
opening. Clubs take second place, bars are the
focus of Barcelona's nightlife and on weekends
even the most dismal places are packed, though
few people arrive before midnight.

Design is an important part of the bar experi¬
ence and most places lean towards austere fur¬
nishings and post-modernist colour schemes.
Loud music is a secondary characteristic but
dancing is rare. Bars are the night-time exten¬
sion of cafe culture and most go just to lounge
and people watch. Cultural events, such as fash¬
ion shows and book parties frequently take
place in bars so on a week night it is possible to
run into the local literati inaugurating a new
magazine or even sitting in beds on a stage dis¬
cussing 'obscenity as a legitimate element of ar¬
tistic works'.

The waterfront has been newly done up and
there are now a number of new designer bars
and restaurants with outdoor seating and a
view of the port. Gamberiaw Molle de la Fusta. is
the most popular and was designed by artist-of-
the moment Javier Mariscal who was responsi¬
ble for the Olympic mascot The theme is
nautical, there is a huge crayfish on the roof,
and the crowd is older. Seafood served. Blaa
Man, towards the statue of Columbus is another
elegant bar restaurant with loud taped music
and generally less crowded than Gambennus.

Pobfe Fipanyal in Montjuic park has also been
redone and now has an artsy cinema and hew
look' club which sometimes has live music. The
city hall has done its best to promote this new
complex but time will tell if this out-of-the-way
location catches on.

Everywhere dnnks are large and cost be¬
tween 400 and 600 pesetas. The waiters pour
them in front of you and expect a tip of at least
30 ptas per drink. The drinking age is 16. Unless
stated otherwise, the bars listed below are open
seven days a week.
Ascoasor L'Bellafilla 3 (318 5347).
A quiet, old fashioned bar in the old quarter.
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AIIS Studio Atenes 27 (417 6595). Open 9-
3.30am weekdays, 11 -4am weekends.
Used to be a cinema and still looks like one.
Films are shown in the early evening and videos
all night. Loud music, coloured lights and bean-
bag chairs give ARS a psychedelic look. A high¬
light is the nightly visit from the police who
decide when it's time for last orders.
Bslicfces Diagnol 508.
Popular with Eixample's pijos (kids from well-
off families), this large light bar is famous for its
large bowling alley and is never crowded before
2am.
La Firj Provenca 1717, no phone. Open Mon-
Thur 7pm-3am, Fri and Sat 7pm-330am, Sun¬
days 7-midmght.
Opened recently and caused a stir, even in jaded
Barcelona, with its unique furnishings. The
owners have gathered together the old rides and
nineteenth-century machines from Barcelona's
fairgrounds and housed them in a powder-blue
warehouse. The entrance is decorated with dis¬
torting mirrors and papier-macW demons.
Drinks are served under a circus tent and cus¬

tomers sit in dodgem cars. The machines alone
are worth a visit, as are the fortune-telling gyp¬
sies and Don Quixote and Sancho Panza, who
drinks at the flick of a switch.
Nick HivauM Rossello 208 (215 6591). Open
7pm-3am, weekends until 4am.
A classic that must be visited. The post-modern¬
ist colour scheme and Foucault's pendulum
hanging from the ceiling are stunning; unsur¬
prisingly, Nick Havanna is popular with
architects.
Partycalar Avda Tibtdabo 61 (211 6261). Open
7-230am Mon-Thur, 7pm-3am Fri and Sat.
6pm- 1.30am Sunday.
The perfect place to go after dinner at nearby La
Venta. Most of the bar is in a garden and is ideal
for summer nights.
Snooker Club Barcelona Roger de Lluria 41 (318
8247). Open 6.30pm-6am, closed Sundays.
Lots of game tables and local journalists in light
and airy art deco-style bar.
SiSiSi Diagnol 442 (217 5773). Open 7pm-3am
weekdays, till 4am weekends.
One of the pioneers of the current bar scene.
Heavy on special effects such as lasers and a
glass floor. Staff very friendly and vodka served
in chilled glasses.
Soho Diagnol 612 (200 1963). Open 630pm
230am.
Very sterile and decorated with neon lights and
chrome. Come here after drinks at Network or

dinner at Tramonti.
Uniwrwl Mana Cubi 182-4 (200 7470). Open
7pm-2.30am.
Another must. Downstairs are videos and loud
music, upstairs are small tables and more post¬
modernist details.
U« Bar Place Tetudn, no phone. Open 6.30pm-
1.30am weekdays, till 2.30am cm Fri and Sat.

Newly opened and fairly generic with a long
stainless steel bar, hard chairs, and disco hits
from the early '80s. A good place to drink the
lethal marc de Champagne.
Velvet Balmes 61, no phone. Open 730pm-5am.
Currently very trendy and decorated in a
kitschy '50s style which is a cross between the
Flintstone's living room and the Jetson's kitch¬
en. Check out the waterfall in the men's loo.
Yabba Dabba Club Avenir 63, no phone. Open
11pm-3am, closed Sundays.
Newly opened and currently trendy bar which is
single-handedly trying to bring the baroque
look to Barcelona. Candelabras, a ten-foot high
tablet covered with hieroglyphics and three
sculpted torsos protruding from the wall, give
Yabba Dabba a dramatic aspect. In the back is a
small dance floor which gets crowded on week¬
ends, despite the primitive sound system. One
miner detail: there are just a few stools so don't
come here to relax after sightseeing.

Clubs
Articulo 26 Major de Gracia 25 (218 8731).
Open weekdays 1130pm-5am, weekends 1130-
6am. Prices Vary.
The front is a plush bar with baroque, painted
glass panels on the walls while the back has
been trendified with a medium-sized dance
floor, coloured lights and another bar. Local
bands play here most nights, and from 6pm-
9.30pm on weekends, for the mostly young
crowd that comes here.
Bikini Diagnol 571 (322 7254). Open weekdays
11.30pm-4,30am, weekends 11.30pm-5.00pm.
Prices between 300 ptas on Tuesdays and up to
I,000 ptas on weekends if there is a band.
Has two dance floors, one with a DJ and one
which specialises in salsa. Live bands play fre¬
quently and there is a large garden. Not espe¬
cially fashionable and so rarely crowded, but a
good place for a relaxed bop.
Bodega Bohemia Lancaster 2.
A kitsch delight. Barcelona's faded soap artistes
perform a nightly cabaret which involves senti¬
mental songs from Madrid and comy comedy
routines. Dieor has not been changed for the
last 50 years, customers are students who take
the piss and avid old timers.
City Nightlife Beethoven 15, no phone. Open mid¬
night-5am.
This is Otto Zutz's main competitor and attracts
an eclectic mix of pimps, rich kids and post-
punks in a cavernous basement with walls that
look like they are made of grey grated carrots.
DJ music only.
El MoUdo Vila Vila 99. Showtimes 11pm, Mon¬
day closed. Saturday nights shows at 1 Opm and
lam.
An adorable gilded '20s theatre resembling a
dolls house is home to Barcelona's best music
hall which is a throwback to the days before
television. The three-hour show has many top
less dancers (including a spoof on the Italian MP
Cicciolina) with outlandish costumes and hand-
painted sets. Audience participation is rife and
the amateurish cast ham it up excessively. Ad¬
mission free but the mandatory first drink costs
15,500 ptas, 2,000 on weekends. Arrive early for
3 good S63t
KGB Alegrede Dolt 55 (210 5906). Open week¬
days lpm-330am, weekends 10pm-9am. When
there is a hve band, prices vary from 300-1,000
pesetas, otherwise no admission charge.
Very popular, split-level, after-hours club. Decor
is black on black, live bands Wednesday
through Saturday.
U Patau Tigre 27 (Casa Antic) (301 6897).
Open only Thurs-Sun. Admission varies from
300-400 ptas. Open 11.15 230am, Fri and Sat
II.153am.
My favourite, a turn-of-the-century dance hall
with rococco details and paintings on the ceil¬
ings. Mostly working-class and a popular pick
up spot for OAPs who come to dance to a live
band that has been playing 'La Bamba", salsa
and rumba for the last 30-odd years. Come early
to get a table near the dance floor.
Zeleste Almogavers 122 (309 1204). Open 11-
5am weekdays. 11-6am weekends. Tickets for
concerts also sold at Disco Castclld at Tollers 7,
Toilers 79 and Nou de la Rambla 15. Saturdays
entrance is 700 ptas. But if no group, no charge
otherwise.
The newly-opened venue of Barcelona's club
supremo Victor Jou. This is the largest club in

the city which means that when there is no band
this former textile factory looks deserted. When
there is a decent group it is impossible to move,
so if you want to sit down check out the roof bar
and the VIP lounge. A good place to see jazz and
foreign bands.
Otto Zvtz Calle Lincoln 15 (238 0722). Bar is
open from 7pm onwards. Disco opens from lam-
5am. Admission 2,000 ptas.
The most fashionable club in town, theoretical¬

ly only open to members. Actually the door poli¬
cy is not very selective and the crowd consists
of in-the-know tourists, rastas and the spikey-
haired. The upstairs bar is again a post-modern¬
ist showcase with a mural of the city by night
and the dance floor is heaving mass of sweaty
bodies. Most people stay until 5am and then
stop at the bakery next door for a croissant and
coffee before heading over to KGB.

Gay Nightlife
Bar Kike Raurich 9. Open 7pm-2am.
This small bar used to be the meeting point of
such artists as Ocama (painter and performer)
and Nazario, whose comics portrayed the under¬
ground characters of downtown Barcelona. A
mixed-gay/ lesbian crowd meets around a por¬
table cassette featuring the most avant-garde
tapes.
Distrite Distinto Avenida Meridiana. Open
12pm-5am.
A well-known club with a faithful clientele. Hav¬
ing been a top club in the early '80s, it still at¬
tracts a mixture of trendy and underground
people. Downstairs video lounge and dark
room. Open-air terrace all through the summer.
Elepkjt Gran Via 649 (317 3085) Open daily
7pm-3am.
More than 20 years on the run make Elephas a
classic lounge. Privacy, quiet, Spanish singers
and darkness combine with the ultra-baroque,
the furniture being a great collection of real
antiques.
Est* Bar Consell de Cent 257 (323 6406) Open
daily 6.30pm-3am.
Carlos & Luis, owners of Bar Kike, have man¬

aged to recreate the special mixture of their first
bar in a more roomy and fitted space, with
painting and photo exhibitions.
Martin's Paseo de Gracia 130 (228 1973) Open
12pm-5am. Admission 600 ptas.
Hottest disco in town. Hi-NRG dancefloor. Up
stairs quiet bar and hardcore video. Special eve¬
nings on Wednesdays (mime shows, parties).
Perfil Riera Sant Miquel 55-57. Open daily
10pm-3am.
A small bar in which the dancefloor becomes a

stage every Saturday and Sunday at midnight,
presenting Frank Pikkio and his transvestite
shows. A shelter for live kitsch.
Stress Diagonal 353 (207 5515) Open daily
7pm-3am.
A touch of class attracts a mixture of executives
and artists from such theatres as Scala or Eden
to the semicircular counter.
TraMverul Passeig Sant Joan 98-100 (258
1111) Open daily 7pm-3am.
A mixed gay crowd of students gather in a blue
cloud of neon light and scratchy funk. The base¬
ment is rented for private parties at very reason¬
able rates.

Gay listings compiled by Borja Folch.

Tourist
Information
Offices
Open til) 10pm at Esta-
cid de Sants and
Termino. The main of¬
fice is Gran Via de Pes
Corts. Catalanes 658 (301
7443) Open weekdays
9am-9pm, Saturdays
9am-3pm. There is also
tourist information at
the airport.

Shopping
No one goes to Spain to
shop and Barcelona,
though better than most
Spanish cities, is not an
exception to this rule.
Prices have rocketed in
the last few years and
are on par with London,
while design is generally
inferior to the rest of Eu¬
rope. If you do find any¬
thing. such as inexpen¬
sive shoes, it will prob¬
ably be the result of
some lucky window
shopping Places to in¬
dulge in this spectator
sport are Rambla de
Catalunya. Diagonal and
Boulevard Rosa — an

arcade located at Paseig
de Gracia 53 and 55.

All shops close Sun¬
day and most open at
10am and shut for lunch
from about 2.30-5pm and
then reopen till 8pm.
Most credit cards are ac¬

cepted and. occasionally.
Eurocheques.

Markets
PUu **itl On Sunday
mornings there is a
stamp and coir market
here.
PUc* de Clone* Mon¬
day. Wednesday. Friday
and Saturday from sun¬
rise to sunset there is a

small flea market here
with all the usual: bnc-a-
brac. second-hand cloth¬
es and furniture. Bargain
hard.
PU^t de Pi On the first
Friday and Saturday of
every month ar. associa¬
tion of food sellers hawk
home-made cheeses,
honey and cakes in a pic¬
turesque setting
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- the information provided: quantity, relevance,

organisation...

- the general layout - attractive?, effective?,

- the clarity and objectivity of the view presented,

- style: formal/informal...

2.d. PROBLEM PAGES.

a) Content analysis,

a.l. Students in groups analyse several examples of

problem pages, like the one shown below, and try to

reach some conclusions as regards the following

issues:

. most common types of problems,

. the kind of people who write to problem pages,

. the main reasons for writing; does it help?

. similarities and differences between problem

1etters/pages in Spain and Britain.

This is followed by a short class debate,

a.2. The answers to problem letters.

Learners in groups analyse the answers given in their

problem pages and discuss the following points:

. Are they serious/suitable/useful/...?

. Do you agree with them? Any comments?

. Who answers these letters?

This is followed by a short class debate,

b) Language analysis.

The language of both problems and answers is analysed



LIKE A MERRY-
GO-ROUND

I've heard of couples going
together a second time around, but I
don't know of anyone like me. This is
my ninth time going with Ben.

The first time was over a year ago
and, except for once, each time we've
finished he's been the one to do it.

I'm going with him at this moment,
but I have the same feeling again that
he's going to chuck me.

When we're not together, he goes
with other girls, but although I've
fancied other boys I've never gone out
with any because I feel cut off and
lonely without Ben. I cry a lot and feel
utterly miserable. He lives near me, so
I can't avoid seeing him.

I always go back with him when he
asks me because I love him a lot I
wonder if he just uses me and
whether it will always be like this.

I cant bear to lose him again. I
need him.

• At this stage, it's natural for
romances to be off and on and to fancy
different people.

However, I do think things would
work out a little better if you didn't feel
your relationship was so one sided. Up
till now, it's been all Ben's way. He can
pick you up and drop you at will, and go
out with other girls whenever he
pleases.

I believe you would be a lot happier
if you were to take a leaf out of his
book. Instead of sitting at home
moping when you're apart, go out and
about — and accept dates from- boys
you like. You don't have to be in love
with every boy you go out with. For
now, it pays to keep romances casual
and light hearted. You can avoid many
a disappointment that way.

No one can say what the future
holds, or how things will work out, but
I'm sure you'll be a lot happier once
you're more in command.

CLAIRE

EMBARRASSING

I've been going out with my
boyfriend, who is a punk, for almost
four months now. However, he
doesn't take any pride in his
appearance — he never cleans his
teeth and hardly ever washes. At first I
didn't mind so much, but now it has
become a real problem. Although, I,
too, am a punk, I take care in my
appearance and he expects me to.
How can I break it to him gently? I love
him a lot and wouldn't want to hurt
him, but it's really getting me down.

• To be honest, there's really no easy
way of telling a guy he's a slob — which
I consider lack of personal cleanliness
to be. You could talk about your own
routine and hope he realises he's being
somewhat less than particular.
However, as he looks for a certain
standard from you, I reckon he must
know what's what and so ignorance of
how to look after himself properly isn't
the problem. I usually say that, in a
good relationship, you should be able
to discuss anything and I believe this is
the testing time for you. Tell him nicely
but firmly how you feel and hope he'll
mend his ways. Let's face it, if he does
take the huff, so be it. I'm sure you
couldn't go on with things as they are
for too much longer, anyway.

SWITCHED ON ...

OFF...

HER BIG MISTAKE

CHOflilNE

I'm 14 and feel so alone. I used to
have lots of friends and a few who
were very close. I used to go out and
have a good time. Then I did a stupid
thing. I told little lies which led to
bigger and bigger ones and, in the
end, I was found ouL Now I have no
friends. When people at school talk
about what they did at the weekend,
and about boyfriends, discos and
parties, I feel like crying. They're not
horrible to me — they just take no
notice. Night after night, I sit at home
thinking of all the things I'm missing
and I cry myself to sleep. I know it's
my own fault and I can't see any way
out.

• I can understand how you feel.
However, I do wonder if you're really
being left out as much as you believe.
It's just possible that because you feel
so bad about what you said, you're the
one who is holding back from the
crowd. You made a mistake, certainly,
but who hasn't? Forgive yourself and
put what happened to the back of your
mind. Walk into school and into the
crowd, and join in the chat just as you
used to. It will take loads of courage,
but it will be well worth the plunge if, as
I suspect, the others simply accept it
and make no difference with you. If that
doesn't get you back in the swing of
things, though, single out one of your
former friends you feel will be the most
approachable, get it all off your chest
and ask her to give you some moral
support with the rest. Real pals should
understand and let bygones be
bygones.

CATHY

If you send in a letter which requires a speedy
reply, you really must send in an s.a.e. so that
we can get right back to you. If there's any
bother with receiving replies to your home,
(like a pesky little brother who's always
noseying in your mail) why not address the
envelope to your school or workplace, or have
it sent care of a friend? It's really upsetting for
us to receive a letter that we can't reply to

For ages, I fancied a boy called
Steve, who is 15. Then, when he
started to notice me and return my
feelings, I began to detest him! I just
hated the thought of him. I've never
before felt like that about anyone.
When he's not around, I like him. But
when he's near, I have a sick feeling
towards him. Is this normal for a girl of
14?

• Yes — absolutely. You see, although
you are very attracted to Steve, you're
just not ready for a relationship yet.
You probably dream of romance, but
shy away at the thought of it in real life
— you're scared at the thought of being
involved now that he's showing
interest, too. It's perfectly natural and
something which will fade as you
become more confident and used to
the idea of having a boyfriend one of
these days. But there's no rush! In fact,
if you accepted a date feeling as you do
right now, you could mess things up,
even hurt Steve's feelings by brushing
him off because you're not really ready
for dating. Away from him, your
emotions might swing back to liking
him again — leaving you feeling really
guilty and upset! Much better, then, to
take things slow and easy — and stick
to casual friendships with boys for
now. That way, you'll learn to relax and
be at ease with them and things will be
much more likely to go smoothly when
you do go out with someone.

CATHY

I'm unemployed, and something
I've always fancied is keeping
animals. We have a very small garden
so we couldn't have a dog, but I'd like
to have a few racing pigeons, as I
think this may help me get to meet
people, too. Where can I find out
about this, and whether there are any
clubs in my area?

• Your local library should be able to
tell you of any local clubs. You could try
the local pet shops, too. The library
should be able to help with books on
the subject too, but for further
information, write to the Royal Pigeon
Racing Assoc., The Reddings, Nr
Cheltenham, Glos GL5 6RN.

JANE

(Please don't include an s.a.e. with your
letters, as unfortunately I am unable to



by learners who consider issues like:

. feelings expressed and how this is achieved,

(differences between problems and answers)

. degree of formality, directness, explicitness...

c) Learners choose a typical adolescent problem and

write a letter to a problem page and a suitable

answer.

The letters produced are assembled into a class problem

page.

3. The purpose of this section was to stimulate creative -

imaginary, literary... - writing and to help learners

experiment with the foreign language.

3.1. COUNT DRACULA.- The language of description.

(from Stoker B. 1970. London: Jarrolds. p.23)

"His face was a strong - a very strong - aquiline, with

high bridge of the thin nose and peculiarly arched nostrils;

with lofty domed forehead, and hair growing scantily round

the temples, but profusely elsewhere. His eyebrows were very

massive, almost meeting over the nose, and with bushy hair

that seemed to curl in its own profusion. The mouth, so far

as I could see it under the heavy moustache, was fixed and

rather cruel-looking, with peculiarly sharp white teeth;

these protruded over the lips, whose remarkable ruddiness

showed astonishing vitality in a man of his years. For the

rest, his ears were pale and at the tops extremely pointed;

the chin was broad and strong, and the cheeks firm though

48



thin. The general effect was one of extraordinary pallor.

Hitherto I had noticed the backs of his hands as they lay

on his knees in the firelight, and they had seemed rather

white and fine; but seeing them now close to me, I could but

notice thet they were rather coarse-broad, with squat

fingers. Strange to say, there were hairs in the centre of

the palm. The nails were long and fine, and cut to a sharp

point."

a) First reading. First impression (discussion).

b) Second reading. How is such impression achieved?

Several aspects are discussed such as:

. Stoker concentrates on describing Dracula's head

and hands, (why?),

. He provides plenty of (mostly) objective detail.

His description of Dracula is like a close up

photograph.

. He uses a great deal of adjectives emphasising

size, strength, sharpness...

c) The description of Dracula is compared to that of L.

Hastings, (see below), in "Too Hot to Handle".

(Holland S. 1982. Too Hot to Handle. London: Mills &

Boon).

Several aspects are considered:

. objective versus subjective description,

. detailed picture versus general outline

(foreground/background),

. the role of the setting,



CHAPTER ONE

Kate recognised him immediately. Hexstood in the
orange glow of the street light, beside a sleek, low-
slung sports car. He was talking in a deep voice to
two other men as they stood outside a house from
which music and voices floated through the night.

His electric blue eyes glittered wickedly in the
lamp light, his tanned face arrogantly sensual. His
body was lithe, and powerfully muscled, every
movement he made stamped with naked sexuality.
He was taller than she had expected, towering over
his companions. A slight breeze lifted his jet-black
hair softly, his eyes were _ narrowed against the
sudden cold.

Luke Hastings was featured prominently in the
gossip columns. His dark, arrogant face stared
broodingly out of the pages of glossy magazines.
Conjecture about his private life surrounded him.
He was an enigma, taking care to stay out of the
glare of the spotlight when he was off stage.

His dark, melodic voice could be heard almost
any time of day on radio stations all over the world.
The lyrics and the exquisitely beautiful melodies of
his songs inspired and moved anyone who listened to
them. He was the most prolific, sought-after singer
on both sides of the Atlantic.

'Imagine seeing Luke Hastings in the flesh!' whis¬
pered Linda in an excited voice beside her. D



type of language used: adjectives, intensifiers.

effects produced.

3.2. WEEDY WILLY.- The narrative language.

a) Read the cartoon carefully.

Imagine the situation described, the characters and

their personalities, their feelings... (take some

notes) .

b) Narrate the story with all the necessary details...

so that it can be understood without the pictures.

Don't forget to make the time sequence clear.

c) Exchange narrations with another group.

Compare the story produced by learners to the

original one.

d) Reflexion and discussion:

The narrative language - basic elements, important

issues...

3.3. A variety of texts specially devised for the course

were used to stimulate the discussion of different types of

creative writing and as reference models for the learners'

own texts. The models were analysed in relation to purpose,

audience, language, general layout, effect caused on the

reader, etc. Learners were encouraged to design and produce

different types of texts which were then analysed and

discussed by the groups.

A few examples of such models, especially devised for

M
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adolescent learners, are shown in the following pages.
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PWONiES AN& ?ttON/E 6>0XES

SOME INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT TELEPHONES

1.- The telephone was invented by A. G. Bell, in 1876.
2.- The first phone box wasn't installed until 1903»

3.- Most telephones go Prrrt Prrrt, or Dring Bring.
Most wild duoks go quack quack, "but they don't
have phones in their houses0

4*- ••o

EXCITING THINGS YOU CAN DO IN

PHONE BOXES.

1.— Change into Superman.

2.- Have a Julio Iglesias fan club

meeting.
3.- Get shut in by some practical

joker.

4o- .00

- /AC\/-

HOW TO TRANSFORM YOURSELF FROM A NORMAL

PERSON INTO A PHONE BOX.

1.— Cover yourself in red paint.

2.- Stand straight with your hands against

your sides.

3.~ .o.



VOU TOO CA!\/ BECOMt A FAMOUS
—

. . —'

JOUntTALXST I
_

A CRASH COURSE.,

LESSON Is INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES,

1.- Slip into -the bar where your hero/heroine is having^ drink/lunch...
disguised §£ someone innocent,- a little old granny, a school boy/girl
in uniform, Ronald Reagan in a cowboy hat...

2„- Get yourself a long drink on the rocks while carefully studying the
movements of your hero's/heroine's bodyguards.-You*11 recognize them
easily by theirgorilla shape, their cauliflower ears, and their flashy
T shirts.

3.- Wait until guards go to the toilet / start chatting up the barmaid /
fall asleep / or similar.

4.- Accidentally bump into your hero/heroine and start a conversation
about the weather / the poor quality of food and drink in the establish
ment / the barmaid's hidden charms... Behave casually so that he/she
doesn't become suspicious.

5.- Carefully switch on the minq cassette concealed in your handbag /
school bag / under your hat, and ask him/her about his/her future

plans,/ what he/she wears in bed...

6.- Produce a pocket camera and take qeveral photographs. Don't forget
to do it all in a most casual way, but be quick! By now some of the
"heavies" will probably have noticed you...

7.- Hide your camera in a safe place to avoid dropping it when the "heavies"
lift you up and throw you out of the bar.

8.- Scream loudly to attract attention, and make sure that passers by
can see your face clearly.

9»- Rub head, back,... and any parts of body that came into contact with
the ground wlp.en "heavies" gently dropped you. Make sure there's no¬

thing broken, especially your camera and cassette recorder. Then,
take a deep breath, smile triumphantly, and walk home.

YOU'VE LEARNT YOUR FIRST LESSON!!

—MCV—

zf



MR. MUSCLES

. Da you suffer from Superman fantasies where your brute

force conquers the villain and saves the pretty girl?

. Do you find yourself breathing in and sticking your

chest out when a pretty girl walks past?

. Do your family have to queue up outside the bathroom

while you flex your muscles in front of the mirror?

. When you take off your trousers do your legs look like

pieces of string with knots in them?

The reason I'm asking all this is not just that I'm

nosy,- which I am - The fact is that if your answers

are mostly "Yes" it probably means that you are not very happy with

your "physique", - too skinny? - too flabby? - out of proportion?

What is essential, in the interest of both,

is that you reach a satisfactory level of

peaceful cohabitation. And, believe me, pals,

Nbne of your business! you might say - The shape of my body is my own

affair!

Ah, but you're wrong, chaps. Like it or not,

your "body" is that part of yourselves most

exposed to other people's scrutiny..., and

since you're stuck with it you may as well

make same effort to keep each other happy.

Anyway, whatever you feel about your appea¬

rance there's not much point in spending

ages in front of the mirror... And for good¬

ness sake! don't ever consider one of those

body-building courses that promise you a tor¬

so like Tarzan in two weeks.



there are only two eays: either you hide your "carcasse" prudishly

or you show it off. Any attempts to remain in the middle of the road

will only lead to dissatisfaction.

Here are some words of advice based on wide experience and many years

of detailed studies.

HOW TO HIDE YOUR BODY'.

/ Camouflage yourselves in large, baggy overalls.

. Pad your shoulders, biceps and thighs with cotton wool.

. Avoid beaches, swimming pools and any other places where you

might be forced to strip off. ( If you fancy a swim do it at

midnight ).
. Emigrate to Siberia, the North Pole or Alaska.

HOW TO SHOW IT OFF.

J Wear flashy, skin-tight trousers and T-shirts.

. Strip off your shirt every time the sun shines.

. Tattoo "I love Madonna" on your chest.

. Everytime you greet someone crush his / her hand in yours,

slap them orr the back, and,- don't forget!- strike a pose

and flex your muscles!!

-MCV-



BOTTOMS UP!

. Do people turn round and stare at your "behind as you

walk past?

o Do you feel more comfortable in baggy trousers than in

skin-tight jeans?

. Do you find that seats in buses, pop concerts or sports
stadiums are always too small to accomodate Sour rear?

. Has anybody ever told you that when you swim your bottom
sticks up in the air?

The reason I'm asking all this is not- just that I'm

nosy - which I am-. The fact is that if your answers

are mostly "yes'* it could mean that you are not ve¬

ry happy with your "bum" - too voluminous?- non exis¬
tent?- too round?- too flat?- too flabby?- too droopy?

None of your business!- you might say - The size and

shape of my posterior is my own affair!

Ah, but you're wrong, my dears, Like it or not, the
"bum" is the part of human anatomy which most at¬
tracts attention... And, since you are stuck with it
you may as well make some effort to keep each other

happy.

Anyway, whatever you feel about your "bum", there's
not much point in spending ages studying it in front
of the mirror, or rolling on the floor trying to keep

it under control. And for goodness

sake! don't ever consider any of those

starvation diets that promise you an

irresistible "bum" in two weeks.

What is essential, in the interest of both, is that you

reach a satisfactory level of peaceful cohabitation.

And, believe me, friends, there are only two ways:

either you hide your "bum" prudishly, or you cheekily
show it off. Any attempts to remain in the middle of



the road will only lead to dissatisfaction, for you and the frustra¬
ted "hum" watchers.

Here are some words of advice "based on

wide experience and long years of detailed

examination...

HOW TO HUE YOUR "BUM".

. Make a point of sitting down whenever

you're in public. If you have to stand
do it with your "bum" against the wall.

• Wrap "it" up in a long coat, a jersey,
a towel...-depending on circumstances-.

• Walk backwards, and quickly.
. A cardboard box -or similar- around your waist

will distract people's attention, ( though so¬

me might think you've got something to hide.

HOW TO SHOW "IT" OFF.

. Wear tight shorts and mini skirts, with bright, colour¬
ful stockings.

• Decorate the clothes on your backside with funny fa¬

ces, a peach, grafitti, or a lat&l with your name and
telephone number -that will certainly draw people's
attention to "it".

. Stiletto high heels are indispensable since they put

your "bum" on a kind of pedestal...
. And, above all, look cool and sophisticated -inacce¬

ssible-, and WIGGLE, woman, WIGGLE YOUR ATTRIBUTES!!

-MCV-

lif"
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APPENDIX 2.

A) GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR THE READING OF

"THE GREAT GATSBY".

B) CREATIVE WRITING ACTIVITIES.



APPENDIX 2

2.1. GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR THE READING OF THE GREAT GATSBY.

SHEET NUMBER 1.

Introduction.

1. Why did Nick leave his home town?

What was he looking for?

Chapter 1.

2. What's your first impression of Tom and Daisy?

What kind of people do you think they are?

3. Read the second half of page five again. What does

Daisy really mean? Is she serious?

4. What's Gatsby doing with his arms stretched to the

dark waters of the bay?

Chapter 2.

5. What can a man like Tom see in a woman like Myrtle?

Isn't Daisy much "better"?

6. Why does Tom lie about Daisy's religious feelings?

Chapter 3.

7. Who is Gatsby?

What do people think and know about him?

8. Why does Gatsby give all those parties when he doesn't

seem to enjoy them very much?

Chapter 4.

9. What is the truth about Gatsby? Is it the real truth?

u



10. Why is Gatsby so keen to tell Nick about himself?

Chapter 5.

11. Think about Gatsby and Daisy's first romance...

How did it start? How did it end?

12. Why was Daisy so upset the day before her wedding?

13. Why did she marry Tom?

Did she love him? Did he love her?

14. What are Gatsby's plans regarding Daisy?

Chapter 6.

15. Try to picture their second encounter 5 years

later... How did they feel?

16. Why was Gatsby so keen to show Daisy his house, his

c1othes...?

17. Who was D. Cody? What did he represent for Gatsby?

Chapter 7.

18. At Gatsby's last party Daisy was sad and Tom was very

angry, why?

19. What were Gatsby's plans for Daisy and himself?

Chapter 8.

20. Why did Gatsby's parties suddenly stop?

21. How did Tom find out about Daisy and Gatsby?

22. Tom had two good reasons to be upset, didn't he?

23. Gatsby's plans started to go wrong... why?

When did he realise this?

Had he had any doubts before?



Chapter 9.

24. Think about Myrtle's death,

Why did she run into the road?

25. What's Mr. Wilson's interpretation of the accident?

26. Why didn't Gatsby stop the car after the accident?

Chapter 10.

27. Think of Daisy's behaviour after the accident.

What was her reaction? and Gatsby's?

28. How did Wilson find out who owned the yellow car?

Why should that person want to tell him?

29. What were Gatsby's real origins?

30. What circumstances pushed Gatsby into wanting to

change his life style?

Chapter 11.

31. Why did Nick decide to return to the West so soon?

What was his view of the new, fashionable people of

the East?

SHEET NUMBER 2.

(Interpretation of the novel and personal comments).

1. Would you like to go out with

- (boys) a girl like Daisy?

- (girls) a boy like Tom?

Why/Why not?

2. In the story Gatsby's love for Daisy has a lower-key

3H



parallel. What is your view about this?

3. At the end of the novel is Gatsby a success (a hero)

or a failure? Why?

4. Who are the people condemned by the author and why?

5. What's your general impression of the book?

6. Any further comments?

2.2. CREATIVE WRITING ACTIVITIES.

This is a selection of texts used to provoke authentic

written reactions from learners. The purpose of an activity

like this was to encourage creative writing (cf. section

5.2.3).

$5
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Dear Occupant of Room 2, Just a quick note to say hello. As I
gatheryou work nights, we probably won't see much ofeach other. (I'm
at college all day, y'see.) We have to share the kitchen and bathroom,
so I thought we should have a few rules about cleaning and stuff. I've
made a list below, andFllpin a copy up above the fridge.
1. We have our own food supplies, marked to avoid confusion,

up the mess from our own cooking,
the bath and basin after we've used them,
cleaning duties, like kitchen floor, cooker, fridge and

'e in OK, Lisa.

1
for note and

ery helpful. I'm
setiSnfcf"

_______ :f to remind you
abouMmarkitig$mur food containersrasas saaawiggsHEgaa .

— your margagm seems to have got
AiS0; someone's
basin in the top

If this sort of thing
please clear up

mixedu,
orei

Iorry about sugar,
pounds and put it

■afuMet. Also bought
te. Is the red

If so, could you
<m cooker after
ty ring last time,
about cleaning

; each buy our own
iSor/y about coffee
1 fell asleep in the
iPlease don't switch

off theprm^heh you come in, I had
a cks'scrole^cp'oking and it was

Sorry about
casserole; thought you'd left it on by
mistake flBm'-lasii Monday. By the
way,. shouldn't someone wash the
kitchen floor? It looks quite messy
and I'm sure , I-Jsaw a cockroach

P.S;; Was-ifyouT saw climbing the
stair&mboiit 9.30 last night? Long
red hair and a green jacket? I never
imagined you were like that. I was
dead impressed:<How about coming
out with me sometime?

DearfPaul/ Sorry to disappoint
youfrbut that'was my friend Helen
yoii^^w^ShS0adled in on her way
home! I don't think she'd go out with
you as she has a steady boyfriend, but
yowcan a&ffypukke.

About thekitchen floor, someone

fridge and cooker. We share the
general cleaning, as you will
remember ifyou look at the iist. Lisa.

Dear Lisa, Tried to look at list,
but it's all splattered with grease and
impossible to read! How about
making out a new one, also giving
the walls a bit of a wipe over next
time you clean the cooker? By the
way, I borrowed a couple of your
eggs. I forgot to do shopping and
was starving this morning. Will
replace ofcourse. Paul

Dear Paul, You've got a cheek,
criticising my cleaning and telling me
what to do! And taking my food!
What about the kitchen floor, that's
what I want to know! You haven't
touched it yet. I really feel like
knocking on your doorand tellingyou
what I think ofyou, only Ihaven'tgot
the energy after a hard day. Lisa.

Dear Lisa, Knock on my door
any time you like if it will make you
feel better. Was going to do the

kitchen floor today but there's no
mop. Whose responsibility is the
mop? Paul.

Dear Paul, I'll get the stupid mop
on my way home today! You haven't
replaced my eggs yet. I need them
tonight. Lisa.

Dear Lisa, Have replaced eggs,
but had a better idea. Why don't I
cook you a meal when you come in
from work, before Igo on my shift at
the hospital? That way we can
finally meet each other and
hopefully sort out a few of the
problems. Paul.

Dear Paul, No way! You're not
wriggling out ofit like that! Anyway,
the onlyproblem I've got is you. Here
is the new mop, so please get on with
the kitchen floor at your earliest
convenience. Lisa.

Dear Lisa, Did floor today —

great mop! Floor looks better,
doesn't it? Saw another couple of
cockroach things though. Wonder if
we ought to report to Mrs Walters?
Paul.

Dear Paul, Perhaps we should.
Whereabouts did you see the
cockroaches? Lisa.

Dear Lisa, Cockroaches came
out just between cooker and fridge.
Nearly put my foot on one. Nasty,
black things — gave me the creeps.
Sorry you wouldn't come to supper
the other night. How about
tomorrow instead? About 9? Paul.

Dear Paul, Reported cockroaches
to Mrs Walters, she's sending for
someone to look into it. Make sure all
food is covered and put away. I really

, hate creepy-crawlies. I'm getting
quite nervous of going into the
kitchen. Thanks for supper
invitation. Think I'll accept this time.
Sorry T was ratty. See you tonight
then. Lisa.
P.S. I'm not a bit like Helen!

Dear Lisa, Just a note to say
thank you for coming to supper with
me last night. It was great to meet
you at long last. We must do it again
sometime. You're just like I
expected, but a lot better looking. I
hope we're going to be real friends
after this — when we're free at the
same time, that is. Did I tell you I

might be going on day shifts sooi
Paul.

Dear Paul, Thanks for supper —
was well-impressed by your cookii
— and by the way you did ti
washing up! It was a lovely evenin
I'm a bit puzzled, though. A rm
from the Council came round today
look at the cockroaches, and he sa
there aren'tany, and never have bee
No creepy-crawlies at all, in fact. Y<
didn't by any chance make all that u
didyou? Lisa.

Dear Lisa, I cannot tell a lie.
did make it up, but only because
thought we'd never get togetb
without a little push. Anyway, it w,
worth it, wasn't it, so I hope you
forgive me. By the way, Pve got ti
weekend off. There's a good film <
at the Odeon. Will you come? V
could have a meal out afterward
perhaps, get away from this crumn
kitchen. Love, Paul.
P.S. Did you clean the bath aft
you last used it? I notice it's got
tide mark.

11
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MALLORCA-

Visit the other side of the island
— you're in for a big surprise...
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SAY MAJORCA and you immediately think of sun, sea,
sand and lots of saucy goings-on, but Majorca is one
big surprise. It's the favourite holiday hotspot for
Britons who pack the high-rise holiday resorts along
the beautiful Bay of Palma. Yet it's also an island with
another side . . .

Jeff Bailey, his wife Janis and three-year-old Ross stayed at
Cala San Vicente in the north of the island, on a package holiday
with Intasun.

"San Vicente is small and sheltered by
steep cliffs and pinewoods, but it's
really beautiful and great for kids. We
stayed at the Hotel Don Pedro, with its
own swimming pool and a small, sandy
beach, too. The pool has a children's
section and Intasun's 'Carefree Club'
looks after kids aged three to twelve.

Prettiest resort
"We hired a car for a couple of days

and I would really recommend it It only
costs about ten to twelve pounds a day
and we went all over the place, instead
of being stuck in the hotel.

"We drove over to Puerto Pollensa,
the prettiest resort in the whole of
Spain, and along to Cabo Formentor.

"It's much more remote and unspoilt
towards the Cape and you can climb up
to the Mirador, hundreds of feet above
sea level, or take a boat trip round the
foot of the cliffs at Cala San Vicente."

Check Intasun's 1988 brochure for
details of this type of family break.
Prices range from around £200 for a
week in October to about £400 per
person in high season.

No holiday to Majorca is complete
without a day in Palma, with its
imposing Gothic cathedral and the
ancient Almudaina Palace.

Almost at the foot of the Palace runs

the tree-shaded central promenade of
Es Bom where you can sit outside one
of the many cafes and watch the city life
go by — but you'll have to pay for the
privilege!

A toasted sandwich and a bottle of
mineral water could set you back £5 a
head so you're better to make for the
network of narrow streets on the other
side of the Plaza de la Reina.

Stylish

by Kristian Perry
If you really want to get away from the

crowds, head for the south-east comer
of the island, to the little fishing village
of Porto Petro, where Club Med has one
of its prettiest holiday villages.

On this all-inclusive holiday, sports
such as sailing, archery, tennis and
canoeing are included in the price; golf
and riding cost a little extra. Car hire,
boat trips and picnics can all be
arranged and meals with delicious
French cuisine include free wine at
lunch and dinner. These holidays are a
bit pricier than normal package deals
but include everything except bar drinks
and optional tours — and definitely no
tipping. (Flights from Heathrow to
Palma; transfers from airport, one hour.)

wine
HCI, part of the Horizon Group, offers

inclusive holidays at two clubs in
Majorca geared to the British market
Free wine with meals, all kinds of sports
facilities, including darts, table tennis,
keep fit, tennis and volleyball, children's
Pirates Club, nightclub and disco are
included in the price. Both the
Tropicana Beach Club and the
Romantica offer children's reductions
and special prices for one-parent
families.

In Majorca there really is something
for everyone!

STOP PRESS
• Flair has launched its winter
programme with prices to Majorca from
£69 a week and child reductions of
50 per cent.
• Prices in Cosmos' winter sun

brochure start at £89 for a seven-night
apartment holiday in Majorca.

Close to Palma is the relatively
peaceful resort of llletas, where
Thomson offers the Hotel Bon Sol, a
stylish property with a lovely garden
running down to a private beach, and a
pool, complete with waterfall and rocks,
banana trees and date palms.

Cosmos and Sovereign both feature
the 290-bedroom Bonanza Playa and
Sovereign also offers the Hotel de Mar
Sol, with tropical gardens, small sandy
coves and rock-cut swimming pool.

Just ten minutes from the centre of
town, buses run every 15 minutes to
Palma for shopping and sightseeing,
while Cala Major, with its late-night bars
and discos, is just a 15-minute walk
away. Both hotels have lots of sporting
facilities, nightclubs, dancing to live
music and flamenco shows.
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M
IICHAEL JACKSON has

had 12 operations and
paid 250,000 dollars to
transform himself into

a pretty boy.
Three nose operations, bleached

skin treatments, cheekbone implants,
two chin operations and fat suction to
make his face leaner, have all played
their part in leaving Jacko looking
more like his sister Janet.

The 26-year-old .millionaire's need to
constantly alter his appearance is all
part of his bewildering pursuit of
physical perfection.

Now a top plastic surgeon who has
studied photographs of Jacko taken over
the past 11 years, has
analysed the knifestyle
that has made Jacko a
freak show.

Dr Jerome Craft says
that Jackson's skin, once
irregular and dark, has
been lightened with
special bleaching cream.

The nose, once wide and
flat with the tip loosely
defined and overhanging,
is now elevated and pixie
style.

He says that after one
nose operation the singer
was left with an indenta¬
tion below the bridge.
Bone grafts were added to
raise the bridge and bring
down the tip. A further
procedure narrowed the
wings of his nose making
it look thinner and much
less natural.

Who's a

pretty
boy, then?

From -

DOUGLAS THOMPSON

in Los Angeles

DR Craft also saysJackson has had a

forehead lift,
smoothing his skin
and raising his -

eyebrows.
The leaner features and

dimples were created by
silicone implants in the
cheekbones (making
them higher) and by suc¬
tioning fat from the
cheeks.

The doctor says there
has been eye work. In
fact, it has left more white
showing—a result of
removing too much skin
from the lower lids.

One report has, Jackson
with eyeliner tattooed on
his eyelids. Another says
he's had a 13,000 dollar
operation to have his lips
tattoed red and he would
never have to fiddle about
looking for his lipstick
again.

Jackson's once pointy
chin also benefited from
a silicone implant. The
cleft was created, Dr
Craft, believes by cutting
into the implant.

But Jacko's manager,
Frank Dileo, says the
megastar has never had
his eyes done. Hormone
Shots ? "Ridiculous."
Dileo says he did have

his nose done, adding:
"every person in
Hollywood has. Elvis did.
Monroe did."

Cheekbones ? "No." Did
he have a cleft put in his
chin ? — "Yes." (The
reason for his public
appearances in a surgical
mask).

Why ? "He wanted one."
Chemical or surgical

lightening of the skin?
"Preposterous."

But Jacko is also work¬
ing on himself from the
inside since 1977, when
he became a strict
vegetarian and health
food faddist.

He gets up at dawn for a
cold shower and- then
starts the day with the
first of thousands of
vitamin and mineral pills.

He exercises by dancing
to his own music in a
mirrorless ("mirrors
make you pose") upstairs
room at his home in the
Los Angeles suburb of
Encino.

HE lives on fruit,nuts, avocados,
juices, and pure
natural bottled
water (although he

was paid 15 million
dollars by Pepsi he
refused to hold a can of
the fizzy drink in the
commercials).

There have been many
attempts to explain
Jacko's bizarre
behaviour.

June Gatlin is the Jack¬
son's family doctor who
has watched the changing
face and times of
Michael.

She says it is all about
Jackson's obsession with
Diana Ross. He wanted to
look like the singer.
While surgery changed
his appearance he also
became expert at apply¬
ing make-up.

ggtCCORDING to Dr
Gatlin: "He's doing

EJm everything he canBp|sto be physically
perfect. In his eyes,

Diana is perfect and he
will change anything
about himself to emulate
her."

Diana Ross admits:
"There was an identifica¬
tion between Michael and
me—but only because he
wanted to sing like me."

Who is Michael Jack¬
son's closest friend ?
Well, his chimp

Bubbles.

According to animal
trainer Bob Dunn:
"Michael has a special
relationship with
Bubbles. He spoils him
just like any parent
would. But he is strict .

with him when necess¬

ary."
Bubbles has been

trained to smile, roller-
skate, ride a horse
... even Moon walk. He is
dressed by Rick Pallack,
the California designer
store favoured by
celebrities.

Michael Jackson is now

teaching Bubbles to talk.
Bubbles' first question

has to be—Why ?
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' What's happening tonight ?' I said.
' Let's see,' said Mike, ' there's a
barbecue at the Rancho Grande at 8
p.m.'' Great, I'll do that,' I said.

Mike was studying the small print.
'Oh hang on. It's the jovenes
evening, more for teenagers really.'
'All the better,' I said, 'I haven't
seen a teenager since I arrived.'
Mike looked uneasy. ' It may get a
bit noisy. Why not go there on a
family night ?'

Certainly not. Who cares about a
little gamberrismo ? Even the moon
has its darker side, and I ran upstairs
to iron my best pink frock in time for
the evening revels.

By the time I got on it the coach
destined for the Rancho Grande
barbecue was full of los jovenes
Ingleses, men and maidens dressed in
their party best—clean jeans, T-
shirts, and freshly gelled hair for the
boys, shorts, stilettos and Hard Rock
makeup for the girls. The chap next
to me has trousers made of dark grey
slub with some kind of glitter woven
through. Brian the tour rep is talking
to us. We were going to have a
fantastic evening, weren't we ?
Sorry, he didn't hear that, he must be
going deaf. 'I said, WE'RE ALL
GOING TO HAVE A FANTASTIC
EVENING AREN'T WE ?'

' YES,' roar los jovenes Ingleses
dutifully.

' That's better,' says Brian.
' Now, when we get to the Rancho
Grande, you'll be welcomed at the
door by Mexican musicians, and
you'll each be given a sausage on a
long fork to put in the fire. Now
then,' Brian becomes conspiratorial,
' have any of you ever seen a Spanish
sausage before ? No? well then I'll
tell you. They're long and wet and
pink and wrinkly. Oh, so you have
seen a Spanish sausage before. Then,
you'll get a glass of delicious and very
potent sangria and afterwards we'll
all go and sit down for a slap-up
four-course banquet. And I want
von to show how much fun vou're

There are certain spots on
the map of Europe that

British holidaymakers
have made peculiarly their

own. To examine this
seasonal phenomenon,

SUE ARNOLD and
photographer RICHARD
MILDENHALL took a

package to Benidorm.
you can. Remember you can drink as
much as you like. Whenever your
bottle is empty, wave it in the air and
the waiter will bring you another.'

The atmosphere in the coach
speeding inland through the almond
and orange trees is warming up. The
fellow in the glittered slub beside me
takes out a comb and slicks back his
hair with the air of a man loading his
rifle before getting the signal to go
over the top. Brian is still talking.
'After dinner there's an all-star
cabaret and a disco, and at midnight
the coaches leave to take you back to
the hotels. Don't be late,' adds
Brian, coming the heavy fairy god¬
mother. 'Here's the deal. If the
driver sees one pair of shoes sticking
out of the bushes at midnight he'll
wait five minutes. If he sees two

pairs of shoes sticking out of the
bushes, he'll wait 20 minutes. If he
sees three pairs of shoes sticking out
he'll join in, and if he sees four pairs
I'll start selling tickets.' _

TIME TO EAT
I find a spare seat

between two groups, male and
female. The boys huddle together,
whispering. The girls are less inhi¬
bited. They shout 'C'mon fellas,
what's wrong with you ? Come and
get us, we're all yours.' One with
ear-rings the size of road signs is
performing a frenzied hand jive,
clutching two soup spoons. 'Viva
Espaiia,' croons the girl beside her,
through a mouthful of bread. ' Shut
up Cindy and pass the vino,' shouts
the little mousey one at the end, ' a
girl could die of thirst in this place.'
' Too late, love, Martine's already
scoffed the lot.' 'Hey, gringo,' it is
the one with the No Speed Limit ear¬
rings flicking her fingers at a waiter,
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Cabaret time. A group of
Supremes look-alikes gives an
impeccable Diana Ross routine
followed by a fire eater who doubles
as a tour rep. I thought his face was
familiar. The ladies' toilets are at the
back next to the bar. Well, it said
ladies, but there are as many males as
females inside. ' Why can't I come
back with you ?' whines a youth to a
girl washing her hands in a basin full
of broken glass. ' Because I'm with
my friend, that's why. What's she
supposed to do ?'' She can have my
mate,' says the youth. It seems
reasonable. A couple emerge from
the end cubicle, arms entwined, lips
locked, and move crabwise towards
the door and thence to the car park,
doubtless in search of that bush and
20 minutes' overtime. Outside in the
dining area a few diehards bop on the
dance floor, but most people are
slumped at or under the tables.
Someone has been sick over a potted
bougainvillaea.

IDNIGHT. The lights are
turned up, the music off.
Two hundred Cinderellas
make for the coaches prop¬

ped up by Princes carrying half
empty bottles. Pepe the proprietor
stands at the door looking grim.' It's
not always like this,' he apologises.
He turns sharply as a youth tries to
sneak past against the tide. 'No, I
say you before, get out. You are
banned. I no care what you pay. You
try to cut down my palm tree so you
stay out. What is it with the
Eenglish ?' asks Pepe,' Always they
want to destroy things. Are they
mad?'

In twos, in threes, in groups, los
jovenes Ingleses lurch unsteadily out
of the Rancho Grande and into the
coaches. ' Here we go, here we go,
here we go,' sing five interlocked
lads wearing Manchester United
shorts. The waiters look on, po-
faced, tight-lipped. A female tour
guide with a Brown Owl manner

I approaches and takes Pepe aside.
' Look, I'm afraid we've got a slight
problem. One of the girls has had a
bit of an accident in the ladies'
toilet.'

'She has been sick?' says Pepe.
He has heard it all before. ' Yes, but
it's worse than that. . . she's in a
terrible mess. She refuses to come
out. Can you help?'' You want me
to shoot her?' says Pepe. He laughs
grimly. He's probably only half
joking.

Brown Owl laughs too, but ner¬
vously. ' Can we have something to
wrap her up in ? A tablecloth
maybe ?' Pepe snaps his fingers and
a red gingham cloth 30 ft long is
produced. Brown Owl snatches it
with relief and hurries off. 'Poor
girl,' says Pepe,' I'm sorry for her,
but what can I do. Why do the
English drink so much ?'

Outside the coaches are revving up
to leave. Brown Owl is back.' Look,
we're gonna have to help that poor
girl. She refuses to come out. She
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VV "it will be forever."

I pushed her off the path that cuts
through the flower-beds in the park. She
had to jump to avoid catching her tights
on the rose bushes.

"Mark!" I don't know why I bother
telling you these things. You're about
as romantic as a ... sponge pudding
with pink custard on top."

"Or a pair of flared trousers," I
added. "I know, I know."

"Or a Wellington boot." She laughed.
"OK! But it's not that I don't know

what romance is all about. I'm just more
realistic than you." Joanna slumped
on to a bench. "I am being realistic.
Love lasts forever."

"Wellington boots to you, matey."
My best friend stuck out her tongue.

Now if Joanna sounds like the sort
of girl who snivels at the end of 'Love
Story', it's because she is. She must
have seen that film about a hundred
times. She's also a good laugh, can sort
out my physics homework in five

minutes flat and has a mum who just
happens to be best friends with my
mum. I suppose that's how Joanna
ended up being my best friend.

Joanna turned to me. "Mark, you're
a boy."

"Ten out of ten for observation."
"I mean, you've got plenty of friends.

How come you never introduce me to
them? I've known you for — what,
about eight years — and you've never
let me meet any of your mates. Apart ''J.
from Steve with the spots and Danny
with the stamp collection, of course."
" They're OK. Pity they've both got

girlfriends, in fact, 'cos you and Danny's
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Penny Blacks could^^^bng rather
nicely."

"I think not," Jo^^^Mffed. "Do
Maacntto come in for coffee? I've got
HHKtory out on video again."

"Oh no," I groaned, but trooped into
Joanna's front room all the same.

If Joanna's search for love was just...
a passing phase, everything would have
been fine. A couple of weeks and things
would have been back to normal, like
the time she took up horseriding and
gave up a week later when her horse
went oirt of control Or when she name

. back from Italy mooning on about some
bloke called Paolo who she'd met over
a plate of pasta. She'd rushed round to

. my place, her usually pink cheeks
tanned a milky coffee colour, and thrust
the photos under my nose. "This is it!"
she announced, and when the
promised letters from her Roman love
didn'* materialise, she shrugged it off
and pushed memories of romantic
strolls beside smelly canals to the
furthest corner of her mind.

Now, though, half way through a
video of Love Story, things seemed to
be more serious.

"Does Andy have a girlfriend?" she
asked.

Andy's a friend of my brother Stuart,
and even I can see that he's the sort of
stuff that pin-ups are made of. Tall,
dark, built like Sylvester Stallone and a
birrova hunk, as they say.

■ "No, he hasn't"
"That's it then!" she grinned, putting

the video on pause. "Give him a ring,
- get him to meet you tomorrow night
and I'll turn up at the disco or
wherever... as if by accident."

"Well... OK. What are you doing
-tomorrow afternoon, anyway? Fancy
taking a boat out on the lake or
something? Or we could go for a picnic
in the park."

"Oh no." She shook her head. "I'll be
busy."

; "Doing what?"
"Having my hair done, of course,"

she said. "Silly boy."
When I got home, my brother Stuart

was lounging around (if you can call it
. that).with his girlfriend Stella and,as I
"strolled into the living room, the two of
them sprang apart

"Sorry to interrupt," I began,
noticing that Stu had lipstick smears all
over his cheeks.

"That's all right Stella and me were
-Justwatching the telly."

"I want to ask you a favour," I said,
explaining how Joanna was hunting for
love and had set her sights on Andy as a
prospective boyfriend. "I thought you
cohld drag him out to the disco
tomorrow night" I went on, "so Joanna
can turn up... as if by accident"

He nodded. "OK, no problem. Could
be quite a laugh, in fact"

"This is serious!" I protested.
"I'll give him a ring." He smiled,

mischievously. "In fact I'll do even
hotter than that"

■; "What do you mean?"
. "Imean," he said, "that you, little

. brother, havent had a girlfriend
since... how long is it now? Two
years? Apart from Joanna, that is. She's
scaring the other girls off, Mark.

. Everyone thinks she's your girlfriend.
As long as she's around, you haven't

"got a chance." -
"But Joanna's my mate!" I

..protested. Girlfriend? Stupid. Everyone
knew, afterall, that I was about as
romantic as fish and chips, as... well,
you get the picture.

"I'll get Andy to bring someone
along," grinned Stuart

"Oh no," I groaned. 1 -

I'D only seen Joanna wearing a dress
I once before —and that had been
some raggedy second-hand thingfrom
the market, so it didn't really count But
the dress she was wearing at the disco *

- -must have set her back a fortune, and I

had to take a second, third and fourth
look before I could be certain it was

really her. Must havebeen the new
hairstyle that did it It was funny,
really—I'd never noticed it before, but
she looked OK. Must have been the
make-up, I suppose.

"You look nice," I said.
"You too," she smiled, looking me

up and down. "Just as well you and
your brother take the same size in
clothes, eh?"

"Mmm."
The twn nf us watched the rinnrway.

"Andy's bringing some girl," I said.
Joanna frowned, all hopes of love at

first sight dashed.
"For me," I added.
"Oh! That's good. A sort of...

foursome. Or something."
"Very cosy," I sighed, twiddling with

my glass and flicking a splash of Coke
on to the lap of Joanna's dress. "Sorry." -

She nudged me and pointed to the
door. Andy, accompanied by a skinny,
six-foot female with flowing auburn
hair, was striding into the room. The
girt, dressed in clinging scarlet with ,

matching high heels, lead Andy over
towards us.

"Help," I muttered. Andy and the
skyscraper were talking.

"Do you know what she looks like?"
the girl asked him, and Andy shook his'
head. "Some kid who wears scruffy
second-hand clothes, Stu told me," he
laughed. "And you'll recognise Mark all
right Always mucking about in ripped
jeans, he is, with messy carrotty hair
and loads of freckles."

"Lovely," she tittered, running red-
varnished talons through her hair and
extracting a make-up mirror from her
handbag. "Should be fun, though. I
don't know if I'll be able to keep from -

laughing. And you're in for a treat,,
aren't you — all those second-hand
clothes!" " •' •*

I watched Joanna's face fall, then
stared, bemused, as her frown turned
into a broad smile. "Would you like to
dance, Sir?" she grinned.

"I'd be delighted, Ma'am," I nodded,
leading her out on to the dancefloor by
the hand. \r-'- •" .

"Not here, stupid," she giggled,
steering me towards the doorway and
out into the cold night

"Where are we going?" —
"You'll see."
She took me to the park. Joanna and .

I strolled through the park practically
every day, but strangely enough I'd
never walked across that path that cut .

out across the flower-beds after dark.
We reached thefake.

"Now," she smiled. "What about that
dance?"

There wasn't any music by the lake,
. of course, but we danced all the same. ,,

Joanna kicked her high sandals into
the flower bed and kissed me. I kissed
her, then she kissed me again. "You
learn something every day," she smiled:

"Oh yes? Ahd what have you learned
today?"

"That under the right '} v
circumstances," she murmured, "even
a Wellington boot can be romantic."

"Or a pair of flared trousers," I
added.

Joanna ruffled my hair. "I don't
know if this is love, but.

- "Sponge puddings to love," I said,
anjf kissed her again.

THE END
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Vives will pay
abigh
price to
play the
mistress
TODAY'S woman is prepared to pay
as much for her underwear as an

executive suit.
And having invested £325 on a cor¬

seted bodysuit from Liz and David Ema¬
nuel she isn't averse to showing it off on
a night out.

The sizzling red item featured here is part
of the Emanuels' new Mistress Collection,
launched at Harrods yesterday. Provocative
when you team it with seamed stockings and
suspenders, but dressy when worn as an
evening top with a velvet mini.

The collection reflects a new trend in the
underwear market.

Although timed for the run-up to Christmas
it is not aimed specifically to catch the eye of
husbands or boyfriends looking for the ritual
frills for their loved ones.

Sophisticated
Women are now buying sexy underwear for

themselves and don't mind lashing out. Theyj
may pass over a shirt with a £25 price tag bi
don't even think about spending more
£50 on a silk bodysuit.

The result is big business for the High
Street stores as well as

individual designers like
Louise Holmes.

Big is the theme of her
Inspiration range of sexy un¬
derwear which includes cam¬

isoles for £21.50 and French
knickers (£25) for women
from size 16 to 30.

Holmes is convinced that
the larger woman is no
longer content with tradi¬
tional girdle and support bra,
but wants the same high
quality sophisticated lingerie
now available to those sized
a petite 10 and 12.
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UNDRESSED: The £325 bodysuit

Spotted
Two of the store's former

buyers, Janie Godber and
Stephen Schaffer, spotted the
trend and set up shop on
their own.

In under a year, their
chain, Knickerbox, has be¬
come to underwear what The
Sock Shop is to tights.

The shops are as small as
their briefs, but they open
their 11th branch in New¬
castle tomorrow and two
more later this month at
London Bridge station and
Barkers, the Kensington
store.

The growth of the under¬
wear market is being helped
along by the current fashion
trend of wearing your undies
on top.

Camisoles now peep
through cardigans and body¬
suits slip into tight ski pants
for day.
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GIRLS SHOULD BE TAUGHT "HOW TO SAY NO TO SEX".-

THIS/.ARTICLE APPEARED IN AN ENGLISH NEWSPAPER ( THE INHE PENDENT )
A FEW DAYS AGO.

READ IT CAREFULLY.

WHAT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT IT? DO YOU AGREE?

ANY' FURTHER COMMENTS?
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Girls should be taught
'how to say no to sex' I

SEX EDUCATION needs to be
reappraised radically in the face
of evidence that at least one in
five girls first has sexual inter¬
course under the age of 16, a
paediatrician said yesterday.

John Tripp, a consultant at the
Royal Devon and Exeter Hospi¬
tal, said that interviews with more
than 90 pregnant girls under age
18 showed that children needed to
be taught the skills necessary to
avoid unwanted and unplanned
intercourse — "in a sense teach¬
ing them how to say 'no' ".

Speaking in York at the annual
meeting of the British Paediatric
Association, Dr Tripp said that of
91 girls who were interviewed in
hospital before an abortion or af¬
ter having a baby, a third had
started having intercourse before
they were 15, and 80 per cent be¬
fore they were 16. Thirty-nine, or
almost half, were pregnant under
the age of consent.

Of those who started having sex
under the age of 15, about half
had had three or more partners.
Even among 35 girls who had not
become pregnant by the age of 20,
a fifth had first had intercourse
before the age of consent.

Dr Tripp said: "The younger
the girls were, the shorter had
been their relationship before
they started having sex. Few had
planned it.

"Half said it had 'just
happened' and thought it was a
normal part of a relationship.

By Nicholas Timmins
Health Services
Correspondent

Most wished they had delayed in¬
tercourse until they were older."

While the boy had used a con¬
dom the first time in half the cases

where girls had sex under 16, less
than a third of them continued to
use contraception.

"These girls may be physically
mature, but they are plainly at risk
from unplanned intercourse and
not yet psychologically mature
enough to appreciate the long-
term significance of intercourse
and possible pregnancy."

Sex education in schools in Ex¬
eter and mid-Devon, where the
girls came from, put the emphasis
on biology, contraception and
sexually transmitted diseases.
"But the girls recalled little or
nothing about the handling of
personal relationships, about
what a normal relationship is at
this age, and about how to say no.
We know such skills can be suc¬

cessfully taught. We have to teach
the boys to be more responsible,
but it is the girls who suffer when
they are not.

"There are good medical rea¬
sons for not having many partners
and not starting early. Girls that
do are at higher risk of cervical
cancer, of sexually transmitted
diseases, and now Aids.

"Girls who have babies veiy

young are at greater risk of devel- ,

oping into problem families.
Their babies are more likely to be
admitted to hospital, to suffer ac¬
cidents and have educational
problems, and older teenage girls
recognise that getting pregnant
very young seriously disrupts their
life.

"The girls we interviewed did
not have the skills to avoid un¬

planned and unwanted inter¬
course. Three-quarters of those
pregnant under 16 had the im¬
pression that at least half their
friends were sexually active."
■ Douglas Hurd, the Home Sec¬
retary, in a speech to Conserva¬
tives at Mollington, Cheshire,
said yesterday that he would issue
new guidance to police on meth¬
ods of treating and interviewing
child victims of sexual abuse.

This would follow his evalua- i
tion of a project by the Metropoli¬
tan Police and Bexley Social Ser¬
vices, using dolls to help children
explain assaults. The review may
be extended to doctors and social
workers treating young victims.

On prevention, Mr Hurd said
that new checks were being made
against police records on newly-
recruited staff in education, social
and probation services, and any¬
one whose work brought them
into contact with youngsters.

Mr Hurd said that a significant
amount of abuse went unre¬

ported. "We must search for ways
of sharpening our response to it."
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S E I G C t [
It was a rainy summer dusk. Brian and I were driving

along an irregular, muddy path through a Scottish forest
and we were wondering whether we'd get to Julia's before
close night. It was actually Brian who was trying to keep
the bouncy 4x4 under control while I just followed the

rhjthmof the music by swinging my head to and fro.
I stopped dead at the sight of what looked like a hu

man leg lying on one side of the path.
- Seen the same as me? - I asked Brian.

- What do you mean? - he asked back in his Scottish accent.
- Oh... nothing. Just that I've seen something resembling a human leg.
Brian's got a very bad sense of humour and he usually gets fed up with my

jokes very quickly. In that case, he doubtless thought I was a bloody joker:
- Fuck off! - he retorted rather sharply.
- Oh, Brian, I'm not pulling your leg! I mean, I'm serious!
As Brian didn't reply, I thought I'd better shut up too. Five minutes later
- Brian! Can't you see that thing on your right?
- No! And I won't look! And listen to me: when I say "Fuck off" I mean

"Fuck off"! There's no leg and if there was, what the hell could we do?
- I don't know... investigate, take it to a police station...
- ...and tell them we've found a human leg and we'd like to know if someone

has reported for having lost it!
- Why not? In any case, it's not only a leg. I expect you've seen an arm

hanging on that bush, so that...
- Listen: if you want me to drop you, just tell me. Else, remember: keep

your bloody mouth closed and you'll meet your dear Julia Amour.
- O.K., O.K., I shut up. I suppose you won't object to hearing my heart

beat!

But the thought of those limbs made me feel very anxious. But were they a

leg and an arm or was my imagination playing tricks? I really tried to think
about something else, but I just couldn't. The thought of bare flesh soaking
in the darkness came to my mind once and again.

We eventually arrived at Julia's. She lived with her sister and the hus¬
band of the latter in a jolly wooden cottage in the middle of a nice forest,
not far from the Loch Ness. We had all met for the first time in Paris, a

few years ago. We had been corresponding from then on and when I had the op¬

portunity I went to Edinburgh to visit Brian. That's when we decided to spend
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■j a week or so in the Highlands and have some nice excursions

with Julia, who surely Knew lots of interesting places and
beautiful sights.

. But we were not to enjoy the beginning of our holiday
very much.

The first thing we saw on reaching the cottage was an

ambulance starting its engine and blaring away. Before we

could actually arrive, we were stopped by a policeman.
- What's happened? - we hastened to ask.
- Would you please identify yourselves? What have you

come for?

- I'm Brian Gill, from Edinburgh - said Brian while showing his Identi¬
ty Card. I proceeded the same way and we told him why we were there. He let
us through and we could finally meet Julia. She really looked down in the
dumps. She didn't succeed in saying anything to us: she just dropped into
Brian's arms and turned her sobs into noisy wiping. It took long before we

could guess that both .her sister and her brother-in-law had been killed.
We really got shocked, as we didn't expect such terrible thing at all. I

automatically thought of the abandoned limbs.
As Julia insisted in our spending the night there, we stayed with her.

Although the journey had been tiring, we-stayed awake practically for the
whole night, chatting away about everything: we had a few year's life to
tell and we certainly didn't miss the opportunity. In fact, it was mainly
Brian and me who talked. I doubt whether Julia was even listening.

When I woke up the next morning, it was about midday. Brian, who shared
the room with me, was still fast asleep.

- Come on, Brian; it's time you woke up!
- Mmm... II est quelle heure?
- Presque midi, j'crois. - I don't know-why but we used to speak French

from time to time.- Come on, we should go down and cook something for lunch.
- O.K. You first. I'm coming presently.- He rolled himself up with his

blanket, turned to his right and went to sleep again. I couldn't help show
ing a faint smile of resignation. I dressed myself up and went down to the
kitchen. At my surprise, Julia was already there. Her eyes were swallen -

showing she had spent the rest of the night crying. I just didn't know what
to tell her:
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- Morning. Feeling better?
She shrugged her shoulders and let her characteristic sobbing out once

again. I tried to cheer her up and I had nearly succeeded when the phone
rang. It was the police. She was reduced to tears again.

After lunch we went down to Inverness because the Detective Inspector
of Police wanted to talk to Julia. Her brother-in-law's autopsy revealed
he had been strangled with something like an electric wire. As for her
sister, her body had been stolen during the night. The doctor in charge
of her autopsy declared she didn't show any evident sign of the cause of
her death so that further studies would have been necessary. We also -

learnt they weren't the first two deaths. In fact, three more people had
been found dead and two more had disappeared during the days before. But
the police didn't want to give details and we were somehow shown out be¬
fore we could hear anything else.

The next day was Thursday. I will always remember it. On the morning,
we went to Julia's brother-in-law's burial. That was really moving, for
all the neighbours came. They are really kind people. We didn't feel like
doing anything else in the afternoon, so we stayed at home. We were ha¬
ving tea when it started to rain. Afew minutes later, it wasn't raining
but pouring and it didn't take long before we heard it. It was a deep,
roaring sound: it lasted for a pair of seconds and it was followed by a

loud splash. We first thought it could have been a plane falling into the
lake, which was less than a kilometre down the hill. Brian and I went out

but we didn't see anything strange. We were already on our way back when
we heard Julia screaming. Brian and I rushed in to find her lying on the
floor.

- Is she dead?

- No; she's still breathing. She's just fainted.
She came round in a few seconds and gazed at the dining-room table.

When we did, we saw her sister's head dreadfully smiling at us, the eyes

wide open. We phoned the police and an hour later they were already in
the house. But there was nothing else to be seen. Julia said she was -

watching through the window our coming back when she heard footsteps be
hind her. She turned round, saw the head and fainted.



The doors weren't forced and neither were the windows. But what was most

incredible was the total absence of footprints on the mud all around the -

house. No signs were found of the cause of the strange sound either. The
head had been cut off with an electric saw. I remembered the abandoned

limbs once again. This time I told the police and we drove to the path where
I had seen them but they weren't there any longer.

The whole thing was utterly strange and the police were totally incapa¬
ble of reaction. Though kept in the greatest secret, the news was leaked
to the press. On the following day, we were assaulted by reporters. They
all wanted to take snapshots from the place where the dreadful discovery
had been made. We were on all the T.V. and radio news and in the Saturday

papers. Lots of speculations were done and Julia was often said to have -

seen the murderer placing her sister's head on the table. We didn't rea¬

lize of the gravity of these suppositions until Sunday midnight.

We were about to go to bed when we heard that sound again. Julia rushed
to the door, opened it and there it was: near seven feet high, a winged hu
man figure with bird face and all the body covered with scales. We stood
astonished for a few seconds.

When I woke up Brian was patting my cheeks. I sat up and tried to remem

ber: the strange creature had fired a laser gun and had killed Julia. I -

don't know how he did it, but he told us he was extraterrestrial. After¬

wards, he did something and both Brian and I fell asleep.
Should we call the police? Would they believe us? In any case, we didn't

think it over for long, because the Detective Inspector himself knocked at
the door.

He brought Julia with him.

On seeing the newspapers put Julia in a delicate situation, the Detec¬
tive Inspector sent ten agents to watch our house secretly. They didn't
see the murderer arrive but they were able to catch him when he got out.

The murderer turned out to be a maniac. He had a strange pleasure in
splitting women up and scattering their pieces all round, and he did it
by means of an extraordinary hypnotic power.

5*
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Whenever we heard that strange sound, we fell into a post-hypnotic sug¬

gestion. We still don't know when he could first hypnotize us, but the fact
is we were hypnotized. When Brian and I went out to look down at the Loch,
Julia herself let the murderer in through the kitchen door. Then, the murde_r
er went out; Julia woke up, saw the head, screamed and went off, so that all
she remembered later was' her watching us through the window. Meanwhile, the
murderer could erase his footprints. The second time, he made Brian and me

tell that foolish story while he carried Julia away. Still, we don't under
stand why he returned: he must have been sure that the papers were wrong.

Perhaps he wanted to kill her, but in such case that was too great a risk
to take at those moments.

•
• i • • j "" v. \ ' .

So at last we had ten days of grand holiday. We saw beautiful sights, waljc
ed, breathed pure air and had a most wonderful time. By the time we set off
we didn't remember nearly anything about the affair that had worried us so

much. The police were still interrogating the murderer to clear up the gaps

the case presented. Julia was moving out to Inverness not long after our

departure and she seemed to have got the shock nearly over.

It was rainy dusk when we' left. Brian and I were driving along an irreg¬
ular,' muddy path through a Scottish forest. It was actually Brian who was

... ' . • 's . - , . . - -- I .

trying to" keep the bouncy 4x4 under control while I just followed the rhythm
of the music by swinging my head to and fro, thinking about the tremendous
time we had had. I turned my head back to say goodbye to those beautiful
lands.

Only a woman head hung on the branch of a tree gave us the farewell.



TUE. PARTY PUZZLE.
It'S /In nje's birtKAay - She's organising a party for her friends
but it's becoming impossible to arrange where everyone is
supposed to sit because t be girls all haue very particular
ideas. Can you. Kelp Annie to plan her party so that it's josh
what everyone has in mind?

Annie likes people who make herlaugh but she doesn't lite a
lotot noise. N iranda likes boys who wear glasses but she's
not interested in fabtball or tennis, J udy'S not interested in
football, either, and she doesn'1 tike boys vuho are short-¬

sigh ed. Sheila's not a fan of Dunan Duran and she doesn't
want to sit next to someone who's short-sighted. Jane is vet
fussy. She doesn't want to sit next to anyone who has a hah
chest tells jokes, plays football, wears glasses of who lister
to Duran Duran. Sue doesn't like hairy chests either. She
doesn't want to sit next to a boy who has curly hairora boy
who is a tennis player, Jo loves boys who make her laugh,
kate auofds noise and hairy chests. Louise is not fond of
boys who drink a lot, have hairy chests and whs play tennis.

The answers appear ini Catch ,
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Voar sister puts your sweater on and
doesn'task your permission first. Are
y ou annoyed?

You invite V our cousin and your best
friend.to come out untk you. Vour
■friend"talks to your cousin aII the
evening. Are you jea/ous?

It's your birthcby and you receive a
box. of chocolates. Do you eat them
yourself?^. O ^ U.

A school friend can'tdo some home¬
work uuhich is very difficult... Do you
allow him to copy theanswers from
your book?

A friend wants to play tennis hut
doesn'thauea racquet. D o you (end
her your racquet?

y our (end some records to a friend.
A week later she gives themb ackbu
fin er£ is one record u/h ich is broken
vAre you angry?

V our mother goes into your room
which is in a mess and tidies It u/hi/e
you are in school. Are you angry?

new.

V ou aren't at all possessive. Be a bit
more careful about your things or
you'll lose eoerythmg.

eu/a
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FIRST DAY OF TERM

- Do not get up before midday.
- If there is enough time, go to school.
- Look for your classroom; if you don't
find it, don't worry: enter the first one

you find.
- Try to make sure you choose an attrac¬
tive teacher.

- Introduce yourself to the class and don't
let them show you out.

YOUR ATTITUDES DURING THE TERM

- The first three hours of Monday are required to rid yourself of the Sun¬
day hangover: just sleep.
- During the rest of the week: > Remember that the canteen waiters

need some company from time to time.
> The best way to help your class

colleagues is not appearing in the
classroom.

> When appearing, make all your ef¬
forts in order to make that time un¬

forgettable both for pupils and teach

> Always try that the teacher has no¬

ticed you in. You can achieve this

purpose by making funny comments,

laughing, yawning, stretchig, singing
inalow voice and so on.

- This one intends to be a useful guide. However, remember that nothing
is better than one's own inventive.

N.B. You can send us any suggestions you consider interesting as well as

your own studying experiences.
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U-2 were born in Dublin in 1978. The band is formed by

Bono, leader and singer, really called Paul Newson; David
Evans, guitar, known as the Edge; Adam Clayton, bass, and
the drums Larry Mullen. The infantile and youthful custom
of Paul's to call his friends by nicknames led to his own

nickname of "Bono"; taken from an advertisement from a

hearing aids shop which said "Bono Vox", that in bad Latin
means good voice. Bono invented the guitar's nickname The

Edge too. The group's charism has gone "in crescendo" up

to now, with six LP's published, the last of which, "The
Joshua Tree", has been the slogan for the last tour they
have made. The key of their success is not only their mas

ter discographic works but mainly the direct style (i.e.
concerts), which is fundamental for a group like this one.

U-2 songs include God, speak about socialIproblems and
so on, always under an evident biblical allegory.

When Bono said in Madrid "This is a big place, but U-2
and you are much bigger", he was quite right, because you

could never have seen so diverse a public and enjoying so

much. On the other hand, they don't presume of being stars
and don't care about keeping their charism up.

DISCOGRAPHY

Maxi-sing1es: New tears today
Pride (in the name of love)
The unforgettable fire
With or Without you

I still haven't found what

I'm looking for
Albums: Boy Under a blood red sky

October The unforgettable fi-re
War The Joshua Tree

i 0

'• And you give yourself
away .

My hands are tied
: My body bruised, she's

got me .with
f Nothing left to win

And nothing else to lose

With or without you
I With or without you
f I can't live

With or without you

With or
Without you

See the stone.:
your ,eyes
See the thorn
your side
i wait foryou.
Sleight of han
of

.

On a bed :of nails-she ,

With or without you
With or without youCs'A,-?.-

Through the storm we .

reach the shore
You give it all but I want
more ■

And I'm waiting for you
...... ... ,With or without you
With or without you
I can't live
With or without you ....

«... •*' v-"
; ;• -• "• - v ■

And you give yourselfv •
away
And you give yourself
away

And you give
And you give



She's one of the discographic booms of
1986 in the USA, where she got three No.1

singles, forty Golden and Platinum records,
some Grammy and Emmy prizes, seven "Ame¬
rican Awards" and she was the Artist of

the Year in the Billboard magazine.
She was born in August 9th 1963 in -

Newark, New Jersey. Her mother is Cissy
Houston, a very good singer of rhythm and
blues; and she is Dionne Warwick's cousin.

At first, she sang gospel together with
her mother in the Baptist church of New Hope. At the age of twelve, she
sang with her mother in some night-clubs and three years later her mother
carried her to Japan. In 1983 she collaborated with Chaka Khan, Lou Rawls
and the Nevile Brothers.

In 1984 she got an offer to sing with Teddy Pendergrass. The song,very

sensual, had a great success in the USA. From that moment on, Whitney has

played her role of sexy girl and a lot of magazines such as Seventeen Mag^
azine, Glamour, Cosmopolitan or Young Miss want her photos at the front
page.

She also made some spots for the American T.V. Because of that all,
she got the title of "Best International Model".

With only two albums, Whitney is considered as a star, although she
continues living the same life as before and does not think she is a star.

DISCOGRAPHY

Singles: Saving all my love
How will I know

Greatest love of all

I wanna dance with some

GM

a

LP's: Whitney Houston

Whitney

body (single&Maxi)
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Although Sabadell doesn't look too happy during the day, you can find a

lot of animation at night and we want to advise some of them to you. You've

got a lot of different ways to have a good night, according with your char¬
acter.

As quiet places, we've got "L'Snec blau", where you can find all kinds of
people -punkies, "pijos", hippies, etc.- and they all have a lot of money so

that... they can be good friends.
Other quiet places are "Piano Jazz", "Piazza" if you want to have good

supper with music, "La Lionesa", "Grisbi", "Xarop", "Submarino", "Catalunya",
"Chicago", "El Musical", "Tr£lex", "Sant Pere","Diesel", "Glass" to hear good
music in a quiet disco, or "Par£ntesi" to hear better music in a good ambiance.

If you like to be sorrounded by a lot of people and take complex of music
maniac, go to "La Mata", "Concor", "Piu", "Albatros" or "Boeing" and move

your body as a fool.

If you want a lot of foolish excitement but witha friendly ambiance, go

to "Stones" where there are good concerts on from time to time. The pubs
you may know -"Everyday", "Stat-Q", etc.- are fantastic places to go to with

your flirt or your friends. Going to "Tothom" is very recommendable, but
only to see it.

On the other hand, you can buy some "Xecas" and go to drink them with
your friends at any shadowy place. If you can, gather a big group and go to
the mountain; breathe its fresh air and run during an hour: it is healthier
and cheaper.

Now that you have a lot of good ideas to choose, don't stay at home during
the week-end: spend your money! The waiters are waiting for you.

Ah! During the day, you can spend money too going to "Central Park", "Sant
Pep" or anywhere else you know and play with machines. It is another way to
spend your money.



MYSTIFY ®f
Detective Inspector Stevens was walking with his colleague, Detective Ins^
pector Baggins. It was a glorious day, the sky was clear blue, and fresh
white snow lay evenly on the ground. They went up a twisting road to the

top of a hill, where they stopped and looked down on the little stone -

houses of the picturesque village below them.

"Very pretty", said Baggins."Just like a Christmas card, with all that
snow on it. What's that big place over there on the left?" He pointed to
a large house sorrounded by trees, on the edge of the village.
"oh, that," answered Stevens. "That's old Mr Ramsden's place/ I know it

quite well, actually. I had to spend some time there about six months ago,

on business, unfortunately, not for pleasure."

"Really? What was the trouble?"
"Well, it was a sad little story. Old Mr Ramsden had three grand-daughters.
He was very fond of them, and they used to visit him as often as they could.
"Used to?"

"Yes, I'm afraid they don't any more. One of them stole a valuable brooch
from Mr Ramsden's safe, and he doesn't trust any of them any longer."
"But didn't he find out which one did it?",asked Baggins.
"No, unfortunately they all had quick answers when we questioned them.
Would you like to hear the full story?"
"Yes, I would", said Baggins eagerly. "Could we start walking back? I'm
getting cold."
"Of course," agreed Stevens. "We can have a hot drink when we get home."
The two men turned and began to make their way down the snowy road towards
the town. Stevens began his story.
"I was called to the house by Mr Ramsden. He was very upset. He said "I'm
so worried, Inspector. A very valuable old brooch has been stolen, and I
think I know who did it!' Well, of course, I said therexouldn't be any¬

thing to worry about, if he knew who had taken it. Mr Ramsden didn't agree

with me. "You see, Inspector, I think it was one of my grand- daughters.



They all knew where I kept the brooch, in the wall-safe behind the picture.
And they all knew where I kept the key to the safe, in the second drawer on
the right hand side of the desk.' I asked him where the desk was."It's in
my study. The girls all went into my study this morning.5 We called the girls.
They were in their late teens, and very pretty, I must say. Their names were

Julie, Cora and Mandie."

Baggins interrupted him.
"What did you ask them?" he wanted to know.
"Oh, the usual things -you know- what they were doing that morning, whether
they were short of money, and so on," answered Stevens.
"Did you ask them why they went into the study?" enquired Baggins-.
"I did, as a matter of fact, but that was no help. Julie went in to look for
her sunglasses, Cora wanted a book, and Mandie needed her overcoat. They
weren't very tidy girls, apparently. Their grandfather couldn't remember if
the things had been in the room, but he said it was possible."
Baggins stopped walking and stared at Stevens.
"When did you say this was?" he asked thoughtfully.
"About six -" began Stevens. Suddenly he stopped and took hold of Baggins'
arm. "Wait a minute, I missed something, didn't I?"
"You most certainly did,"said Baggins with a smile.
"And it should have been more obvious then than now! Never mind. Let's go

and tell the old man now. At least he'll know he's got two grand-daughters
he can trust!"

The two men hurried down the snowy road towards the big house.

Well? Who did it? (Detective rating: 1 minute- excellent
3 minutes - average

more than 3 - don't

be a detotive!)



STORY CROSSWORD
This crossword doesn't have any questions. The words all come from a sto¬

ry. Read the story, and put each missing word at its right place in the
crossword."

• 1A means "1 across", and 1D means "1 down". Good luck!

1 Z 3 4 5

6 7 6 ' i -

9 10
'

'
-

11 12 13 14

15
: -

16

17
f ! -

Jack and I were making our way

through the trees of an African

(17A). We travelled through the
night - it was cooler then.

"Hurry up, Jack," I said. "Why
are you so (9A)?"

"I'm too tired to go on,"(11A)
said. "Look - the sky in the (140)
is getting light. The (5D) will
rise soon".

"Have some fruit." I said, and
I gave him a few (1A).

"What's that sound?" he suddenly cried out. "A wild animai of Some (13D)?
An elephant?"

"(3D), not an elephant," I told'him. "There (40) no elephants around here."
"A lion, then. If it finds us, it will kill (6A). The sound wasn't far

away."
"I agree," I said. "In fact it was very (12A). A lion will often attack

a man who's alone."But there are (15A) of us."
"There's a clear place over there," he said. "No big trees, just a few

(1D). Let's run for it!"

Almost at once his foot hit a rock and he fell.

"(8D)!" he screamed. "I think I've broken my (15D)!"
I picked him up and carried him. In the clear space there was a house,

and a woman stood in the (7A).
"My friend has hurt his foot badly," I told her. "I think he needs to

see a (7D).
"There isn't one around here", she said. "And no villages or (TOD) for

(10A) kilometres. But come in, both of you."
She gave us each a plate and a (16A), and we had some hot soup.

My eyes began to close, and soon I was (2D).

£9
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Here are the main points of both Tory and Labour parties:
- Tories will protect the nation against potential agression.
- They will make the U.K. the fastest growing economy in Europe.
- They will keep finance sound, will cut taxes and will reduce inflation.
Thus, they have already created a million new jobs since the last election.
- About health service, they promise to reduce waiting lists and build new

hospitals.
- Trident will be more important than ever to Britain's security when Cruise
and short range missiles are removed from Europe.
- The value of the State retirement pension will be maintained.
- Union governing bodies will have to be elected at least every five years

by secret ballot.
- The war on crime and lawlessness will be good'enough.
- Crimes will be striped by the same measures used for stripping the assets
of drug traffickers.
- There will be more policemen on the streets and more prisons will be built.

We asked them about...

Jobs: -The first, priority we've got is to improve the health of some outda
ted industries. But we have also in mind programmes allowing 300,000 people
to work on.community projects full time.

And.we think about teenagers as well: all those leaving school before 18
will have guaranteed place on Youth Training schemes. Those under 18 who
choose not to wprk or train will have their benefits reduced.
Education: -That is another main point in our program. The education sys¬

tem simply must be improved. We aim to maintain a mix of private and state
education. Our program is based on a great degree of liberty: schools will
be allowed to opt out of local authority control, if they wish. Yet, there's
a national curriculum that has to be respected, including basicly Maths, En
glish and science up to the age of 16.
Health: -We think we've already done many good things in the NHS. If we

win again, we'd like to focus all our attention upon cancer precaution.
Computerised call and recall systems for cervical cancer screening will be
extended. There are also national programmes for breast cancer screening in
project.
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Labour have jobs as top priority, so they want to create one million jobs
in two years. Of course, they also want to take off missiles within their
possibilities for freedom.

You know the percentage of crimes is growing, but the left promise more

protection and more methods of public defence. For people'who like wild
places, the access to them will be easier, and experiments on wild animals
wi 11 end.': < ■ ! •' • : 1

In matter of health, they promise harder fighting against AIDS, no pri¬
vate beds in the NHS and new techniques for hospitals.

They think of everything,- so education cannot be releagiied to a second
plane: classes must be smaller and have modern equipment and buildings.
For poor people-who cannot study, they promise "maintenance allowances" '

and teachers will- be better paid. ,:'r
Attempts to reduce US' presence in the Country are not too numerous,

but they will intend to do it within their possibilities, although Ameri¬
can's total going out is not convenient and impossible.

Those taxds you know and hate will be reduced, and building new houses
will be a problem for no one else. Property agents will be controled and
you will be able to be more confident on them.

dobs': -We want to get half a million jobs for evey sectors. These jobs
consist of repairing and building houses, hospitals and1schools. We prom

ise 360,000 jobs for young people and adults. Men over 60 will be able
to retire early, having up to 160,000 jobs for younger'people'to step
into. And tough new laws will combat fraud and sharp practice in the city.
Education: -We aim to have in all schools smaller classes with modern

books, equipment and buildings so there is no need to fund-raise for essejn
tials. For youngsters aged 16 to 18 whose parents cannot afford to kdep
them at school, they will be given "maintenance allowances".'We've got

good news for teachers as well: their pay will be the~one of-well quali¬
fied professionals.
Health: -Our proudest boast is the creation of the NHS. The Tories"1'' -

voted against,it then and they have now downgraded and neglected if.
Private use of the NHS will end and private beds will be phased out

of the NHS hospitals. A network of Well Women Clinics will.be created.

3°
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When a football match finishes and the Barcelona's vice-president, Nicolau
Gasaus, criticizes one of his favourite footballers, Gary Lineker, saying
that he hides himself in the field; or when Julio Alberto criticizes Roberto
on the radio because he has missed a clear goal; or when the supposed figure
of this team, Mr Bernd Schuster, laughs at everybody saying that Barcelona
will have to look for a crack in Japan- because, at Font Pineda, it is sure that
the.Barga won't find him... it means that isn't a club and it doesn't repre¬

sent Catalunya, as one bad day Mr Nunez said about the F.C. Barcelona. F.C.
Barcelona is a disaster and its supporters are starting waking up demanding
a deep wipe as the only solution to get their club out of the pit where all
those like Nunez and Casaus have put it in.

: • - j

Wipe is the word. Barcelona must renew itself. It is necessary to inject
new blood into a team:that looks old, has no hope and can't feel shame of
itself when it loses against.the Gastillafs boys. It's clear that renewal -

will be impossible while the best young Catalan footballers emigrate to Ma¬
drid. That is the case of Eduard Vilchez, the present Casti11 a's figure, or

a boy from.Sabadell who played with the Mercantil and who went away in spite
of the fact that he was the figure of the juvenile Catalan selection trained
by Carles Reixac; or,Albert Aguiia, born.in Almacelles, who, not being older
than seventeen, is already trained by Leo Beenhacker in the first team of
the Real Madrid.

While we criticize Cristdbal, we make Salva walk along a real "Via Crucis",
we said goodbye to Vinyals and just the same with Fradera, while we forget
Covelo, Sergi, L6pez-L6pez and Nayim, while we don'know what to do with Clos,
Pedraza or Manolo, we give opportunities to unknown twenty-five-year-old
veterans such as Moratalla, Calder§ or Rojo -that's the age they were when
they made their ddbut with the first team- and the Real Madrid takes our

best players to their team for a few pesetas -and they make history, let's
not forget that.
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WIPE

Meanwhile, we are restraining ourselves a personage like Bernd Schuster,
ethically doubtful, and a polemic president with as negative as unwonder-
ful public gestures, who only takes pleasure in opening his mouth to make
as much propaganda as possible about himself, based on economic balances
that haven't still been deeply studied; and who may leave us with our mouths
opened. A president who has raised himself as the main object of propaganda
from the first day. Emotive and visceral in moments of tension, he has al¬
ways reacted badly against the critics. For example, we'll say that, by
now, he hasn't got any relationship with the most important communication
means of the country that in general ask for his resignation.

Because, if we only pay our attention in the numbers, forgetting the
latest problems with Archibald, Hugues, Schuster or Venables, we'll see

that Madrid has got fourteen points more than Barcelona in the middle of
the season. But, what's worse, the league goes on as up to now and the club
that has -spent the most money in this season -more or less 3,000 million
pesetas- may not even be able to classify for the UEFA cup.

Finally, Barcelona needs to do a wipe, but a real wipe and at all levels,
starting by the directive members, passing by the team and the foreigners
and finishing by the technical body that has permited barbarities as great
as allowing the best young Catalan footballers to go out to Madrid.



H.wto :;»Oi*r A Gem ©KEf^
***** Lesson 1 : ELEMENTARY COOKING (part I) *****

. First course: FRIED EGG

1.- Open your refridgerator and take a Cock&Hen egg. You will recognize it
by its peculiar golden colour and its perfect shape.

2.- Take a frying pan and put it on to the cooker; put some oil in it and

light the fire.

3.- Test the oil temperature. However you do it, don't put your fingers
inside.

4.- When the oil is hot enough, break the egg and place it gently on to
the oil.

5.- Add some salt.

6.- When you like the colour of the egg, take it out, not with your hands
neither turning the pan over but with a skimmer, and put it on
the plate.

N.B.: For the moment being, this:is enough. After several lessons, you'll
be able to adorn this tasty dish with chips or bacon.

Final considerations: This is a very suitable course for breakfast, because
the recommended drinks are water, fruit juice, Cock&Hen milk,

This crash-course. Is promoted by Sock & fSen farm Corp.
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He is a person who has been living in Sabadell for six
. • . n

years. Here, he runs a language school. His name is Peter

and he is 29 years old. I have tried to make him some ques¬

tions about our town, our country, what he thinks about -

English and so on:

- You were born in Northern Ireland, weren't you?
- Yes, in Belfast.

- What did you study?
- I studied advanced level education, technical instruments

in the Ministry of Defence and I did several teacher training
courses.

- Why did you come here?
- I had a friend who was working here and he offered me

work that sounded interesting.

- What do you think of Sabadell?
- It has improved a lot in the last few years. I like work¬

ing here but I prefer to live outside Sabadell.

- And what's the difference between Spain and the U.K.?
- They're two very differnt countries and have many diffe¬

rences: the mentality of the people, the education, the na¬

tional health system, the weather, etc., etc.

- Do you believe the Spanish are better than the English or the con¬

trary?
- Better no, different.

- Tell me something that called your attention when you arrived here.
- The beautifu1 girls.

- Which country do you prefer: Spain or the U.K.?
- I'm happy living here, but I don't feel very secure.

- For you, what's the most important language in the world?

7 Eng1ish.



- Why?
- Because all over the world you can find people who speak

Eng1ish.

- Do you believe that English, in the future, will be the language that
all the world will have to know and with which all people will be able to
communicate each other?

- I believe in the future all the countries will use English
as their second language.

- Do you do anything apart from teaching in the Academy?
- Not really; I don't have much time.

- How do you see the level of education in Spain?
- It has improved a lot in the last few years, specially here.

* Fill in the gaps with: ANIMALS
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Christmas time is a very special one. All countries celebrate

these days in a similar way: Christmas is dedicated to the f a m_i_
ly while New Year's Eve is a happier celebration. Still, there

are several typical, original details from each country which

are worth knowing. In this article, you can learn a little more

about Christmas traditions from different European countries.

December 5th:

In the Netherlands, this is a special day for all children. There's a man

who -so the legend says- comes from Spain and brings "apples of orange". The
6th of December is his birthday. Yet, he is the one who gives all the pre¬

sents. Little kids who still believe in Santa Claus get the presents through
the chimney. Santa Claus' helpers climb all the way down into the living-
room. Children should put their shoe or socks in front of the fireplace and
sing all kind of songs, starting two, four or six days before the 5th.

When children grow up, they celebrate it in another way: they must give
a small present to the one whose name was written in a piece of paper that
everybody had previously put in a bag.

German children also get something from Santa Claus if they leave their
shoes by the door.

Christmas:

This day is not always celebrated in the same sense: it keeps its reli¬
gious sense in some but the materialist aspect is widely spread. Christmas
is a familiar celebration with a certain degree of melancholy and the higjn
est number of suicides.
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Of course, many people go to midnight masses, sing songs and so on.

Most streets and houses are gayly decorated with Xmas trees, glossy pa¬

pers, candles, small colourful bulbs, etc. Cribs are not rare. They are

usually made of wood and, in Germany, they are sometimes placed on a -

round board with candles underneath so that the hot air makes it turn

round. In that country Advent crowns are also commonly used to decorate.
Though the greatest importance is usually attached to Christmas Eve or

Christmas lunch, it is not the absolute rule. In Norway, they go to
church on the 24th in the morning; in the Netherlands, they attach a lot
of importance to the Xmas breakfast too, and in Cyprus Easter is more

important. On the other hand, it is a workday in Yugoslavia (and the -

other socialist countries, I suppose). Yet, in that country nearly every

body celebrates Christmas too: the presents for the kids are officially
delivered by the "Frozen Grandfather", though christian families tell



their children it is the Little Jesus who brings them. German children don't

get their presents so easily: they must say by heart a small poem they have
learnt at school before getting them. Norwegian children get their presents
from Santa Claus "in Person", who appears with a sack on his back. That is
not the case for the French and Italian children: they must leave their s 1 i_p
pers or long socks under the tree and wait until the next morning.

Christmas meals are usually elaborate and very typical. Turkey and pheas^
ant are generally extended. In Norway, they eat sheep's rib, smoked, salted
and boiled and drink Norwegian Aquavit (spirits). In the Netherlands, they
eat "pepernoten" (a sort of ginger-nut), "speculaas" (cookies made of cin¬
namon), "taai taai" (gingerbread) and chocolate letters. The Italian meal
is made of "tortellini" or "cappelleti", roast rabbit with roast potatoes
and tomatoes, and different types of cakes and pies for dessert (panettone
from Milan, pandoro from Verona, nougat...) and, of course, Italian white
wine. All sorts of cookies and cakes are baked all over the continent. Ice¬

creams are normal as well.

The 26th is also a holiday consacred to the family.

New Year:

The New Year's ambiance is quite different. This is a night for the friends.
You go out to parties, meet new people and, as Isabelle says, "everybody
wishes a happy new year to everybody and drinks and eats and has fun fun
fun and... FUN".

There are fireworks in the Netherlands -the Chinese immigrants spend lots
of money on them and have the "special ones". In Hamburg, everybody gathers
at the port to light their fireworks while ships blow their horns. In Lon¬

don, young people meet at Trafalgar Square to hear the Big Ben strike. In
Vienna, waltzes are danced in front of the Town Hall. In Cyprus ships let
off fireworks and sound their horns too. In Yugoslavia, it is time for -

those who have not celebrated Christmas to get their presents from the
"Frozen Grandfather" under the New Year's tree -just like the Xmas one.

Luck is something people care about, specially at the beginning of the
year. In Cyprus, they eat a cake with a coin inside. Whoever finds it is
meant to have good luck for the rest of the year. In Germany and Austria,
they buy small lead sculptures representing chimney sweeps, small pigs,



ladybirds, small luck-mushrooms and other "Glucksbringer" -things that
bring luck. They melt these sculptures and throw the lead into a glass
of water. The lead solidifies quickly into strange shapes. Then, every¬

one tries to read his luck for the new year in the shape the "Gliicksbrin^
ger" has turned into. Italian women or girls give the one they love red
pants as a present. These must be worn on New Year's Day to have good
luck.

On New Year's Day, there is the New Year's concert from Vienna, wide¬
ly broadcasted. After the concert, the German TV, ZDF, broadcasts a fun¬

ny sketch called "Dinner for one" which has become typical. An old English
lady has lost all her friends but she still has dinner as though they
were with her. It is the servant who plays the different roles and serves

the courses after asking once and again to her mistress: "The same pro¬

cedure as last year, Miss Sophie?";"And she answers: "The same procedure
as every year, James".

There is also special food for New Year: the English roast beef and
Yorkshire pudding, the Dutch "olie bollen" -round pie with raisins or

pieces of apple and powdered sugar on them-, the Yugoslavian "sarma"
-stuffed salted cabbage- and so on.

January the 6th. is not celebrated nearly anywhere. Yet, in Germany
and Austria people write "19+G+M+B+88" with chalk on the top of their
front doors to show that the Three Wise Men have been there.

Special thanks to: Angela Katcun (West Germany)
Helge Danielsen (Norway)
Laura Lui (Yugoslavia)
Isabelle Cassagne (France)
Federica Caporali (Italy)
V§ronique Haesendonk (Belgium
Birgit Adriaens (Netherlands)
Andrew Haralambous (Cyprus)



GENERAL PREDICTIONS

The big planetary event will be that Saturn and Uranus will go to Capri¬
corn in February 13th and 15th respectively.

As Neptune is in this sign, these planetary movements can have great
transcendence, specially for those countries whose astral card has the Sun
in Capricorn, namely Cuba, Taiwan, El Salvador, Ghana, India, Indonesia,
Italy, Kampuchea and Sweden.

The confluence of these three planets in the sign of professions, tradj_
tion, and prestige implies a lot of changes in the world in these aspects
of life.

Elevating the scholar level should be very interesting and the new gene

rations will take care of high-level studies and professions. Maybe new -

sciences can be created, as we don't know all the sciences now. Occult sci_
ences will be better considered and maybe some leaders would want their ad_
vise.

The family structure will change a lot, maybe homosexual families can

even grow up, and the traditional concept of family will change as well.
World peace would be well stablished because nuclear weapons will be con

trolled from now to 1998.

Big problems for those countries mentioned above as well as for Bahamas,

Canada, Finland, Iraq, Nicaragua, Philippines, Poland and the U.S.A., because

they are in the opposite sign: Cancer.
The best countries are those in Taurus or Gemini, because Jupiter is on

its way there and that means positive changes, economical benefits and ex¬

pansion for Afghanistan, Austria, Denmark, Egypt, Greece, Japan, Jordan,
Haiti, Norway and South-Africa.
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aries

HEALTH: Good health, but be careful with accidents and blows on your head
because you try to make everything too speedily. Be specially careful in
February and November. You've got a lot of energy and if you aren't produc
tive you can get the worst. The best months are March, April, August and

September.

LOVE: You're eternally in love, and you'll be lucky in this aspect, so

maybe your ideal partner will appear. But the flirts can be numerous from
July to October. If you want to get married, get it in September, October
or November. Good relations in your job in August and September, with your

family from June to August and with your friends in January and February.

WORK: If you want to get over all your obstacles, this is the-appropriate
year for it. If you're occupied in some professional thing, be careful from
January to June and control your bad character with your superiors. If you

are a businessman, it is easier to get money. If you are an employee, your

best months are August and September. If your work is creative or artistic,
these are July, August and September.

GAMBLING: You can multiply your profits because Jupiter is propitious
for you from March to June and in December. Your profits will grow up

through your partners in November and December. June is a good month'for
business and travels. The bad month is January.

taurus

HEALTH: You've got a good health but time can deteriorate it. The throat
is your sickly point, so be careful from January to April. The best months
are May, June, September, October and November.

LOVE: Love isn't something to live only once in your life; you'll have
opportunities to have romantic relations. If you want to get married, the
best months are from October to December. Danger of ruptures in January.

\ WORK: You need a job that you like and that can be productive. .Perhaps
last year you had laboral conflicts; they will disappear this year. Ask
for an ascension from September to November. If you're an artist, your

best months are August and September; January and February for professionals.

LUCK: Favourable periods for inversions from May to JUne and from July 22th
to December 11th.

n
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gemini
HEALTH: Think about what is your most frequent health problem and be care¬

ful with it in January and April. You can fatten after July 22th.

LOVE: In the youth time, you're in love with love, but time compels you to
build your home.Tiese last years, you have been looking for you ideal partner;
this tendence will continue till February and between June and October. The
best months are from September to November. December is the best one to get
married.

WORK: You need a job in which you feel yourself free: travelling, working
with public... This is a good year for you, but be careful in January if you

are an employee. If you are an artist, your best months are from September
to November.

GAMBLING: The best moments are from July 22th to December 11th. In July
and August, you'll have opportunities to have better profits, and in January
your partner will help you.

cancer

HEALTH: If you are happy, your health is good; but if you are sad, your

health is bad. You haven't serious problems with your health this year, but
be careful in January, February, May and June. Your best months are July
and August. Don't be fool in April or May.

LOVE: The fact is that you need some physical relations and your passions
are very strong. So be careful because you can conceive passions with per¬

sons who won't correspond to you. The best months, October and November.
If you want to get married, get it in January.

WORK: Your problem is your desire of perfection and that carries you prob
lems with your friends and superiors. November and December are the best
months for employees, March and April for professionals and November and
December for artists as well.

GAMBLING: Maybe you are interested in speculating in stocks, do it from
July to September. Be careful in April and May: your partners can sue you

for money.



lea

HEALTH: Your problems are concentrated in the heart, the skin and the
nervous system, so be careful with depressions in January, June and July.
Your best months, August and September.

LOVE: You want a romantic love, but maybe you can't find it. This year

is for big hopes and big deceivings. Be more realistic. Your best months:
September, November and December only for adventures; January and Feb¬
ruary for marriage. A pril and May are the worst ones.

WORK: You must be sure about your work; if you like it, it will run; if
you don't, it won't run at all. The best month for employees is January.
Professionals will be lucky from March to July and the artists will have
their best months in November and December.

GAMBLING: Luck is on your side this year; don't turn away to it. Be
risky in August and September. You'll make money in February and March.
Your consort may spend too much money in May, June and July.

virgo
HEALTH: You're excessively worried about your health and everything
related to it. But your health is not too bad. This year you'll have no

bad moments in this aspect. If you need a lot of energy, the best months
will be April and May, and the bad ones November and December.

LOVE: It is not easy to fall in love and you need a lot of time to get
to know your partner. Romantic relations in January and February; in
March, conflicts and ruptures. The best.moments are from January 15th
to April 4th, and the bad ones from May 22nd to July 13th.

WORK: You're always working on something, you can't stand doing nothing;
but think you've got enough with your own problems. If you are an employ
ee, your best months will be January and March, and the worst ones April
and November. If you are an artist, the best ones are January and Febru¬
ary.

GAMBLING: Please, don't gamble. You know the only thing you can do to
have more money is great efforts.

a



libra

HEALTH: Your health depends on your mind. You need a harmonious atmosphere
around you. Your best months: February, March, September, October. The
worst ones are June and August, though they are not too bad.

LOVE: You're the everlasting lover. Be careful and don't put this aspect
of your life in the first place. The best moments to start love stories are

from-January to March. If you are looking for important relations, the best
month is April. Bad months from July to December.

WORK: You need a work according with your character, because tensions in
this aspect can make a hell of your life. Good year to change job. If you

are an employee, good months in February and March and difficulties in May
and June. Professional's best months are July and August. If you are an art
ist, your best months are January, February and March, but be carefpl with
April.

LUCK: You can-have very good luck or very bad one. The only necessary thing
is that you must not rely much on it. You can be lucky in November and De¬
cember. Maybe January is not a good month.

scorpio
HEALTH: You think you can skip illness, but be careful with infections.

Fortunately, you will have a lot of energy this year. Be careful during Au¬

gust, September and October.

LOVE: You have always some romantic story. You think it's better suffering
because of love than not suffering. You will have a lot of opportunities
from January to April.

WORK: You don't like subordinated jobs. Controle your character and:you'll
arrive far, because you-have a special gift for business. For employees,
the best months are January, February and April. If you are a professional,
your best months are August and September. Best from February to April for
artists.

LUCK: You like risk, and this year is possibly one of the best :of your life
in this aspect. January and February are bad months for that, but November
and December can bring you a lot of money, more than you lost in January.



Sagittarius
HEALTH: You've got sportive spirit and that guarantees you a good-health
in general. You can only be unhealthy if you eat or drink a lot. The most

energetic months are from April to June, November and December. Be careful
at the beginning and the end of the year. :.

LOVE: There are two kinds of Sagittarius' natives: the one who looks for
a lot of adventures and the one who thinks that love is the vehicle to

know the human beings.
If you want to get married, you have a positive year, specially from April,
to November. If you are married, you will have no problems, but if you are

not, December is a bad month.

WORK: You are not silly.and you've got a lot of talent, so you can perform
a lot of different professions; but decide what you want. Best months: March,
July, September and October; January and April for artists.

LUCK: There are two kinds of Sagittarius' natives here too: the one who
fights a lot in this life to achieve what he wants and the one who goes

up because luck helps him and he is optimist. July and August can be good
months to see your money grow up.

Capricorn
HEALTH: This is one of the most longevous signs. This, year, you won't have
serious problems of health, only if you have a turmented.relationship, as

then your nervous system will be terribly affected.

LOVE: You only want serious relations, so be careful because your partner

may be around and perhaps you.are not making the right way. The most romaji
tic moments in March and July; conflicts in January and February..

WORK: You need a job with authority and freedom of action. You can arrive
very high. For employees, the best months are May and November.September,
October and November for professionals and March and August for artists.

LUCK: You're convinced that good luck must be worked by oneself. Bad mo¬

ments for your economy in April and May; the good months for it are July,
August and September.
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aquar ius
HEALTH: You've got nervous health and you need few hours' sleep. But. please,

sleep and eat enough, because if you don't you can be seriously ill. March
is a dangerous month.

LOVE: You are only in love with your own freedom, but you can be in love
with that person who understands your point of view in this aspect. Your best
months: from April to November. Chance for serious relations in July and Sep¬
tember.

WORK: If you have free time, you can make all jobs. The ideal one is that
which gives you a lot of freedom. Best months: April, June, July and November.

LUCK: You like risk, but not with random games; you prefer making jokes to
people. Your economy will be good in June and July. Be careful in October.

pisces
HEALTH: Your health rhythms with your animic state. If you are worried, your

health is not too good and you need to sleep to get rid of those depressive
moments. This year, yotr spiritual and physical health will be good in general.
Your best months will be February and March and from June to September.

LOVE: You can feel it very intensely, but be careful in choosing your part¬
ner or else you can suffer a lot. Controle your tendency to sacrifice your¬

self to your partner. This year, you will have good atmosphere for affairs
in July and August. But if you want something more serious, wait until August,
September and October. No negative months.

WORK: Your favourite jobs are those in which you can make services of help
the others and those concerning with services. Best months: July, August and
September.

LUCK: You dream a lot; be careful with daydreaming. Take profit of those
good moments you can find on your way. Best months from January to April.

n
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TOOTH TO TELL

I came home from school one day
to find my brother brushing the -

dog's teeth with Dad's toothbrush.
After explaining how unhygienic

it was to share a toothbrush with

an animal, I demanded,
"And what will Dad say when he

finds out?"

"Well," he replied, "I'll tell
him the truth - I normally use

yours, but I couldn't find it today".

LET'S MAKE UP

While in a caf§ together, my boy¬
friend and I had a row, and I start¬

ed to run out.

As I reached the door, he grabbed
me and said,

"Don't go - I need you!"
Surprised and pleased, I went back

to our table. As I sat down, he said,
"I haven't got enough to pay the

bill. Lend me a fiver, will you?"

MEASURES

AGAINST

SMOKERS

will be

intensi f i Ed

IN DEEP WATER

I was on a touring holiday in
France. It was a very hot day
and I stopped at a small desert
ed beach. I hadn't got my swim¬
ming-costume with me, but it

was early in the morning and
there were no people on sight.
So I took off all my clothes
and swam out to sea. I'm a ve¬

ry strong swimmer. I lay on my

back, closed my eyes, and re¬

laxed in the water. When I

looked back at the beach, a -

coach had arrived and there -

were thirty or forty people sit_
ting on the sand having a pic-



Here, you have the most fantastic and modren fashion you can

find; our informers are French and German. They bring you the

magic of fashion, the wonder of a world that you can now reset.

FEMININE FASHION

This year, to wear fashion, you have a basic point: FEMINITY.
From this moment on, you can create, design, invent, take on and off.

You can find disparate and a lot of different tendencies, but all of them

go to that elegance and feminine fineness that you all like for this sea¬

son. For this season, you can find models and make-ups for day and for

night, two opposite facets of the same woman in a lot of cases.

Paris style:
To wear in day: choose pale co

lours -grey or black and white- ,

but always choose the simplest
lines you can. Nothing complicat
ed or incommodious during the
day, when your work imposes com¬

fort. Plane shoes or medium heel

will be ideal. Choose wools as

angora, but never brighter things.
You can choose too a masculine

line, but very soft, slyly mis¬
chievous, never absolutely mas¬

culine.

Don't exaggerate in make-up:
we are in a season of natural

and simple colours. You can fol¬
low the Est§e Lauder line, with

her plentyful gamut in browns;

"Sunlight rouge" and "Ivory
beige" make-up.

To wear at night: black, white
in silk and red are the stars this

winter. Use black and white tulles

embossed mini-skirts, very pro¬
nounced or straight low-necks.
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preferently black stockings, chiffon and silk. Strange and flashy hats,
imagination and sly.

The heels are not needed at night neither, but if you use them, take

care they are black. Accessories have capital importance, so be careful
with them too: they must raise your charms.

In make-ups, you can follow -according with your

look- a natural line as in the morning or, if you

want to make up yourself, don't be dissimulated:
choral red for lips, blue or black eye-liners,
strong eye-shadows and infatuating rouges. If you

really want to be sophisticated at night, choose
the Chanel line: "Rouge Final" or "Rouge Podium"
on lips, "Rouge Star" on nails and the "Mat 2"
shadow-set, all of them with an eye-liner in tune
with.

YOUNG STYLE

If you want a young, colourful, happy style, wearing
fashions at 'day or night does not make much difference.
You can simply use the Paris Style at night. By day, you

can use coloured heels, very short, sly skirts, cardigans
of the 601s with very definite colours. Combine these
colours and use stockings with disparated colours too.
Take off the Grace Kelly's style and imagine your make¬

up; be exaggerately free. You can use serious boots or

shoes with foolishly stamped long skirts.
The sophistication of accessories can be for the night,

but stylized earrings and rings are needed.
Your make-up must be soft; don't exaggerate it because

it can be the big cake.

MAN-STYLE

Sport style and male line return. Romanticism goes

out and you must take the look of the male man.

Grey, brown and beige are the colours of the day.

During the night, you can use black combined with white,
and the latest fashion has the most strange lines for
you. During the day, use serious lines and practical ones.
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Think that you must work, so you need commodity. Shirts must be with neu-

tre tones and noble textures. The stamps must coordinate with the background.

Jerseys are very seductive so why don't you wear them? Stone or sand colours
are excellent.

At night, chiffon, silk and all those larks you can't do during the day
are permitted at night. You can comb as you want, using fixers and everything



 



Instead, he puts them to a test which he makes up himself. During a riot in
the capital, three men were taken prisoner and brought to the king. This was
the test he devised. He had the three prisoners blindfolded and taken to a

field where there were five poles, three white and two black. The poles were
in a straight line from east to west. The prisoners were tied to the three
poles nearest the west. All three were facing west. When the blindfolds were
removed, each prisoner could see only the poles in front of him.

The king said, "If one of you can tell me the colour of the pole he is
tied to, I will set all three of you free. If none of you can tell me, you

will have to stay in prison for ten years. If any of you guesses wrong, you
will all be shot. There are three white poles and two black ones. I will
now ask each of you if he can tell the colour of his pole. You may answer

only yes or no or that you don't know."

The king asked Prisoner X first, Y second and Z third. Each heard the
other's answers. What did each prisoner answer when his turn came? Were they
set free?

1.- How many poles could X see?

2.- What colour were they?

3.- If X had seen two black poles instead, what would he have known?

4.- As it was, what answer did X give the king?
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5.- When Y heard X's answer, he knew X had not seen two black poles.
There are two other colour combinations X might have seen, Y thinks.
What are they?

6.- What colour pole could Y see?

7.- Could Y tell whether his pole was black or white?

8.- When the king asked him, what did he have to say?

9.- When Z heard Y's answer, he had to think hard and fast. Like Y, he

realized that X had not seen two black poles. So Z knew that at most

only one of the two poles (his and Y's) could be... what colour?

10.- Z also knew this: if Y had seen that Z's pole was black, Y would
have known his own pole was... what colour? But Y didn't.

11.- Did Z know the colour of his pole?

12.- What happened to the three prisoners?
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Dear readers,

Now that you've read we would like to tell you our experiences
of making'it.

At first, we were somehow disconcerted because of the large a-

mount of time and source materials we required. Besides, we -

first thought that we could not work much freely.

Looking back we wonder whether this experience has made us learn
and we think we could have learnt more if we had spent more time
in the research work. That has been difficult because we had to

combine this activity with our normal tasks.

It is difficult to achieve the high level of language of a normal
English magazine. Still, we have tried to do our best. Besides,
there were some subjects that required good knowledge of it; it
is not our case.

Finally, we just wish you have enjoyed a magazine that we have
tried to make as much varied as possible and with our greatest
enthusiasm.

Yours,
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THE BOYCOTT

It was surrounded by some old houses. They had a meeting that afternoon.
Sabadell looked a quiet town. They had their place of meeting in the Creu de
BarberS. Nobody knew that they were a terrorist group because they only went
there to leave their motos and a car they had bought two weeks before. The car

was an Opel Kadett and the motos were Yamaha, very good ones. The neighbours

supposed that they were from a very rich family, so they could have the car

and the motos; but the neighbours never suspected that they were a terrorist
group. They looked very sociable people.

It was a summer day. It was very hot. David, who had celebrated his 19th.
birthday two days before, was walking along the centre of Sabadell with Bet,
his girlfriend. They met Robert in the "Liar del llibre". He was buying a book
of history, because he had an exam the next day at the university. It was his
last exam, because he had his summer holidays after it. David said to him that
that afternoon they had a meeting to discuss their plans about Barcelona' 92
Olympic Games. Robert said that it was a little difficult because he had to
read "The Capital", but he would try to go because the book wasn't difficult
to read.

So Robert bought the book and went home to read it. He finished at 4:30 PM
and quietly went to the place of meeting. When he arrived, there was nobody,
so he went in and checked the motos. While he was doing it, David and Bet arrived.

"Anything wrong with the motos?," said David. "No", said Robert,"but I'm check¬

ing them because I arrived too early and if I didn't do anything I got very bored".
They started to talk about their projects. They thought that they could boycott

the Olympic Games. The reason why they wanted to do it was because they were Ca¬
talan, so they wanted a Catalan team. They didn't like to be represented by the
Spanish team. They thought about a lot of ways to do it; for example, to threaten
of bomb, to steal the Olympic flag, to block the airport... but they finally de¬
cided to talk to Nuria, a good friend of David's when they were younger. Nuria
was Carlos Perez's personal stewardess. Nuria, with David and other friends,
formed a small group of Catalan independents. They only did paintings and other
things that weren't important. So Nuria was independent, but David didn't know
if she still was. David realized that they could blackmail her if she didn't want
to collaborate with them; David would say to the Olympic Committee that Nuria
was member of an independent group, so she would lose her job. The rest of the
group thought that it could be a good idea, because with Nuria's collaboration
it would be easy to kidnap Carlos P§rez.

David was the intelligent person in the group and he always proposed the best
ideas when they wanted to do something. David's problem was that he was too indi¬
vidualist and he sometimes let Robert down. But, after all, he was a good person.



Robert didn't like David to let him down, but he believed that it wasn't impor

tant, because when David let him down, he went to a heavy bar with a good friend
of his and they played some table-football games there. Robert wasn't as intej_
ligent as David, but he was bolder. Bet was the least intelligent in the group.

She was very much in love with David. She was a very good person but the only
problem she had was that she was shy and serious, but when you really knew her,
you knew that she was very cheerful.

David talked to Nuria about their projects. Nuria didn't like their projects
at first, but when David blackmailed her she had a big problem, because if she
collaborated with them she would betray Carlos, and she didn't like the idea
because she was in love with him. But if she didn't collaborate, she would have

another big problem because she would lose her job, so Carlos would get angry

with her and she would never get his love.

Finally, she decided to collaborate with them, because even if Carlos could
not run in the Olympic Games, he would be able to run in other Olympic Games,
because he was still young, and she wouldn't lose her job, so she would be able
to work more time beside him.

Nuria phoned David and she said to him that they could count on her. But she
said to them that the plot didn't have to be dangerous, because if the police
discovered that she collaborated with them , she could have a lot of problems
and she would lose her job. David said to her that she didn't have to worry,

because if the police discovered them, they would never tell them about her.
"Tomorrow, we'll tell you what you'll have to do", said David.

That night, they had a meeting to decide how to make the kidnap. They had
to have a good idea, to pretend that Nuria didn't have any implication. Robert
said that it could be a good idea to do the kidnap when Carlos was in his flat
at night. Nuria could phone them when Carlos slept. But the rest of the group

didn't like this idea, because it was very dangerous, not for Nuria but for them,
because they would have a lot of problems with the police in the Olympic Villa.
Bet didn't have any idea, but David had one. He told the rest of the group that
they could kidnap Carlos on July the 24th, before the Games started. That night,
Nuria could go with Carlos to visit some places in Barcelona. David recommended
them several places, but the best place was the room of the mirrors in Montjuic.
Nuria would take him there and she would go to buy a Coke or something like that.
At that moment, Carlos would be alone; then, it would be the best moment to do
the kidnap. Everybody liked this idea. Nuria found it OK, but she had a problem,
because July the 24th. was the last night before the Olympic Games and there
would probably be a lot of policemen watching, but one day Carlos told her
that he would like to know Barcelona, so Carlos would probably go with her.

At that time, they were on July the 20th; they had to prepare all the things



auickly. The first thing they had to think about was where they would take Ca_r
los. They decided to take him to their place of meeting in the Creu de Barber^.
Nobody would suspect of them, because they were there all day. They planned the
rest of the things with a lot of minuteness because they didn't want to have

any problem. Obviously, they would never hurt Carlos. They would only keep him
until the Olympic Games finished. If they were able to achieve their objective,

Spain would have lost its best opportunity to win a gold medal in athletics, be
cause Carlos was the European recordman at five and ten thousand metres.

Carlos lived in the USA because he had a grant to study there. He was from
CSceres and he was twenty years old. His parents were poor: they were farmers.
Carlos was a handsome man and he had a lot of fans. He was intelligent and the
dream of his life was to become a good doctor. He liked athletics, but he pre¬

ferred to have the career of medecin. He was very humble, very polite and he
respected the rest of people in the world.

While the days passed, they planned the last details. The four days passed
very quickly and the hoped moment finally arrived: "Nuria", said Carlos ", do
you want to go with me for a walk? You can take me to some interesting places
in Barcelona that I don't know". "OK", said Nuria.

The first place they visited was the Rambles and the Old Quarter. After it,

they went to Montjuic. Nuria was very happy, because she enjoyed herself a lot.
But she had to take him to the room of the mirrors at 11:30 and, there, he would
be kidnapped. She loved him so much that she didn't know what to do: if she had
to take him or not. Finally, she decided to take him there, because the most

important thing for her was to continue working near him.
In the room of the mirrors, David and Robert started to be nervous because

Nuria and Carlos didn't appear. It was 11:29 when Carlos and Nuria appeared.
There were only them in the room of mirrors. Nuria said to CarlosYWait a moment,

please. I'm going to get a drink for us because I've got the throat dry. I su£
pose you too". "Oh, yes, of course. Do you want me to go with you?", said Car¬
los. "No, thank you. I must go to the toilet". "Sorry. I wait for you here but,
please, don't be long." When Nuria went out of the room of the mirrors, she
started to cry. She was very sad, because at that moment her loved Carlos would
be kidnapped in the room of the mirrors, and from Carlos' last words it seemed
that he felt love for her.

Robert and David caught him and put some chloroform on his nose, so Carlos
fell asleep. They went out of MontjuTc shouting that the person they carried
had had an infarct and they had to take him to hospital as quickly as they could.
Bet was waiting for them in the Opel Kadett. When they arrived at the car, they
put Carlos on the rear seats. Bet sat beside him and put a bandage on his eyes.
David seized the steering-wheel and pressed down the accelerator. They reached
Sabadell at 12:30 AM and put Carlos into their place of meeting, in a basement



that they had prepared three days before. While that happened, Nuria returned
to the room of the mirrors and she didn't find Carlos. She looked for him all

over the fairground to hide her treachery and she phoned the police at 12:55.
The police looked for him around MontjuTc but they didn't find any sign of Car
los. Nuria pretended to show to the rest of the people that she was very nervous

and tense, and she started to cry and shout. Nuria dissimulated just as well
as she could. The police didn't suspect of her, but obviously, she had to go to
the police station to answer several questions they made her. She answered all
the questions in a state of tension, explaining all the things that Carlos and
she had done in MontjuTc. Barcelona was full of policemen looking for Carlos,
but they didn't get any clue. Nuria spent all the days at home, controlled by
the police. The Olympic Games started on July 25th. There was still time to find
Carlos, because the athletics events started on July 30th. The Spanish Federation
was very, very nervous because if Carlos didn't run Spain would lose its best
athlete, possibly two gold medals. On July 28th. the Federation had a meeting
with the Olympic Committee. Their purpose was to put off the 5,000 and 10,000 m.

races because they supposed that Carlos was kidnapped, but they didn't know it
surely because they hadn't received any message yet. They discussed about this
problem until July 29th. Then, they took a decision: these two races weren't
hung up, because they couldn't do it for only one person. The problem was that
if the Olympic Games were hung up, it was possible that in other editions more

people were kidnapped and they would have to put the Olympic Games off every

year. But the most important thing was that nobody knew that Carlos had been

kidnapped. The press was told that Carlos had hurt his leg, so he couldn't run

in the Olympic Games. The Spanish Federation understood the Committee's atti¬
tude, but they were bitterly disappointed because their most important and re¬

presentative athlete didn't run in Barcelona' 92.

Whan the Olympic Games finished, Carlos was set free. Fie never knew why he
was kidnapped, nor where he was meanwhile, because there wasn't any window in
the basement, and when he returned to Barcelona he had a bandage on his eyes.

Fie only knew that he was well treated and that the kidnappers were Catalan,
but he didn't know their names: they always called each other by nicknames like
Mata-Hari, Peles...

Several years later, Carlos and Nuria got married and Carlos won in the next
Olympic Games, but he never forgot that he had had a chance to win in Barcelona.

Before their wedding, Nuria confessed one thing to Carlos: "Carlos", said
Nuria, "I collaborated in your kidnap". "Don't worry", said Carlos,"! knew".
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A ROMANTIC STORY

- One, two, three, ... that arm, Katarina!. Well, rest for ten mingtes.

Was Mr, Storff's voice, rumbling in the stadium.

Katarina, a pretty girl, 18 years old, took the towel and dried her face, her

tired face, Mr. Storff continued maming the mistakes made by Katarina during her

exercise, but she knew they were only little mistakes, things which only they

two could see, not fche jufcy, so she took no notice of him.

Although it coulk be considered an incorrection, she told him she was very

tired, too tired to continue. Mrl Storff's reaction was what she wanted: end of the

training and go to the bar to take the afternoon meal.

After fifteen minutes, they were in the bar.

She liked that anbiance a lot, people speaking to people, and all them were

athletes, people from very different countries. She recognized that she was very

lucky because, being Russian, she could do almost the same the other competitors.

She had not only a good manager but a good friend too.

Mr. Storff was looking for something around the bar, she saw, so she asked him

what it was, but at that moment, Mr. Storff said "!There is!", and pointed

to a tall man, a robust man who was with a black boy, a tall and strong boy.

Mr. Storff sibood up and went to say hello to that strong man, but they spoke in

Russian, so the black boy didn't understand anything. After some minutes, they

went to the table and sat down. Then, Mr. Storff introduced Mr. Tarakanov to

Katarina and Mr. Tarakanov introduced Benjamin to them.

Katarina thought that if the managers were speaking Russian, Benjamin could

understand nothing, so, in English, she told them to speak English, and she

started to laugh at Benjamin's face. He was really surprised. From that moment

he started to speak to her, and they realizad they were very similar: he told

her he liked Alfred Hitchcock a lot, and he was Katarina's favourite auifcjor too;

chess was Benjamin's favourite game, and Katarina had it as a subject at school,

so this was another point of coincidence....

Suddenly, Tarakanoff looked at his watch and saw it was too late for sportsmen

so the managers said to each other "see you tomorrow" and Benjamin and Katarina

had to say "goodbay" too.

Benjamin and Mr. Storff were walkincr together to their flat and Benjamin asked

Mr. Storff who was that Russian man. "We were in the same kolkhov during our

chilhood, and we were good friends as you could see. Circumstances separated us,

but we two like the same things, we two are good managers, and we like the

sports-life". Was Mr. Storff's answer.
AOi



In the apartment, Katarina was playmng parcheesse with Mr. Storff:

- You con win if you want, Katarina

- I know, but I'm not concentrated, so I think I will not win.

- Hmm... I think I know who are you thinking of.

- Really? -was a very low answer, she was red.

-Do you think I need another sign? You're red!.

Of course, Katarina had decided Benjamin would be her husband.

- What do you think Benjamin is feeling?.

- I don't know...

- Let's go to the stadium, you must train.

They went there, and as each day, benjamin and Mr. Tarakanov appeared there.

This was the conversation the managers had meanwhile Katarina was training and

Benjamin was looking at her:

- I think they're in love -said Tarakanov.

- I think so.

- We can help them.

- How? -Mr. Storff replied, but he was thinking of a plan and he knew Tarakanov

was thinking the aame; he had decided accept, but before he wanted Tarakanov

to suffer a little.

- We can hang this theme up till later, but as you know in a week we will return

to our respective countries and...

- And you want to propose to me I go with you?

- You wasted an opportunity, I can't allow you to waste this one.

- I don't know...

- Do you have family, there?

- No, I have not, I'm single and all my parents are dead.

- So, why yoi^don't want come to there, with your friends?
- I think you're right, but, don't you know it means trouble, a lot of problems?
- I know, but it's worth wfeile, don't vou think so?

Storff convinced himself, and he kaew Katarina would like go with him, because

of Benjamin, but, what about her family? Did he have to pay them their

hospitality with this coin?. He said it tm Tarakanov, but he only replied

she would do what she wanted, both if he went to the USA and if not.
- I think you're right, Tarakanov.

For Tarakanov it meant a very good news for himself and for Benjamin, who had

spoken to him about his love and his decidionl
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In the bar, Katarina and Mr. Storff were waiting for Benjamin and Tarakanov,

they were sitting and drinking orange juice.

- What do you think about coming with me?

—eoming with yau, leaving my family,...? -Katarina could not continue, she almost

said "and being together with Benjamin?".

- What is your family for you, Katarina?

- Truly?

- Truly.

- Only those who give me some food.

- So, if you find work in USA, you will give yourself your food, or...maybe

Benjamin will give it to you?

- Maybe. You're convincing me, but, do you really think I've nothing to lose?

- I really think so, I wasted an opportunity only for my family, but it was

not grateful to me, I made a stupidity.

- I will go with you...

- Hello! —was Benjamin's voice— Katarina, I'm very pleased you will come with

us to USA —he continued and embraced her.

- Ben!! -Katarina could not say another thing: Ben was kissing her.

Tarakanov and Storff had to call them to organize and make Ibhe needed steps to

be able to escape from the Soviets.

Years after:

You can see a black manager training with his sportsmen, running and making

different exercises; a white woman, with blond hair is running together with

them and some looks, love looks fly from one to the other.

She's a good manager of rythmical gimnastics and he's an Olympic mananer too.

A pair of old man are looking at them through the window, they live with that

pair of runners, they four are happy together, they're living their adventure.

THE END



C0SM0S

- Good evening! Brr! It's a bit cold, isn't it?
- Yes. Come in.

The two young men went into a bedroom and locked the door. The newcomer, Saji
ti, aged 22, looked at his watch.

- We've got only five minutes.
- Right. Let's go.

Pep, 22, who lived in that villa in Sarrid, typed a secret code on the old
keyboard of the Sony MSX that had been the beginning, six years before, of their
greatest passion. Meanwhile, Santi rolled the carped up. A secret trapdoor opeji
ed and the two young men went down to the basement, the headquarters of the Club
d'Ordinadors C0sm0s (C0sm0s Computer Club).

- Four minutes.

Pep sat before a personal computer while Santi looked up in a code book:
- &H 98A6 164; &H 98A7... 255; &H 98AA... 192.
- ...AA, 192. OK. Is that enough?
- It should.

- Incredible. Only three modifications in the bus of communications...
- ...and we have free access to the "Sancta Sanctorum".

- Not yet. I expect the COOB will connect at hte ordinary hour.
- They will. Thanks to the bug I discovered, we'll soon be able to discover

the secret password. Aha! There they go!
- That's incredible! I could never have thought such an important organize

tion would use such a crazy name.

Incredible it might seem, the secret' password was "Pa amb Tomdquet". The
two Catalan youngsters reacted soon. They waited until midnight. At that hour,
another member of the COC worked in the Telecommunications Tower. If some mech^
anism of alarm sprang, he could stop it. Everything was foreseen. Nothing could
go wrong. The greatest joke of the COC had begun.

Five minutes past midnight. They had four hours and a lot of work to do.
Pep didn't need more than ten minutes to reach the pet's file. Coby wouldn't
live for long. Santi put a Compact Disc in its deck. A new design was trans¬
mitted to the central data bank.

Chief Inspector Gonzalez was about to get sick. He had a meeting with the
Mayor, the Secretary of the Home Office, Mr. Fontseca from the COOB and Maris-
cal's lawyers. Consternation could be read on their faces.

- Well, sirs. That is a professional's job. They have even modified the
copyright contracts.
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Mariseal1s lawyers were the first to jump:
- We want to know the damages all this will represent to our client.
- Well... as a matter of fact... it depends on the circumstances. It could

be a kidnap, a very strange one but... yes, we'll have to pay a lot of money to
see Coby back. In such cases, the expenses would be hold by the COOB.

- The COOB! You must be joking - Mr. Fontseca hastened to say.- The securj_
ty of the files is the government's business!

- But you can't make them pay the ransom the same as you wouldn't make the
police pay for a bank robbery! - said the secretary of the Home Office -. It's
the people concerned by the damage who must pay for it.

- Maybe you suggest our client should run in charge of the expenses!
- Please, sirs, let me go on - shouted Chief Inspector Gonzalez while smasji

ing his cigarette end into an ashtray -. There's another possibility: it can be
a joke, a simple, bloody joke! In either cases, we can't do anything at all,
just wait until we are called.

- But aren't there any papers showing the legal forms, the former contracts
and the actual design of the Olympic pet?

- Yes, there are. But they aren't a great help: all the manufacturers get
the pet's patterns directly from the data bank: that's what we created it for!

- Six months, we've got six months left before the Games. But all the indus
tries are working and the index of connexions with the data bank is going to
reach the top. We can lose lots of millions.

- Can't we change the files again just as they, whoever they are, did?
- No: that's the case. The data bank wasn't well protected, but those people

protected it very well after changing the data. There is no human way to correct
the bank.

While time was wasted in the Inspector's office, Santi and Pep were in the

University of Bellaterra. They were writing an algorithm in the canteen.
- The papers don't say anything about it.
- Of course! These aren't nice things to say about Barcelona. But they must

be maddening by now.
- OK. We'll phone the police this afternoon.
- Shht! Here comes Maite!

Maite joined them:
- Hi! Over and over with this bloody algorithm, hein?
- Yeah. Can you help us?
- No, but you two can help me.
- Really? How?
- You see, my young brother wants to disguise himself as the Olympic pet.

I promised that I would make him the disguise.



- Hard work.

- Quite. But I could save a lot of time if you could have access to the data
bank in the Telecom-Tower and pass the pet's patterns to my PC.

- And what makes you think we could do that?
- Yes, it's forbidden, you know. You've got to have a special password -

added Pep.
- Come on! Everyone in this "Uni" knows that you've got a club called Cosmos.
- OK, everyone knows. But we can't do illegal things. I wouldn't like to have

all my computers seized by a judge.
- Besides - Santi added -, you surely know about the Chaos Computer Club,

don't you?
- No. They seem to be the opposite to you. I mean, Chaos-Cosmos.
- Probably. They are a Hamburger Club. In 1987, a group of pirates interfered

with the Span, NASA's international network, and were able to visit 135 labs all
over the world. When they were discovered by a scientist, they asked for assis¬
tance to the CCC. It's a long story, and there were many political interests,
but the question is that the club was actually sued by Philips France and the
CERN for some incursions which had nothing to do at all with the Span affair.
The story finished happily because the club wasn't responsible of the pirates'
action and made them give the secret information back, but...

- OK, Santi - Pep cut -, you know a lot about it. What he means, Maite, is
that we can't risk our computers for your brother's sake.

- I understand. Thank you very much.
Maite rushed away in a temper. Pep smiled. Santi didn't:
- Why didn't you let me on, Pep? You know you can't be sharp with her! She's

so sensitive.

- OK, Santi. I know you like her. But you wouldn't like getting in a mess

just for a ridiculous disguise, would you?

While Santi and Pep were discussing the end of their last adventure with
Maite, a much bigger one was being cooked for them at the other end of the world;
in Japan.

- Oh! Do come in, Mr. Tokomiro! Will you have some sake?
- I'd rather take some whisky, please... Thanks.
The secretary went out and Mr. Yakamata, president of the Kiushu Electronics

Corporation, sat back in his huge armchair. His small eyes glittered. Satisfa£
tion could be read on his face.

- Mr. Tokomiro, I've no time to lose. The affair is long and complicated
and it can make me earn a lot of money, provided...

- Yes?
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- ...provided two or three Spanish brains don't replace certain drawings in
a data bank. I was told you had some contacts in Barcelona.

- Certainly, it's about...
- Oh, no, no! I mustn't know anything about it. Just promise me you've got

reliable people.
- Absolutely.
- Then, there's nothing else to say. Drink your whisky up and ask my secre

tary your briefcase... just for possible extra expenses.
- Thank you, sir.
- Ah... When you succeed, ten million yens will be waiting for you. Sayonara.

Barcelona. Hardly had an hour passed and Jaume, leaving the faculty of His^
tory, was stopped by an ex-friend:

- Hello, Jaume!
- What are you doing here?
- Oh... you know... it's nice having a walk under the bare trees in a sunny

morning of February.
- What the hell do you want?
- How's your career?
- Not as bad as you'd like.
- Oh, come on! Fourth of Telecommunications in your fourth year in the

school: That means an unusual intelligence. No doubt you've got lots of admirers.

Perhaps one of them is a girl in this faculty, someone you care for, I mean,

specially.
- I came here to work, not to flirt, if that's what you mean.
- Work? With computers? Oh, of course! The old tradition: the poor students

of Telecommunications collapsing the personal computers all over the University.
I thought you were in a privileged position in the LSI. You know everyone in
your school, don't you?

- Probably, but there's no privileged position when it's a question of get

ting a computer.
- Tell me: what would you do if you wanted to do something special, really

special?
- Such as?

- Such as playing with networks, spying secret passwords...
- Are you asking my advice?
- I'm asking you to tell me everything you know about last night's affair!
- I don't know what you are talking about, but I can assure you I've got

nothing to do with it. You know, these things need a lot of time, expensive
equipment, a lot of experience and even more luck. It's not my case.

- You suggest there might be a club behind all that?
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- I don't suggest anything at all. I'm just saying evident things.
- You know more than you pretend.
- You're wrong!
- If you don't speak, you won't find peace again.
- Go to hel 1!

Midday. Jaume went out of the underground, up the stairs leading to the Pl_a
ga Catalunya. Joan, the member of the COC who worked in the nightshift in the
Telecommunications Tower, came up to him:

- Hi, Jaume, how's life?
- Well, thanks. Is your job in the Tower OK?
- Yes, but it's got some inconveniences: working at night and having to wake

up at midday to go to feed pigeons, for one.
- Oh, I'm sorry. But you were a great help to me when I began, so that I must

warn you now. I don't know what you and your friends are doing but... well: I'll
tell you and perhaps you'll understand better than I do.

Jaume, who had joined very active people on entering the school of Engineer
ing, was a few years younger than Joan and didn't know him very much. But he
didn't need long to understand that the club Joan and three friends of his found
ed with the aim of discovering bugs in programs of protection and improving the
security of networks was now in trouble. After the incident in the faculty of
History, Jaume went to his school to find out that many other computer fans had
been menaced in the last hour and were trying to discover the authors of the
piracy.

- Summarizing - Santi's voice sounded clear,sure and calm in one corner of
the University canteen, at lunchtime -, according to our suppositions, we've
got the police, all the computer pirates in Barcelona and a poor fellow after us.

- Don't forget Maite - Pep added.
- As I said - Santi pretended he hadn't heard anything and drank some Coke -,

er... our "work" seems to overflow us. Any proposal?
The four members of the COC stared at each other. Ramon, the fourth member

of the club, student of fourth of Physics, sighed. Joan swallowed a piece of
sandwich and asked:

- Are you sure you want to phone the police this afternoon?
- Isn't it OK?

- Maybe. But just let me remind you of our objectives: the public opinion's
got to know that the Games aren't that good and that Games aren't everything.
The euphoria's made many people neglect their duties and that can make us very

vulnerable, specially if strangers interfere with our data banks. If we draw
ourselves back now, the press won't say anything and all our efforts won't be
worth a "duro".
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- OK. But what about those birds of prey, gliding over our heads and ready
to attack at any moment? And how will it all end up? We can be sent to prison!

- You're so exaggerate, Ramon! If they shut us up, they'll have to accept
the new pet, because only we can replace Coby - said Pep.

- So, no problem with the police - Santi resumed -. We can leave some ins¬
truction inside to keep the bank under control.

- But we'd better replace it all without discovering our identity.
- Yes, yes, but just in case. Then, there's the pirates. They'll stop teasing

us if we stop those who tease them - Pep completed.
- Maybe you suggest a counterattack?
- That's it. They still don't know us.
- And we don't know them.

- Yes, we do; we've still got our spy program in the bus of communications.
I suppose our enemies want to take profit of a new situation, that is, of the
new design. If they have had any contacts with the data bank since last night,
we'11 discover them.

- Pep? Is that you?
- Yes, Mum. We've got some work to do in my bedroom.
- OK. I don't understand how you can stay so many hours in that small bed¬

room.

- It's a question of getting used to it.
While Joan rolled the carpet up, he asked Pep:
- Doesn't your mother know the secret basement?
- No. How else could it be secret?

- But, who built it?
- Oh, you know, that's my grandfather's house. He was a soldier and very

fond of weapons. He had this secret basement to keep some guns and ammunition.
That's why the walls, the floor and the ceiling are recovered with steel. When
I was a child, my cousin and I used to hide here. But I don't think he remembers
it now. My grandfather died and we inherited the house. I had always dreamt to
have a secret room for my computers, so that I took special care of chosing my

room and decorating it with a large carpet, and I connected the trapdoor to the
computer. Only we know the code.

- Ehem, will you type it, please?
- Oh, yes. We've got some work to do.

It did not take them more than five minutes to discover that Kiushu Electro

nics Corp. had connected with the databank at 5.00 AM.
- ...and they've tried to close the channel so as to be the only enterprise

in having the new patterns. But they haven't succeeded. Your program of protec
tion is very good, Santi.
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- Thanks, Pep. What111 we do now?
- First we'll close the output channels. It'll be as bad as having the data

bank full of crazy drawings. Joan and Ramon, is an incursion into the Kiushu

Corporation's computer viable?
- We'll study this possibility, though it's difficult. You won't have access

earlier than tomorrow morning.
- Are you sure?
- Unless you want us to spend all the night in it.
- No, I don't think it's necessary. Good. Santi, will you help me? Oh,oh,

Mum's calling. - Pep went up to answer.

- Santi! What's Maite doing outside? She wants to talk to you - Pep said
through the trapdoor.

- Er... 'don't know. I'm coming. I'm taking the portable computer. I'll co£
nect with you as soon as I can. See you!

Maite had come to apologise for what had happened in the morning and to re

mind Santi he had promised to help her to program.

Joan stretched out:

- OK. I'm going to work in the Tower. I'll continue from there. I'll see

what I can do.

- Already? God! It's half past nine! Oh, Pep, I should be off too. By the

way, Santi left four hours ago, didn't he? He and Maite must be having a wonder
ful time! Believe me, Pep: you ought to get your car ready in case Santi can't
go to the "Uni" by train tomorrow morning!

Ramon laughed at his own joke. The phone rang and Pep answered. It was Santi.
- Hey, guys, it's me.
- Hi. Have you finished?
- Come on, this is serious. We've been caught by our Japanese 'friends"...
- But how...?
- What does it matter now? They wanted me to protect the data bank so that

not even you could replace Coby's patterns.
- Are you alone?
- No.

- But you can't do it without our computers!
- That's what I told them. They say that if you want to see us alive, you

have to protect the data bank and destroy Coby's patterns.
- But that's foolishi How can they be sure we won't keep a bug inside?
- They say they've got their own system of guarantee. They'll make me call

you tomorrow morning. Have it ready by then and take care with the police.
They hung up. Pep was very worried with Santi's last words:
- "Their own system of guarantee"... They'll surely kill us, don't you think?
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- Probably. What do you suggest?
- We should go on with our counterattack. Maybe this is the only way to reach

an agreement with them.
- But we'll need a lot of time.

- Not that much if we work all night. All we need is a virus: if they release
them and leave us alive, we stop the virus. Else, the Kiushu Corporation will see

their data banks decrease until disappearing completely, or even worse, the virus
may pass to other computers in Japan. Not even us can foresee the consequences of
our action.

- Are you sure we've got to do that?
- What else can we do?

- OK. I stay with you - said Ramon. Joan went to work.Pep went to make some

coffee. They had a hard night awaiting.

At half past ten, the phone rang again:
- Hi, it's me, Joan. "I have the right to a lawyer, I have the right to keep

quiet and anything I say can be used against me".
- No! You've been caught?!
- Yes. I had to tell you. I'll be as quiet as a mouse but you may be arrested

tomorrow morning.
- Shit! How've you been caught?
- In the Tower. It's the first place where anyone would seek.
- Have you got a lawyer?
- Yes. He says we can be released if we replace Coby's patterns, protect the

bank and say nothing to the press.
- Very nice. And what about Santi and Maite? Have you told him about them?
- Should I?

- I'm not sure. Perhaps it'd be worse for them. Oh, fuck! What'11 we do?
- Er... 'don't know. I've got to hang up. Bye.

Santi and Maite were in an empty room. There was only a matress and a bulb
at the ceiling spread a yellowish, failing light. Santi's computer had been left
in a corner. Maite was lying on the matress. Santi didn't stop moving and his
brains were even more active:

- Inner shutters on the window. Locked. No hope with it. This hole... a wire.
Aha! Maite, have you got something sharp?

- Don't know. I've always thought a woman's handbag's a sort of jack-in-the-
box, I mean you can never guess what's going to jump out of it.

- It wouldn't be difficult: lipstick, eye-shadow and all the make-up stuff,
paper handkers, a nail-cutter...

- Such as?



- Just the thing! See this wire? There was a phone in this room. We'll cut
the wire with your nail-cutter... there! Coaxial!'Just hope Pep's got an old
phone. The old coaxial telephone network still works, doesn't it?

- 'Course! The optical fibre is a very new system.
- Now, we must unscrew the back of the computer with the nail lime and co£

nect the wire directly to the analogical-digital converter.
- Where have you learnt it from? We don't learn it in the "Uni".
- It's part of my hobby, my dear!
They had to try a few times and at last they could connect with the COC

headquarters. It wasn't difficult to locate the origin of the call.

The story finished up quite well: the police rescued Santi and Maite and
caught the criminals. In view of the proofs supplied by the club - the details
of the different connexions and the attempts of sabotaging the data bank -,

they finally confessed who they worked for. The Kiushu Electronics Corporation
wanted to monopolize the storage and distribution of the new pet's patterns.
The firm was processed and it wasn't allowed to take part in the commercial a£
tivities of the Games.

The four members of the club were released without charges after replacing
Coby's patterns and protecting all the data banks in the Telecommunications Tow
er. They had to promise they would never again interfere with any network and
that they would give advice to the police about the protection of their files.

According to their promise, the club didn't interfere with any network.
Yet, they tried to in order to discover possible bugs in the systems of protec
tion. After a hard discussion, Maite was admitted in the club and she could fi_
nally see all the equipment her friends enjoyed:

- How can you spend so many hours in this ugly hole? How about carpeting
the walls? And this mess of wires, it must be very difficult to clean, and...
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THE NEVERENDING STORY

As every evening I switch on my TV set and as every

evening the "Olympic games" are on the first Channel. I

connect with the second Channel and as every evening the

"Olympic -games" are on, I change to the third Channel and as

every evening the "Olympic games" are on and as every eve¬

ning I switch off my TV set.Is hard to be president of IOC.



DO YOU REMEMBER. . .?

Mireia was thinking about her projects and her problems: "It's too late. I'll
arrive at the centre of Sabadell at 10:15 and I had a rendez-vous at 10 o'clock

with Josep. It isn't important, because the cinema starts at 10:30. I think that

Cry Freedom is a good film and we can learn a lot of things. I know that JoseD
is in love with me, but I don't know if I'm really in love with him, because there
is only one thinking on my mind: the gymnastics and the Olympic Games. I like
Josep, but if I go out with him, we can have a lot of problems. He won't pass

his school year and probably I won't concentrate all my mind in gymnastics, and
it's very important to me to get a medal. Then... Ahh!!", cried Mireia. A car

ran over her. She fell on the floor. The driver went out of his car and saw that

Mireia didn't seem very hurt, but she was unconscious. He put her in his car and
took her to hospital as quickly as he could.

Josep started to be nervous. It was 11:15 and Mireia hadn't come yet. She
never used to be late. He didn't want to think that Mireia had had an accident.

He thought she didn't want to come with him or something similar. He supposed
that she had to stay in the Sports Hall of Sabadell, training something that she
didn't do well. At 11:30, Josep couldn't wait any longer, so he took his moto
and went to the Sports Hall. There, he saw that the lights were off. His heart
started to beat too quickly. He dropped his moto and ran to the door of the
Sports Hall. There, he saw Albert, her trainer:

- Where's Mireia? Where's she? -, asked Josep.
- I don't know - answered Albert -, I proposed that she continued training

until 11 o'clock, but she told me that it wasn't possible because you were

waiting for her in the centre. Why aren't you in the cinema?
- I've been waiting for her until 11:30, but she didn't arrive.
- So, what's happened? She left the Hall at 10 o'clock and she...
While Albert was speaking, the telephone rang. They glanced at each other

and started to run to the room where the telephone was. Albert took it:
- Town Sports Hall. Who is it?
- We phone from Santa Fe hospital.
- What's happened? Is anything wrong?
- Don't worry. Relax and listenTjwhat I say to you. Mireia is here. When she

was near the centre of Sabadell a car ran over her. The driver brought her here.
She isn't hurt, but the big problem is that she is unconscious. If you want, you

can come and see her. I suppose that she'll come round tomorrow.
- OK, OK, what a fright! Now, I'm reassured. Josep, her best friend, is here,

with me. We're taking my car and we'll arrive as soon as we can. Thanks.a lot.
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Albert explained to Josep what had happened, and he could finally breathe
well. They took Albert's car ant went to the hospital. They arrived at 12:15 and
they could see that Mireia looked well. She only had some bruises on her face
and her body, but they weren't important and she would be able to continue traija
ing. The doctor told them that they had to leave the hospital because the time
for visitors was over. They took the car and they went to their houses. That

night, Josep didn't sleep very much. But when he thought that Mireia was well,
he slept until 7 o'clock. The next day, he didn't go to school. He spent all the

day in the hospital. At 4 o'clock, he could visit Mireia. At that moment, Mireia

opened her eyes. Josep called the doctors. They came as soon as they could. M_i_
reia vacillated:

- Where am I? What's happened? Who are you? Who am I?
- The problem - said the doctor - is clear. She's got amnesy. She doesn't

remember anything about her past.
- But - said Josep -, I suppose that she'll be right again in two days.
- With this kind of illness, we can never know when the patient will be all

right. We don't know when she'll be able to remember all her past. Maybe tomorrow,
next month, next year... We can't know it surely.

After a week, Mireia didn't remember anything. Josep explained her everything
he knew about her life. She could remember some things, but not all. When Josep
talked to her about sports and the Olympic Games, she didn't remember anything.
It was a big problem, because if she didn't remember her life quickly, she would
not be able to prepare herself to be a good gymnast and she wouldn't take part
in Barcelona' 92.

Josep spoke with her family, and they had a good idea: Josep, the closest
person to her, would go with her to visit some stadiums and he would explain

interesting things to her.
The doctors of the hosDital agreed with them, but they recommended that if

she felt tired at any moment she had to be taken home so that nobody could speak
to her.

The first day, Josep and Mireia went to the Pare Catalunya. There, Josep
started to speak:

- Well, Mireia, now you know who your parents and your brothers and sisters
are, but you don't remember who I am.

- Yes, I try to remember who you are, but I cannot. There is something on

my mind that makes me think of you. My idea of you isn't clear on my mind.
- OK, don't worry. I'm going to explain our story to you: last summer, you

went to Blanes.

- Wait a moment. Where's Blanes?

- It's a beach. It's near Girona.



- Oh, yes, I remember. I went camping with my family.Hmm... How is it called?
Bellaterra, Camping Bellaterra. I have it clear in my mind. My family and I went
there every year to spend our holiday.

- Yes, you have a good memory. Well, in August I went to Blanes with my

friends to spend the weekend. We set out tent up beside your caravan. You could
see that we were from Sabadell, like you, because we hung up a flag of the C.E.
Sabadell in the tent. Our relationship started there. I thought that you were

very shy, but later I noticed that I was wrong. That night, my friends and I went
to the beach. There, I could see you with your twin sisters, Nuria and Roser

(they are seven years old) and your brother Jordi (he's ten years old), and your

friend, I don't remember her name now. We were listening to music. You were far
from me. I don't know why, but finally you were beside me. We talked about seve

ral things. That night, when I went to bed, I realized that I was in love with
you. I don't know what happened in your heart, if you felt the same thing. The
next day, we went to the camp-site swimming-pool. I enjoyed myself a lot there,
playing with your sisters and brother. We didn't talk too much, but you told me

you lived in Concdrdia, like me.

One day, in Sabadell, we met in the Rambla and...
- Don't go on, please. Don't go on. I remember everything. You are Josep,

Josep Cornadd, my problem.
- Your problem? What do you mean?
- Yes - Mireia's face was red -, I'm in love with you. You were my problem

because if we went out together we'd have a lot of problems.
- But why?
- Because I know you would have problems at...
- At school, you mean.
- Yes, at school. You have problems at. school with your studies.
- Oh, I know, I know now. You didn't want to go out with me because our pro

blems would prevent me from getting concentrated at school and you wouldn't be
able to get concentrated in gymnastics.

- Gymnastics? What is it? Was it for me so important as to damage our rel£
tionship?

- Let's go to Barcelona. I don't like this idea. We should go to Barcelona
tomorrow, but now you remember a lot of things, and I think it's possible you'll
remember more if you see the most important things in your life, what you love
the most: gymnastics.

They took the train and when they arrived at Barcelona they took a bus and
went to MontjuTc Olympic Hall. Mireia seemed stranged. She said to Josep that
all that made her have a slight image in her mind. When they entered Montjulc
Olympic Hall, Mireia stopped and started thinking. It seemed that she could re
member something. Josep knew that Mireia remembered everything, but she didn't



succeed in remembering anything about sports. It was very strange.
- What's happening, Mireia? Is anything wrong?
- No, it isn't. This place has made my memory start thinking about the past.

I have some remembrance, but not a clear idea.
- OK, don't worry. Let's go into the Olympic Hall. Look at this. Those girls

are training. They are gymnasts.
- Why isn't this hall completely finished?
- Because all the works will finish next year,when we organise, here, the

World Gymnastics Championships. This building incorporates the latest conceptions
in modern architectural thinking and was designed by the Japanese architect Arata
Isozaki. Building was begun in 1985 and is scheduled to finish by 1989.

- I think that the World Gymnastics Champioships mean that the best gymnasts
in the world perform their exercises in the same place and some poeple decide who
is the best.

- Good. You started to remember and to relate the important things. Now I'll
explain to you what this sport consists of. In this sport, unlike others, you

take part alone. Women take part in four events:

1) Exercises on the floor:
Performed with background music. The optional exercises are to be varied

and original, showing the gymnast's art and gracefulness. Gymnasts usually jump,
dance, make pirouettes, positions of knee, stretching...

2) Vaulting horse:
Women jump over the horse, that isn't so high as for men. The vault should

finish by falling on the two feet together, in a good posture and without swa^y
ing nor disequilibrium.

3) Exercises on the bar:

This event requires perfect equilibrium and great decision. The bar is only
10 cm. wide. The total lenght of the bar is to be used in the exhibition, that
lasts between 80 and 105 seconds. If the participant falls, she can undertake
before ten seconds. Three stops are allowed...

- There can't be too many seated ot lying down positions.
- You remember, you remember! - Josep jumped of happiness, took Mireia and

kissed her.

- 4) Asymmetrical bars:
The exercise should be as follows...

- It's not necessary that you explain to me. I know what it is. So, you re

member that you should participate in the World Gymnastics Championships next
year and in Barcelona Olympic Games in 1992.

- Olympic Games? What is it?
- Don't you remember what the Olympic Games are? It's terrible, but-I suppose

that you'll be able to remember it when I explain its story to you.
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Every four years, millions of people focus their attention on the most

important sportive festival in the world: the Olympic Games. In the inauguration,
the teams of the participant countries march past wearing their official uni¬
forms: the Greek team is the first one and the other countries follow Greece in

alphabetical order, the team corresponding to the organizer country closing the
march. A runner brings the Olympic Torch into the stadium and lights the sacred
flame. Finally, an athlete from the organizer nation swears the Olympic Oath in
the name of all the athletes.

The Olympic idea was born in the Old Greece. Originally, the Olympic Games
that were celebrated in Olympia were one of the most important events of reli¬
gious games, but in 776 AD they became the most important Games.

The Olympic Games didn't revive until the end of the years 1880, when a

German archeologist discovered the ruins of Olympia.
The first modern Olympic Games were celebrated in Athens in 1896. From that

year on, the Olympic Games are celebrated every four years, with the exceptions
of 1916, 1940 and 1944 because of the two world wars.

In the Olympic Games, there are the best sportsmen in the world. There are

several sports...
- Yes, I remember everything. I had an accident when I went to see you. We

had to go to... to the cinema. I know that the Spanish Gymnastics Federation was

preparing me to win a gold medal in the Olympic Games of Barcelona in 1992. Yes,

yes, I remember! - Mireia cried out in happiness.
Mireia was able to know what her role is in this life: to practice gymnastics

the best she can to go down in history as the best gymnast in the world that exi_s
ted, exists and will ever exist.
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- So, why is he living in the USSR and you aren't? -asked Benjamin.

- I told you: circumstances.

- But, are you going to see him soon? -asked Benjamin.

- Yes, why not?. I'll see him tomorrow, I'll go to see the Katarina training

because he invited me.

Benjamin remained thinking to Katarina's training the next day .

The fragile little figure was dancing, following the fchythm of the sweet music.

She seemed to fly over the track.

Suddenly, the gymnasium's door shut no&sily'f so manager and sportwoman stopped the

training, They looked at the door and they saw Benjamin and Mr. Tarakanov standing

up there. Katarina went to say hello to Benjamin and the managers greeted each

other.

-, Hello, Benjamin.

- Hello, Katarina, I' like a lot your exercise.

- But you have not seen it all.

- Oh! yes, Mr. Tarakanov and I have been looking at you for some time, till that

boy .came in.

- And do you really like it? I made a lot of little mistakes.

- I don't know about it very much, but you have been fantastic for^ne

Then their looks crossed

Suddenly Sharah advised Katarina, she wanted Katarina's opinion about her new

exorcise. Meanwhile Katarina was teaching her company how to execute her

exerdise, Ben~amin was standing up there, lloking to her atonished by her good

appearance, her character and her personality,... he thought she war- perfect and

he decided she would be his partner, his wife.

'//hen she returned, Benjamin started a conversation, a very lively conversation,

and she didn't refuse it. At last, as eqch day fcr a lot of days, they had to

say goodbye.
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THE CLAiPLC'T

Mambutu, a black boy, not very tall, strong anrl thin, was eating at the arrport-

reataurant. In front of him, his manager. They were speaking:

- I think this is a very big country and beautiful too.-said Mambutu.

- Yes, it is, but not as big as Florida, you know.

- Of course, there is nothing as Florida.

They two were in love with Florida.

They were waiting for their guide, and after finishing their meal, they had to

wait at least for twenty minutes. At the end, the guide made turned up.

She was a really beautiful girl, with her black hair and blue eyes.

- Hello, you are Mambutu Zambeee and GaSl Wilson, aren't you?

- Yes, we are -answered Ga8l- but I think you are late

The girl got the hint and knew ;Mr. Wilson was really angry because she was

half an hour late.

- I'm so sorry, Mr. Vilsnn, but these days are terrible for the traffic, you

know -she was trying to escape gently, but Mr. 'Wilson seemed not to want it.

- Well, I'm so tired, please, drive us home -was Mambutu's voice, tryinn to

make the good paper and save the girl.

- Yes, I think it is the best we can do. Sorry, I'm Miss Folch, Miss Anna Folch.

- Pleased to know you, Miss Folch -said 'Vlambutu while they shaked their hands,

but Mr. 'ilson did not do it.

They three went out of the airport and stopped a taxi. Once into the taxi, the

conversation was only three or four words, said by Mambutu or Anna, but Mr. Wilson

kept auiet.

. 1

After making preparations, Mr. Wilson and Mambutu went to th<= sfcadius. It was a

beautiful morning and they walked up the stadium. Once there, Mambutu started

to run slowly but constantly during forty minutes, it was his normal way of

training., But after twenty minutes, Mambutu had to stop, he was gikky and fell

down. Inmediately, Mr. Wilson went there and started to refresh him, and in

only five minutes Mambutu was well.

- What happened!? -asked Mr Wilson.

- I don't know, suddenly all things started to meye around me.

- Don't worry, maybe you're nervous.

- I don't know, I don't know... It never happened before.
- Please, don't worry;
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Mr. Wilson was trying to calm ^ambutu, but he knew the reasons of that giddiness.

During one week, the trainings con inued well, and no other important thing

happened. Mambutu was very hopeful for the competition, his times were improving

and the marathon, the big exam, was two days after.

During the time he was training, Anna was always near him, helping and encouraging

him, but the discussions with Mr, Wilson were more frequent and stronger, they

never were of the same opinion and you could breathe the tension in the air

every time.

That day, Mambutu and Anna were speaking while they were having breakfast, and

unavoidably derived to Mr. '"ilson:

- I don^t know why $jou can't be friends, he's a good man and you are a beautiful

and good girl -said Mambutu.

- I don't know, but he has something I can't explain but I can detect it and I

don't like it.

- What's it?

- I said I can't describe it, but it is something he has around him, something

related with .... I don't know.

- Mr. Wilson is an American man, he was born in Seattle and he's had to work hard

to arrive where he's now. And all people consider him a good, a very cfood

person, and he helped me a lot.

- Maybe it's only incompatibility of characters....

- Maybe.

They finished their breakfast and returned to the apartments ^|-,eir conversation

was about the near marathon, it was a very hard event.

The great day had arrived, Mambutu got up early and had breakfast. Mr. Wilson

prepared it before he got up. Anna arrived half an hour before the competition,

she was as nervous as Mambutu, but she gave him courage durin the way to the

When the moment to start arrived, Mr. ''ilson bbliged Mambutu to drink wat-r,

though he didn't want.

The marathon smarted, Mambutu knew the run, he was well-prepared and in good

The gun was fired and Mambutu started to move his legs. All the eyes were looking

at him, all the hopes were over him and he kenw it. After some minutes of running,
Mambutu was the first and he was in the streets of Barcelona. The trees, the houses

and the stadium were left behind but he didn't see anything more than the street

and his steps. Each one of his movements had to be controlled and were programmed.

stadium

form



After two hours running, under a burning sun, when his body was really tired and

so were his brains, he was still the first and started to see the end of the

marathon.

His heart beated quietly, his legs were well. Only 5oo metres to thp end, the

emotion was stronger and stronger, he was ooing to win the first prize!

But suddenly, all things started to move around him and then all turned dart.

The surprise and deceit were general, Mambutu Zambeze fell sown unconscious

only 2oo metres before the end.

When he opened his eyes he could only see a white figure speaking about frugs and

excessive doses, but suddenly the dark invaded his head twice.

It was a rest for Mr. Wilson, why? only he knew the answer to this question.

After twenty minutes, more or less, Mambutu awoke twice, but this time he could

speal to the dodtor.

When the doctor asked him about drugs, he was very surprised and said he knew

nothing about it, but the doctor said to him that all his illness eas only because

of drugs

- What!! -was the only answer of Mambutu. He didn't believe a word about all that

story the dodtor was telling him. But the right thing was that his body was used

to drugs, so he could do nothing without taking them.

- All these days you have been here, we've had to give you Valium not in small

quantities; as you must know, it's a treatment only for yonkies and you're

something like that.

-I?? NO!!

Mambutu was really disconcerted, almost desperate; the reason was very clear:

when his body got rid of, he would be nothing but a bad runner, he ■ould never

be a good one again.

The doctor, understanding that Mambutu was innocent, spoke to him when they

were alone, and discovered the only one who could net drugs for him was Mr. Wilson...



In the afternoon, Mr. Wilson wento to visit his favourite sportman and started

to speak to him:

- Hello, Mambutu!

- Hello, MrT Wilson!

- How are you, boy?

—I'm quite well, Mr, and you?

- Oh! I'm well, thank you. But I'm really worried for you; what does the doctor

says?

- He says I'm very well if you take account of what I have taken these last months

- And what is it?

- Some typo offtreatment which provokegfeddiction and now I will never be able to

run again as I've done till now.

- So, why did you take it, if you knew the consequences?

- I never took it consciously, someone administrated it to me.

- And who, do you thin, could do it?

- I think y u could

- And I think you're right, but no one more than you can prove it, so if I kill

you, no one will think I did it. Don't you agr-e with me?

- Maybe yes, maybe no, the only certain thing I can say is that I hate you

- And what feelings do you think I have for you?, did you really believe I could

feel something for you? I have a better lover: Joe, and he is white and not a

dirty stupid black -while Mr. Wilson was saying this,he was taking out of

his pocket a syringe full of something Mambutu couldn't identify, but he was

really afraid. Suddenly, the door opened and three policemen went into the room

with their guns ready to Be fired. Mr, Wilson tried to dill Mambutu before i

the policemen arrested him, so the policemen were obliged to fire their guns at

Wilson.

/ll



It was raining and Mambutu was carryihg his suitcase, Anna was walking with him:

- At last you were right, Anna, Mr. Wilson was not as good person as he looked.

-Aha! Mambutu, now you agree with me?

- Yes, I can't do anything else

- Yes, but can't vou explain to me what really happened that day in that room?

- You know Wilson intended to Will me with some drug, but the police fired their

guns and hurt him in his legs. After that day, Wilson is in prison and I must set

me free of my one.

- I would like to help you to make it

- Maybe... If you want

- You know I really want

And a long kiss sealed all possibility of protest

THE END



18-04-2000 Place: School. Subject: Sports History.

For tennis players, Barcelona'92 was the most important

tournament in the world. In 1992, something extraordinary

happened there. Jenny Craig from California won the women's

singles for the third time, something no other woman had

ever done before. Everyone was amazed at the skill and

strength of this small, short-haired American girl.

Jenny Craig was born in 1960 in Long Beach, California.

As a child, she was good at sports but she didn't begin

playing tennis until she was eleven. But then she became

very keen on the game. She bought her first racquet with the

time she was thirteen, it was obvious that she had a natural

talent for the game. She played tennis every day during the

summer, after high school and at weekends. Her parents and

her teachers were sure that one day she would become a cham¬

pion. And they were right. Very soon, she won her first lo¬

cal tournament and not long after she won an important na- i

tional championship.

In 1984, when she was 24, she went to Los Angeles'84

for the first time. Much to everyone's surprise, she reached

the final quite easily. But nobody, including herself,

thought she would win. The final of the Women's Singles, on

the central court at Olympic games, she was a long, exciting

match. At last, the umpire called "Game, set and match to

Jenny Craig !" the crowd cheered enthusiastically. She had

won her first Olympic games. After that, she won the cham¬

pionship two more times, an incredible achievement that made

her the most famous tennis player in the world.

In 1992, after her third victory at Olympic games (09-

08-1992), she retired from championship tennis at the age of

thirty-two. But she is still very busy in the world of

tennis. She broadcasts on radio and TV networks; she organi¬

ses a trainig school for young tennis players; and, with her

husband Paul, she publishes a monthly sports magazine. One

day she hopes to start an "Open Olympic',' tennis championship
for profesional and amateur players.

When interviewed recently by Time magazine, she said,

"I'm not like most tennis players who are just hitting the

ball and having a good time. I'm always trying to make

things a little better."
- Well, that's all for today. I hope a good tennis pla¬

yer,, will turn up some day.



A NEW PLANET; AN OLD QUESTION

Last halfnight ^ we could finally receive enough power from the radio-
121

source NXK 324 in the galaxy G-18. After a few period's v ' work, our astro¬

physicists have managed to get the waves clear enough to analyse. They had no-
(31

ticed that the waves had an unusual coherence during a few rotations v ' every

0.4 periods. With the arrival of the last flux, fifty rotations ago, our scieji
tists could finally decode the signals by using a simplest electronic proper -

ty: the cathodic rays. Besides, there is a different codification which produ¬
ces codified sounds, supposed to be a language or perhaps different ones. We
still don't know their meanings, but some rhythmic sounds are regarded as com¬

monly extended and with an evident meaning all over the civilisation: as we

suspected there is actually a civilisation behind these codified waves. This
civilisation inhabits a small planet called Warth.

A new planet

This is the first planet from a faraway galaxy we have found. It is one

thousand periods-light away but we've begun to know many exact details of its
civilisation by studying the so-called TV waves: they produce images emitting
waves within a very small band of the spectrum. This band is called "visible
light'and is divided in seven basic groups of wave length called "colours".
We'll talk about colours from now on, though we haven't got the suitable or¬

gans of perception to distinguish them.
The greatestpart of the sounds are emitted in a language called English.

It is rather complex but we've been able to decode the most usual words as

well as proper names.

The first images we could decode belong to the last massive emission. A
lot of inhabitants were shouting thus expressing a curious feeling - something
called happiness. The images we could get were those of rough planetary surfa¬
ce covered with a white, relatively cold substance they enjoy very much. As a

matter of fact, they had probably gathered there to watch some people run along
it.

Summarizing, we think that our first views from the planet Warth are from
a'fnountain range" they call The Alps, from an urban aglomeration called Albert
ville.

Warth's atmosphere is something special, very rich in carbone and oxygen
- only 75% of nitrogen in front of our 96%- and a combination of oxygen and hy
drogen called water. This substance seems to be of main importance and both the
climate and the temperature depend on it. The present emission is coming from
a hotter place called Barcelona. It seems that the Summer Olympic Games are

taking place there.



Our second views from Warth were simply marvellous. Their orographic acci¬
dents are green and there are huge blue extensions of water. But Warthians did
not seem to pay much attention to it but to the Montjuic Stadium. It is a flat,
green surface with seats all round built so that eighty thousand people can see

the show. All these people are strangely dressed, with colourful clothes that

produce a strange effect from above -always according to the speaker's comments.

Literally translating, we got the following one:"The Catalans have surprised us

all with a display of surrealist inspiration. The combination of images and
feelings expressed in the performance is the most original and spectacular ma£
kind has ever seen." We don't understand what "surrealist" means.

Again, undecodable sounds filled the stadium and some people ran on to the

"grass" of the stadium, that is, the green thing in the middle, and they began
to "dance": they moved from side to side, forming circles, following the rhythm
of the "music" -that is how they call the undecodable rhythmic sounds. For ten

cycles/ ' they had a wonderful time doing senseless things. Besides the so-caH
ed dances, some people climbed one on another making "castles", represented

shapes on the grass, threw balloons and lots of small living forms up and, what
is most extraordinary, some people marched very happily after a coloured cloth.
According to the combination of colours of the cloth that came into the stadium,
one or another part of the public shouted and clapped their hands. This reaction
was general when a white cloth with five rings of different colours was fastened
on top of a pole, above all the other cloths. But the most amazing reaction took
place when a Warthian ran into with the "Olympic torch", that he passed to anotji
er one who finally transmitted the strange chemical reaction transported in the
torch to a very big torch beside the white cloth with the five rings.

We think that all these acts have a symbolic meaning, because they don't
produce anything at all. Some day, perhaps we'll know something about their so

cial structure thanks to the coloured cloths.

At last, some human beings spoke to the rest. One of them said:"I declare
the 25th. Olympic Games open", and all the people there showed happiness again.

What we have explained up to now makes us suppose that there is a mean: of
entertainment and information called television with a varied repertory. But
there come moments when all the planet want to watch the same event, so that
an only signal is emitted all over the planet and it can arrive here. We suppose

that the images we receive correspond to something unusual even for the Warth¬
ians. We should like to get marginal waves to learn something really ordinary,
the Warthian routine.



The Warthians

We've been watching the Warthian TV for the last sixteen rotations. The Warth
ians seem to pay a lot of attention to their physical conditions. They have their
environment completely dominated and they compete among themselves to show who
dominates it best. They run, swim and jump but we still don't see any practical
use of it all. We suppose they have some technical means to dominate their planet,
because otherwise they wouldn't probably have reached the level of civilisation
required to send TV waves. The best athletes are given a medal and are object
of fondness, kindness and devotion by the whole planet. We don't suppose medals
have real value in their financial system - we've heard about something called
"dollar". These Olympic idols may be an example of the Warthians' physical cons

titution. The body is made up of a main part to which four long appendixes are

connected. The two connected to the bottom are equal and longer than the two con

nected up at either side , which also have appendixes, five either, composing an

articulated member called hand. The hands are very useful: they catch, hit, seize
and all kinds of things. The Warthians are not the only species in the Warth
- we've seen another kind of being they call horse, which looks intelligent too-,
but perhaps they are the only handed species and that has made their suppremacy

possible: as they move along on their bottom appendixes, they can carry things
with their upper ones.

So far, we can realize how different they are from us. But the differences
are specially remarkable when we study their head. The head is a sort of fifth
appendix, on top of the main body. It is their most important part, even more

than the hands. All their organs of perception, as well as their thinking organ,

are located there, in a very elegant setting though not very practical: they can

only see half a sphere around them, the part they call "in front", but the part
called "behind" remains invisible unless they move their heads. Their thinking
organ is quite small - a tenth part of ours - though it seems to work pretty
well for their needs. The head is the part they show the most, whereas the other
parts of their body can be covered with different materials, usually called
clothes. The heads seem to be different one from another, so the Warthians can

easily identify each other. We haven't been able to notice the features that

make the differences. Anyway, these features determine something called "beauty",
related to some kind of attraction "male" Warthians feel for "females" and vice

versa, in order to achieve reproduction. This is a very obscure point in our

observations: we've heard about sex, though it is something they don't show on
TV. We wonder why. Males and females must have different bodies or physical a£
titudes, because they never compete together and some sports are restricted to
one or the other type. Still, we don't see any great differences in their phy
sical aspect, just that they wear different clothes.

yll?



Surprise

This rotation is a very special one: we've lost contact with Warth. But this
time isn't like the others: in those occasions we just couldn't get clear sig¬
nals, but we kept receiving murmurs; while,now, we don't receive any signals at
all. We have increased the power of our radiotelescopes but the spectrum doesn't
show any signs of intelligent emission. Nevertheless, it isn't the only diffe¬
rence the spectrum shows: there is a little more intensity of power right at the
other end of the spectrum. That is an evident sign of nuclear activity. Our
scientists analysed the images of the last four millionths of cycle: they showed
a bright, white light that flooded all over the stadium. The waves we turned
into sound destroyed our sound-analysers.

Why?

Further researches may be made about the Warthian TV waves. We realize we

didn't know anything at all about Warth. Physical activity wasn't the most im¬
portant one, nor sportsmen were those who really decided. Surely, some coloured
cloth hidden among all the others had much more to say than the plain one with
the five laced rings. Perhaps some sportsmen won because they belonged to a

special cloth and not because they were the best, and perhaps a golden medal
didn't make them absolutely happy, whatever this word could have meant. Some¬
times, only a small part of those who watched were happy. We think that Wartji
ians were different, so that they lived in small groups, with a coloured cloth
and a codified system of sounds each. Perhaps they lived in different circums¬
tances. Perhaps that beautiful, small planet didn't belong to each group equa_l_
ly. Perhaps a broken harmony had made something like the Olympic Games necessary

to lessen the fears or to draw the Warthians' attention away from the real state
of the things.

In any case, either right or wrong, these speculations are irrelevant. The
question is that a flourishing civilisation turned into nothing else than light
and shadows with no apparent reason, one thousand periods ago. We might discover
that reason - or reasons -, but it will always keep out of our understanding.

(1) Planet with two suns. (2) 1 period= 5 terrestrial years,
(3) Extra-terrestrial day. (4) 1cycle= 0.2 terrestrial hours.



THE TRUTH

A lot of people (all the world) were asking for what

happened in 1992, in Barcelona. Only all the investigators

after desperate efforts, have left the investigation, is

when I can try to explain it.

I'm 53 years old, just 28 years older than then. So in

1992 I was 25. I was born in India, so I know a lot of

oriental religions which in this part of the world are con¬

sidered as strange.

Another thing you must know about me is that I'm very

sensitive to spirits, I'm a medium.

In those moments, I was only a little girl who just had

been moved from India to Barcelona and just twenty years be¬

fore the start of the "Olympic games". My father was one of

the managers of the Indian sportmen (1) but I was ignorant

of these details. The only things I know were that my mother

died in India just three weeks after I was born and that my

father loved me a lot and bought me every thing I desired.

My life was really happy till ... that day.

It was a beautiful day of May, the sun shone and the

birds sang, the sky was blue. I was playing with my friends

in the park.

Suddenly, a dark shadow surprised me, I looked up and

saw a man, a very ugly man. I tried to cry, but the man put

me into a car and carried me to a dark place.

I can't say I was badly tracted, but they weren't an¬

gels. Maybe you think all these things I'm telling you have

nothing to do with the eventsof those "Olympic games" but,

please, continue reading.

During journey by car, I was crying but just then a

voice, a sweet voice, told me that nothing disagreeable

could happen to me. That voice was all a discovery, and this

almost made me more uneasy than the fact I was being kidna¬

pped.

I'm not sure about this, but I think we went out of

Barcelona. For me the journey was eternal in that dark car

with that horrible man who was smiling repellently.

When we arrived, he led me to a very , very dark cellar,

with only poor yellow light. They asked me if I was hungry,

but I wasn't.

All this happened in the morning but in the afternoon

(on I think so), a strange thing happened: a figure -not a

human one- appeared in the cellar. She -as I called it- was



tall, very tall and thin, she had the normal form of a wo¬

man's body, but she had wins, four wings with feathers (2).
I must explain I wasn't afraid during her visits, better

you rather can say she was as an old acquaintance althought

we had never been friends.

Her face was covered with a black veil and only once I

could see it, only once I demanded her to see it, and she

showed it to me. Her face was really beautiful, was paceful,

sweet, with green eyes and white skin, her lips were red and

with a perfect form.She had a perfect face and she said me

covered it because of men: if only a normal man could see

her face, he would die at that moment.

But, returning to the start of adventure, you must know

she was interested in my desires: she asked me about if I was

hungry, afraid, cold,...

But I was as well as it was possible.

Little by little she visited me for longer times and

after some time, she started to go away only for short times.

Her questions were very concrete, and little by little

I found the answers.

That sweet voice I could hear during the travel adrised

or helped me according to the case, but the longes she stayed

with me the less voice was heard.

One of those days, when she left me, when I was sleeping,

the voice returned and awoke me: -don't be afraid, little

girl, you're the chosen , one be confidential of yourself

and use your power only when you think it's correct; but re-

menber she and I are enemies, remenber it...-.

This were its last words during those days, and during

the next days I had to think a lot about them.

When she considered I was prepared, she ordered her

servants to give me some things I recognized as objects used

by magicians or in some strange religions you can only find

in Indian mountains.

I felt myself at home, as in India among all those ob¬

jects.

She made me understand what I had to do: I had to know

how to use all those objects althought I'd never used them

before as I said her, but she answered to me: -you can con-

voque who you know and he can help you- and she went out of
the cellar quickly.

I remained thinking of her words during some minutes,



but at last I remenbered a lot of answers I said her before

and, thinking, I could arrive to a conclusion: if I convo-

qued 1 The mad singer ' he will help me.

So I started to make the preparations, but then, sudden¬

ly, called me: -ah little girl! how ignorant you're and how

she's using you-.

-Who are you?-was the only question I could make -I'm

the mad singer, little girl- was his answer, -but I've just

started to make the preparations- I replied.

-Oh? you mustn't call me, baby, you only must think of
me and I'll come as quickly as my legs allow me-.

Was really evident that 'The mad singer' was who spoke

to me during the travel and who said me he was no enemy, so

I questioned him about this: -Why are you two enemies- .

-We 11, . . .must I answer your question, little girl??- was his

answer between angry and surprised, so I decided to close my

mouth and not to speak to anybody.
I was sleeping when she arrived and awoke me: -Did you

learn to use all those things ?- . I didn't answer -Baby,

I'm speaking to you !!- , she started to become angry, so I

resolved to answer as shorter as I could: -No- -No!, Why

not !!- -The mad singer became angry and I decided not to

speak to pane- .

Well, we were discussing for a lot of time and at last

she convinced me to call the 'Mad singer' .

I called him and he came. As it was his using he seat

down on the floor and looked at me as asking 'What do you

want ?' but being in silence.

Finally, I told him what I wanted and he helped me al-

thought he knew why I wanted to know how to use those objects

and I think he knew she wanted to use them against him.

After a lot of hours, when I was really tired, she

appeared and saw 'The mad singer' saying goodbye to me, and
in that moment she opened the door he looked at her and they

looked to each other's eyes, I think they were fighting -not

between them, but each one with himself-.

And suddenly they dissapeared.

When I opened my eyes I was in my bed, and a nurse was

sleeping seatting on a chair near me.

As you can imagine, my young father asked me about what
had happened, but something inside me ordered me not to say

nothing.

The only thing I could inguire was that I felt down while
I was playing with my friends and I was three days uncouncious.



How, being only five years old, could I imagine what would

happen 20 years later? But it happened.

During those 20 years, some Indian speciallists developed

my medium possibilities knowing someone had awoke them in Bar¬

celona. I understand nothing. As you can imagine, during those

20 years I became a very good medium and I knew a lot of
occultist arts. I started to study those Indian religions.

Twenty years later...

That day I was walking along the park, it was a sunny day,

a very beautiful one. My old father was walking beside me, we

were happy and illusioned because of some of our sportmen

could win of the prices.

That same morning I was playing with my tarot, and it

advised me about the meeting of an old acquaintance, who ? is

the question I put to me inmediately and in that same moment

I was questioning to me, and suddenly a hand touched my

shoulder, I turend my head and my eyes saw a pair of old

known eyes, 'her' eyes.

We sat down in a bank and spoke about what had happened

20 years before.
- You were the perfect person we could use for our mee¬

ting - I think it isn't necessary to explain my surprise.Had

they use me ?
- Yes, we used you, it's a long story, maybe you could

understand it now, when you are a good medium; then you were

nothing more than a little afraid girl and you could unders¬
tand nothing.

And she (now with a new body, as a sportwoman, a runner,

concretedly) started to tell me her history:

'Joe and I were human, and young, very young when someone

put his hands between us.That person made us forget our love

and think only of our pride, so we didn't speak to each other

anymore. We die hating each other and hating strongly, so when

we were spirits, we met twice, and from that meeting he got

his aspect and I got that one you could see, so I was winning

because I could make me visible or invisible as I wanted.

- So your story is a love story - I said, trembling.
- No - was her answer - is a story of hatred.
- But you can forget hatred and only think of love or try it.
- No, neither of us can forget hatred.
- But if you know none of you are guilty!- I replied.
- We are not guilty of the first accusations, but we were

owners of our acts when after some years we continued not



speaking to each other.

We were discussing about all this during two or three hours

and after words I went home. I was convinced that they two were

in love, but they two were proud too. so I started to create

a plan to make a meeting between them two, but I didn't know

were he was. I questioned it to my tarot and it answered to me

the place: he was my neighbour, that black boy who was always

making exercise when I was at home and I could never see before

I decided to visit him.

All things were prepared: it was a very romanthic place

now none of them could go away, because now they had bodies and

were not as when they were spirits: she arrived first, so I

invited her to go in and I offered her some wine, she refused;

I said her I had forgoten to do something and I went out. I

stayed near the door, in a place where I could see my door

when he arrived.

At last, he arrived, knocked at door and waited for a

little time then, suddenly, a yellow light lighted all the place

and after ten minutes of discussion he came into the house.

Nobody will never know what happened in that house, no¬

body will know what hind of powersfought there, but in half an

hour they two went out toghether, embraced and smiling, looking

for me. When they found me , they said goodbye to me, sadly

and happily at once, and they communicated to me their decision

of suiciding toghether, so they went to her appartment and
- about what I think - they opened the key of the gas and died.

This is the real story of two old spirits, not of two

young sportive souls. As you can recognize, is a story of love

and hatred during a long, long time, but at last love won over

hatred .And you must not be said for them two: they killed their

bodies because they were free spirits, they needed freedom be¬

cause their love was free.



WHY DID YOU WEEP, LITTLE WILLOW?

I like bonsai. Actually, it is the only thing I like: I've got 342 at home
and I spend five hours every evening looking after them. You know, they are not

ordinary plants: they need to know you love them. Well, one day the willow on

my bedside table, between the phone and the alarm clock, began to weep. I noticed
it when I was cutting the tip of one of its branches because there was a small
stain on the bedside table.

Breaking my habits, I went out that night. I knew an old Japanese herbalist
who had a small shop in the Old Quarter, behind the Wax Museum. He would give
me advice and perhaps the medecine my willow needed. I found him crushing good-
smelling herbs in a small mortar and singing a Japanese song quietly. He greeted
me with a faint smile. His small eyes smiled too.

There was something in the moon that summer night. Or perhaps it was my haj)
piness that made me look at it differently. The fact is that I had a long walk
all along the new harbour, with the modern sailing boats swinging slowly on the
sleepy Mediterranean waters. I carried a small packet under my right arm: it
contained an exotic mixture that would cure my small, precious willow.

I was near the place where my bicycle was parked when I trod that purse.

Ridiculous it might seem, I must confess I felt embarrassed. I was suddenly over

come by a complex of guiltiness, some sort of hidden remorse. I looked around to
make sure nobody was watching and I hid the purse in my jacket pocket. I cycled
home.

I dissolved ten grams of the mixture in two hundred mi Hi litres of water and
watered my willow while I explained it my trouble with the purse. I kept thinjc
ing about it while I looked after the rest of bonsai and during the whole night.

I woke up at half past six. I don't think I slept more than half an hour. I
felt sick. I had three cups of coffee, dressed myself up, took my bike and went
out. I hadn't locked the door yet when I thought I'd better hide the purse. I
ran into again and hid the purse in my underwear drawer, behind my pants.

I spent a terrible morning in the bank. A foreign woman came because she had
lost her purse with all her credit cards and her traveller's cheques, as well as
her identity card. She could get some money because she kept the guarantee of
her cheques. I blushed, stammered and just couldn't count the bank-notes I had
to give her. I felt like disappearing. She stared at me amazed. When she had
finally gone, I thought I had to do something with that purse. No matter who it
belonged to, there was a woman in trouble because of my fault.



The purse was still there, in the drawer. I opened it for the first time.
It didn't contain more than five thousand pesetas, a Spanish identity card and
a pass for the Olympic Villa. I couldn't believe my eyes: the pass was Maria
Ibarra's, the famous basketball player. I had seen her a couple of times play¬
ing in Malgrat when I spent my Christmas holiday there, at my parents'. She is
beautiful: not much more than twenty years old nor much more than 1.80 m. tall;
dark hair, brown eyes, a fine figure and a lovely countenance. I knew I had no

thing to do with her. I, a poor bank clerk, aged 39, who would only reach 1.70
m. on high heels and who only cared for his bonsai, was at that moment somehow
carried away by a young basketball player. Would I eventually meet her? I found
her address on her ID card, but it was an old one: she didn't live in Tortosa

any longer. She lived in Malgrat but she stayed in Barcelona, in the Olympic
Villa during the Olympic Games. I found a telephone number on the back of her
pass. It was my only chance.

I dialled. The willow didn't weep any longer. I should go and thank Mr. la
gashi...

- Er... Does Maria Ibarra live here?

- Yes. Who is it, please?
- Mm... It doesn't matter. She doesn't know me. I've found her purse and...
- Maria! There's someone who's found your purse!
- Hello! Who is it?

- Good afternoon. You see, I found your purse yesterday night...
- Oh! Super! You can't imagine what I had to do to avoid showing my pass!

By the way, you've found my phone number behind it, haven't you? Oh, it was

such a great idea to write it there! Well, actually, I did it not to forget it.
You know, I've got so many things to remember! Let's see... Are you coming to
my appartment? No, you'd better not... How about meeting by Plaga Catalunya at
6... No, I'll be training...at 9...no, too late. Is it OK at 8 o'clock?

- Yes, I think so... Yes, of course...

- Fine. But please, be on time; I haven't got much time to waste. So, see

you at 8, at the creperie beside the Cafe Zurich. You'll have to find me, be¬
cause I don't know you. OK? Ciao!

- Bye.
I would never have told she was like that. I liked her style, her voice,

the way she talked: she sounded clever, decided and even determined. Yes: I
liked her. It was nearly four and I'd meet her at eight. I still had four hours.
They would be enough for about two hundred and fifty bonsai. I handled my small
tools and I began to arrange the sycamore I bought in Greece. But I didn't dare
to cut the smallest twig: I wasn't sure I was doing the right thing. Maria was
on my mind; I couldn't pay to the bonsai all the attention they needed, I could
not give them all my love. I left the tools and looked at myself in the mirror.



My clothes were awful. I needed something better to meet her. As I still had
more than three hours, I went shopping. First, I looked in several shop windows.
That's amazing how fashions change. I couldn't find anything I liked and I

really felt clumsy when I entered a shop and asked to try something on. I did
not succeed in my choice. That is how I spent my three hours: going from one

shop to another without buying anything at all. I felt miserable. But I soon

realized that there was no point in trying to change my look: I could not con¬

ceal my way of being, my speech, my movements, my likes and dislikes.
I took the underground. I arrived at the creperie at two minutes to eight,

just on time to see her cross the street. She wore casual clothes: jeans, a

T-shirt with the drawing of Coby playing basketball, the official jacket of the
Spanish Olympic team and basketball shoes. She smiled and walked towards me at

my waving at her.
- Hello, is it you who's got my purse?
- Yes, here it is.
- Oh, thank you! You're an angel!
- If you say so... I mean, that's nothing. I'm glad to see you happy.
- I am, certainly. Well, thanks. I don't know... would you like my autograph?

You see, there isn't much I could do for you. Yes; an autograph and my photo.
- Oh, yes, please!
- And what about an invitation to see me play?
- Oh, no, thanks. That would be too much. Besides, I'm quite busy these days.
- Well, anyway I don't know how I could get one for you at the moment. So

let's go for the autograph... What did you say your name was?
- Hmm... Jordi.

- There:"To Jordi, gratefully. Maria Ibarra". This isn't my best photo but
it'11 do. 'Like it?

- Yes,yes. Thank you.
- Not at all. Well, that's all, then, isn't it? I'm going to the cinema with

my team and I wouldn't like to miss the beginning. If you ever need me, just
call me. You've still got my number, haven't you?

- Er... yes, yes, 'course.
- Bye bye!
- Bye.

"To Jordi, gratefully"! Besides, my name isn't Jordi and I don't keep her
telephone number. I walked slowly home. I had 343 bonsai to look after and that
would keep me busy enough not to think of anything else. I took a pair of normal-
sized secateurs - not the small ones I normally use -, cut the willow on the bed^
side table down and threw it away.

I didn't thank Mr. Tagashi.
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possible

leave.

t was a difficult decision to take, ~T&£
• decision I have ever taken, but the only

Our love was impossible so^had to let him

I didn't say anything. I just looked at

him. He understood. He read my thoughts in my eyes

as in an open book.

His voice turned deeper.

— Perils you are wright. There is no future
for our relation, but I think it could have been a
beautiful story although the price is too high.

— I'm sorry. You know I feel something diffe¬
rent for you, but I don't want to leave this world.
I have friends, I love my family. I have a carreer

in the future. I don't want to refuse'to all the¬
se things. And I don't know how the story would finish
I have only spoken to you for . some hours. I dorit
know anything about you or about your world. I would

32.

never get used to ltr.ving there. I belong to different
costums. It's getting late you ought to leave or
you could never do it.
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TM hadn't enough, time to make a decision.

I wasn't very sure. I only knew, two things: I loved
him, I have never felt something like that before,

and, of course, he loved me. It was a marvellous sen¬

sation. I didn't want to lose him, I wanted to be

with him forever and ever. I would have done anything

for him.

He was standing in front of me,.looking at

may face and waiting for an answer, soon the sun will

shine again.

It was very difficult for me. I ought to
leave my family, my friends, my house, my future! I

thought for a moment how could my future have been.

made me a litlle sad, although I couldn't live

without him neither.

He smiled at me kindly.
— Yes, you have discovered my thought. I'll

follow you till the end of the world.

I went to the bathroom, an inside a botlle

closed I found some medicines. I recoGhised a pot of

«•*
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green pills. I took before exams when I got nervous^
they relaxed me. The pot was completely full. Without
thinking I took it. I ought to commit suicide. It
was very hard, but I ought to do it, it was the only
solution,Unfortunatelly. I was very fright^ened. I
came back to my room and lied on my bed. Waiting. I

couldn't go back. It was too late.
He knew I was scored, so he sat down beside

me, taking my hand with caxe. He promised me to stay
with me all the time.

Time runs quickly and the' day wa.s approaching.
I didn*S know what time was, but the room was every time
more illuminated.

Then I decided to write a letter to my pa¬

rents. I ought to give them an explanation, they de-
35

served it.

" I don't know how to explain it. If I tell you

the truth, you wouldn't believe me, I'm sure. Don't
worry I go to a better life. It wasnf your fault. I
mustdie, however. Perhaps I'll explain it soraejday
later.

Goodbye mum. Goodbye dad. Goodbye Johny.
Goodbye Dicky. Goodbye to all my friends.

H

I love all of you.

n



 



I couldn't write anymore. I felt really bad. It seemed

to me that my stosffeh was burning.- He knew it. It

seemed that he felt the same pain. It was funny, I

■as waiting mo die but at the same time to live with

him. But soon all was dark and I felt as if I was

flying.
Mg,

Next morning my mother went to wake up. When

she opened the door a.nd sa# me in those conditions

she shotted and fain^d, falling on the floor. She

found my body without litre with a smile on my face.

Everybody came to my room. All of them cried. They

couldn't understand why. I was haupy. I hadn't problems.
Some days later they found a letter from

me:

" I'm very happy. I'm with the best person

I could have ever met. He loves and I love him. Plea¬

se don't worry. I have chosen it.

Don't cry for me"

JAUUMtV)
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MODERN VERSION OR CHILDREN*S TALES

English



Modern Version of Children*s Tales

The tales that appear in this modern version are

- Pulgarcito
- The three hears"1 house

- Vhitesnow and the seven dwarfs

- Alihaha

- Aladin and his magic lamp
- Tarzan

-Gargame1 and the smurfs
- The hen and its gold eggs



Once upon a time in a little village in the north-

est of France, where the valleys are green and where

there are a lot of flowers, there was a family. This

family was very, very poor and they had ten sons. The

older was a girl, a very prety girl "but she was very

stupid, the second and the third ones were hoys, and

the rest were girls exept the youngest one, who was a

hoy. He was a special hoy hecouse he was very little.

He was dressed with a pair of trawsers, a pair of "black

hoots and a checkered shirt. All pf these clothes

belonged to his brothers hut he wore something peculiar,

a cup. Pulgarcito was the youngest hut ha was the

liveliest.

One sunny morning, Pulgarcito^ s parents his sister

and he went to the wood. Their parents had decided

to abandon Pulgarcito and his sister in the wood,

because they were so poor that they hadnN t enougi* food to

feed them. Their parents gave them beans which they put

in their pockets.

Soon the children were asleep, their parents got

away. Later, when they opened their eyes, they saw

their parents had disappeared. They were very worried

and decided to find them. Pulgarciird s sister chose

the right way and the little hoy chose the left one.

After having walked for three hours, Pulgarcitoxs
sister had been on the right track and she found her

house. Her parents seemed very repentant while Pulgarcito

had fallen aslept under a tree because he was very

tired. When he got up, he was very hungry. He was

surprised when he put his hand in his pocket and it

was empty! the beans had desappeared. He asked himself
when he could have lost them and decided to go back



to the other placo. 'Then he arrived at the exact place

where he had lost the "beans, he saw a green large hush

of beans. It was so high he couldn't see the end. The

beans had grown. Pulgarcito was vcncy curious and he

climbed up the bush, when he was at the top of it he

he Sard. a very s oIft voi c c ,

- Hello, little boy!
- Oh! hello where em I?

- You are inside the sky world. The moon, the sun

and the rain live here. Every month they

discuss about the earth problems. Storcks gather

information about it.

- Do you know everything about me %
- Of course! we know everything about you. for example

when the rain is sad, it begins to rain; when the sun

is happy it sunshines, but when the ra.in and the sun

are angry the rainbow comes out.
- IVs fantastic! Who are you?
- Vm the hen that lays gold eggs.

- What are you doing here?
- My gold eggs are magic
- Magic! I had lost my beans!
- Don't worry, there are a lot of then here; Do



you want one?
- Yes, thank you. I am lost and I have to find
the right way to go "back home.
- Godd lucke then! Goodbye little boy!

- Goodbye!

He cane back to the real world and he found his

Accidentally, while he was looking for the way back

home, he found a little house among the bushes. It

was made of wood, with two storeys and two windows in

each one. He was surprised becouse it was his size,

everything was his size. It was the seven little dwarfs'1

house. He got inside and the first thing he saw was a

table with seven delicious dishes on it. Pulgarcito
tasted the first one but he found it very salty. He left

it and tasted the second one but it was very swe&t. He

found the third one .so delicious that that he ate it in

a moment. He was feeling so full that he had to search

for some bicarbonate in a cupboard wijrh seven shelves, the

bicarbonate, was in the highest shelf and Pulgarcito had

to get on one of the seven chairs. When he had taken the

bicarbonate, he observed the rest of the house.

There was a piano and he tried to play it hut he only

played something totally out of tune. Then he took one of



the seven books and read it. When his eyes were beginning

to close, he looked for a bed to sleep in. There were some

St&irs and Pulgarcito got to the top and got into a room

There were seven beds. He was so tired that he lay on

the first one. He hadnvt slept in a bed for some days!

At home, returning from the valley, he slept with his

brother, Jacinto, in a bed, that bed was made ox straw

and mummy had put a sheet on it. It wer never cold

He had a dream: his nine brothers and he were in

front of a big house in the middle of the forest.

Eulgarcito asked the housekeeper to let them sleep

that night inside. The good woman hid them in ten

jars. When the ogre arrived, he exclaimed smelling

the aie:

- I smell fresh and soft flesh! is there someone

hiddeffl somewhere in the house?

The ogre seached everywhere in the houde. The woman

wanted to save the children and broke a big jar on the

ogre'' s head.
- Run away! Run away! -Cried out the woman.

The children got into the enchanted boots of the

ogre and they went out of the houlse flying away.

-We are saved! We are saved! -They all cried out.



The dream made him suddenly jump up shocked. When he

operLed his eyes, he saw seven little men in front of

him. Each of them was carrying sticks and was staring

at him. The oldest got nearer to Pulgarcito. He had a

white "beard. When Pulgarcito told them the reason

of his visit, the seven little men threw the sticks.

The seven little men had been living in the forest since

centuries ago. Everyday, before the sun rose they went

to work and came back home when the sun got down. There

was one who always grunted but that was no reason to stor

singing "....going home to rest". They were always happy

but that day there was something that worried then but

it wasnvt Pulgarcito* s arrival:

It seems that some years ago there was a very

beautiful witch, who had cheated, the king and she got

married to him. The king had a daughter from his

previous love. The only thing that the "beautiful witch

always did, was ask her magic mirror -"ho was the most

T0(v V70° 11 ? tT! v»v»rjy» o • rp) "VP r^il.;nT~rC'~0P '! #

The "'itch went out en. her "balcony full of pride,
so that all the men in the court could see her. ".hen

the doughter grew up, people said that she 'was the most
beautiful woman in the kingdom. The witch didn*t lige

jn
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"I?. -r~± c mirror:

only immour

"irror, 13J J-J. u •• - :'Ui v' J- 5

daughter Tkitesnow is more "beautiful than me?
- Yes, mistress. Whit3snow is the nost "beautiful woman

v:]io ever existed in this kingdom.

The witch, full of anger called a loyal servant

and obliged liim to hill her stepdaughter.
- loyal servant, you will take Whitesnow tr the forest

or is true 1 T C *

H 1 'ano you \

"believe you, you wi

if you don^t do it, you will die.

ere. And. in order to

have to show me her heart.

Whitesnow possessed a unique "beauty and she was very

loved, through the kingdom. When the sevant came

back that afterhoon with White snow"1 s heart, everybody

asked where she was. The witch told, everybody a. lie,

saying that dhe had gone to another kingdom to learn

manners to sue ceded the witch, when slid would die, but

she would be back very soon. But what she never knew
was that the heart her servant had given to her, didn^t

belong to Whitesnow but to a savage goat he had killed

to cheat the bad witch.

The good servant had pity on her and let her igo

away.



Whitesnow thanked liim a.nd promised him that she would

never come back to the kingdom, so that he wouldn"t be

killed.

The witch asked her magic mirrio who was the most

beautiful woman was:

- White snow, my mistress, she is still the md>st

beautiful.

Angrily, the witch ordered to kill her unloyal
servant and asked her mirror where Wliitesnow was:

- She is in the seven little dwarfs house, my

mistress.

In her laboraty, the witch prepared a drink which

consisted of a mixture, from which an apple would come

out. It would be a poisonous apple and when someone

would bite it, this person would fall into an endless

dream, The witch dressed herself as an old woman and

she got into the forest to look for Whitesnow.

When the seven dwarfs went to work as usual,

the witch knocked on the door of the seven little dwarfs'1

house. Whitesnow who had been warned by the little

men, asked her who she was, the witch, dressed like an

old woman was carrjmng a basket full of apples and she

offered her the poisonous apple, "lien Whitesnow bit the

apple, she fell in an endless dream.

The seven men began to cry, and Pulgarcito
too.

- ?>0 'are very sad now, and we won" t sing anymore.



- Where is she? -Asked Pulgarcito.
- We took her to the top of the hill. Only a kiss

from a prince can awake her.

The seven dwarfs invited Pulgarcito to see her.
- She* s the most "beautiful princess I have ever seen

in my live! -Exclaimed Pulgarcito.
Whitesnow was in a glass case and there were hundreds

and hundreds of colourful flowers round her, which gave

aespecial smell in that place. Her face reflected gentlene
and sadness, "because she couldn*t wake from that deep

dream. There was a pool full of fishes which were

waiting for the prince* s arrival, "because he would kiss

them, toe.

Pulgarcito was so impressed by the princes* beaut:/

that he felt in love with her, but his love was imposible

because he was so small that she would never love him.

to the seven little men. The oldest of them found a

solution to his smallness.

- There is a cure for your smallness. If you follow

my instructions, you will grow and you will kiss her.

- You must drink the liquid that is inside the golden

egg of the hen, that lives in the sky world.

Pulgarcito decided to find the hen of the golden eggs.

He knew the way to find it, he took some food and he

He was*worried about it, that he revealed his love

He was the clevere



he decided to go and look for it. He didn" t want to get

tired "because he wished to grow up to kiss the princess.

He did the same as he had done one day: He climbed up

the branches of the beans.

- Wellcome to the sky world. You are Pulgarcitp.

aren" t you? -laid the hen of the golden eggs.

- Yes, do you remenber me?
- Yes, of course. The loss of your beans, allowed

the branches to grow up and now they reach up here.

Now it is easy for anyone who wants to arrive here.

Not only the ones who fly are able to come. But tell me,

What is your problem?

The hen of the golden eggs so sad after Whitesnow" s

story it cried a bit.
- l.Ty friends of the forest, told me that if I drink

the liquid that is inside your golden eggs, I

will be able to grow up, turn into the prince and

kiss the princess, then, she will love me as much,

as I love her.

- 1 will lend you my golden egg. It is the one that

has thh magic powers, but you nmust send it back to me

because I must incubate it again for the next time someone

needs it.

Pulgarcito got down through the branch of the beans

and ran without stopping to the seven little dwarfs"
house. They were waiting for him in anguish. Then he

came back, he opened the egg and drank the indide liquid.

Pulgarcito suddenly orew up! He was so high that the

seven little men reached to his hip. It soon goir darker

and they decided to wait for the next day to meet

Whitesnow. That night, the dwarfs didn" t sleep on their

beds. Pulgarcito was slleping on all of them because of
his size.



That mopning the sun was shining as ever and Pulgar-
cito and the seven little men went to the place where

Whitwsnow was lying. The seven little men lifted up the

glass case lid and Pulgarcito kissed the princess.

She opened her eyes. She was even more beautiful! 'Then

they were at home, they celebrated a big party. All of

the animals of the forest were invited, they ate, they

drank and sang to the rhythem of the piano music. They all

drank so much that they soon feel asleep. Everything

was happiness. Whitesnow had recovered her live and all

her beauty. Now she would go hack to the kingdom with

Pulgarcito, which had been turned into a very handsome

prince. But he had to give the golden egg back to its hen.

That night Gargame 1 and the forty smurfs were walkiv

round there. All the animals were frightened because

they were very wicked. They stole meat and everything

valuable. GArgame1 was the leader and the forty smurfs

his helpers. Gargame1 was a black cat wiyh long nails.

With them it was frightening everyone in the forest. It

had a lot of fun doing harm to the animals. The forty smurfs

were very special animals, they were all dressed in blue,

they wore white caps and trowsers. Gargamel showed its

power wearing a red cap. They luived in the mushrooms

of the forest. Each of thern had a job related to their

way of being, They gll carried an object that identified

them.

That night due to the noise of the party, the forty

smurfs appeared on their horses. Gargame1 was hungry
because he hadn^t been invited. The infuriated Gargamel

sent his forty smurfs to that house and when they came

hack, they were carrying the golden egg of the hen.
They feud the egg in Gargame 1" s caTre- Thie cave

got opened with ma.gic words: Open Sesame! It was so

full of things that they had to get rid of some

objects, to make space for the egg. One of the things
they thsew away was a lamp.



- It is a. useless lamp, -said Gargame1.

then Pulgarcito woke up he went to take the golden

egg but he was very surprised when he discovered that

it had disappeared!
- Tonight, I have seen Gargame1 and the forty amurfs

arround. the house. They were annoyed because they

hadn't been invited, perhaps they have stolen it.

said the owl.

- Oh! that ami I going to do now?
- let's visit Alibaba.

- 'Tno is Alibaba?

- He is the wise man of the forest. He will help

you. -3,aid the eagle owl flying away "because the light

was beginning to bo reflected in its vosh eyes.
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thanked. hin s ylng that when he would "be the king :-h o

kingdom, lie would prevent the scsrclifv.-o of ivory to
hill elephants.

At last Pulgarcfeto arrived at Alibaba?* house. It

was a misterious house and Alibaba too. His clothes

were bright and '..'ere hanging his strong end virile

body. Alibaba was a wise nan and knew everything about

animals, and strange beings that lived in the forest.
After listening to Pulgarcito, he tools him to

Gargamelx s cave. '.Then they arrive'!, there, they hid
behind a tree and waited for the arrival of Gargame1 and

the forty smurfs to listen to the magic world to open the

cave and take the golden egg that he had to give back to

the hen.

After a while four horses appeared with the smurfs

on them, one pf them dismounted the horse and

pronounced the magic word. But at the moment, some

birds sat on a branch to sing a sang. The nice song

imred&d^to listen to the magic word.

'■'/hen the forty smurfs had gone, Alibaba and Pul¬

garcito tried to open the cave saying some invented words
but none of them opened it. They were very disappointed
and sad and ddcided to abandon the pace and wait for

another visit from Gargame1.

Full of anger, Pilgarcito found the lamp that the

forty smurfs had thrown away before. A bright light



dazzled Alibaba and Pulgarcito. A semi.naked man appeared

out of the lamp, dressed with some trowsers and a turban

similar to the ones Moslins wear.

- You have set me free from the bottle. I thank

you my friend, in compensation 1 concede you three

wishes .3

- Who are you?
- I am Aladin. the good magician. I was captured by a

witch, who condemned me to spend the rest of

my live inside this lamp. But you have set me free
from that malediction and I thank you. Now I will

be able to go on doing the good. Which are your

three wishes?

- I would like to open the door of the cave to

recover the golden egg. The door was suddenly

covered by a cloud which made the door open.

Pulgarcito got in. The cave was full of precious

objects but he only took what belonged to him, the

golden egg. As soon as he got out, the door got closed.
- Which is your second wish?
- I went to be small afeain to climb the branch

of the beans. My weight would break it.

Another clowd appeared there and Pulgarcito was turned

into what he had been before.

- I must run to the skyv s world
- Thank you for helping me Alibaba. -Said Pulgarcito
When will I see you again?
- You will see me again in your wedding with

Whitesnow.

- I will be there to give you the best present
- Goodbye Alibaba

Alibaba was a good friend. Pulgarcito ran rappily

without stopping to give the golden egg back to the hen.
He found the way very soon. When he had given it to the

JCC



hen of the golden eggs to his wedding.
- I will he there. Everybody in the forest will be so

happy that nobody will come to ask me for help.
But he had still one wish.

- I want to be a normal prince again. I need to have

the same high as Whitesnow. Only like this will I

be able to marry Whitesnow and be a just

king with all of you.

Another cloud appeared round him. When he arrived

everybody had been waiting for him and specially his

lover: WAhiteshow,

That same day, they have got married and organize

a big wedding. Everjrone in the forest was invited,
even Gargaoiel and the forty smurfs, who had repented

and gave back everything they had stolen.

Pulgarcito was a good, loved, appreciated' and

thankful being for the rest of his life in that

kingdom.
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SCRIPT I

SCENE 1: MEETING OF THE CHARACTERS

Eric is sitting at the gate of a High School reading a thick
book . Brian and Phil are arriving through the street (music: Alan Parson's
Project):

Br.- By the way, where is your sister this morning?
Ph.- I think she's coming in a minute.
Br.- Do you know, she will be my next girlfriend.
Ph.- Sometimes I hate you Brian.
Br.- Poor stupid, Phil (...) Look, here's Eric.

Er.- Hi! Do you feel better today Phil?
Br.- Just look at him! He looks like the dust under my feet. He'll never
know what a good girl is.
Er.- Cheer up, Phil! In a week the Third year will be over.
Ph.- Yes, but who is going to do the last work of mistery?
Er.- Don't worry about it, it's already finished by me.
Br.- And tomorrow we'll take whisky and sex at the last party, at Steve's.

Karin, Phil's sister and the prettiest girl of the School is
arriving. Brian, Eric and Phil see her:

Br.- Ey, Phil! Look what I do with your sister!
Ph.- Idiot!
Er.- Poor Brian, girls are his perdition.

Brian is going to touch her but Karin gives him a s£ap in the
face. Brian returns towards Eric and Phil while Steve is arriving:

St.- Are you upset, Karin?
Ka.- No,..(giving a kiss to Steve), ncJLif you are here.
St.- Come with me then.

They are going to leave the scene when Steve sees Eric, Brian
and Phil:

St.- Ey, guys! Remember tomorrow, at 6, the party. I hope you'll come.
Ph.- If you touch my sister..,

Next day. There's a party at Steve's house, Eric and Phil are
arriving (music: Nina Simonne):

Er.- Hullo! Steve. Is the party going all right?
St.- Please, come an in. There's a lot of whisky and fun. By the way,
where's your sister, Karin?

Eric continues sitting and Phil and Brian come up to him:

SCENE 2: THE PARTY AND THE MURDER.



Fh,- (very depressed) I think she'll come later with someone more,

They take a drink. The door bell rings again. Steve opens the
door and Brian goes in with Karin, wearing sunglasses and a stunning
jackett. Steve is dumbfounded while Brian is greeting him:

Br.- Hi, Steve. Is there any alcohol here? Ve want to have a good time,
don't we?

Karin passes near him telling nothing. Different scenes of the
party. Then, Eric and Steve are talking.

St.- What about the work of mistery we should do?
Er.- Oh, it's finished. I've invented and written the story. Look, there
are four friends and a girl at a party and the last girl's boyfriend dies
of poison. The question is: who is the murderer?

Karin passes beside her brother, Phil, a person very depressing
and who is always looking after her. So he doesn't want her to go out with
ladies' men:

Ph.- (holding her by the arm) What d'you think you're doing with Brian? He
will leave you in a few days, you know?
Ka.- I only know I love him. Let me go.
Ph.- What did you do with Steve?
Ka.- I don't care about him at all.
Ph.- Karin, I don't want my sister to change her boyfriends everyday! I'll
kill every one who touched you You'll soon see it, very soon.

Brian arrives, pushes Phil and takes Karin away by her waist.
Brian takes off his jackett and hangs it on a chair. After this, Karin and
him return to the party, that goes on. Two hands, wearing gloves, are
pouring some drops of a strange liquid in a glass. The waiter is going to
serve more drinks and Steve picks up the one that has the liquid in.
(Music: The mission) Steve runs into Karin and her drink spills an her
dress:

St,- Oh! How careless of me. I'm sorry Karin. D'you want my drink
instead?
Ka.- (contemptuously) Thank you!

Karin takes the drink with the liquid from Steve. Steve picks
up another glass:

St.- Hey mates! Drink a toast for the last days of this year and for our
friendship. Cheers!

Everyone drinks but neither Brian nor Karin accept Steve's
invitation. Then, Karin drinks that liquid and she immediately faints.
Brian holds Karin only for a moment and then he unhands her. Everyone is
worried and Brian and Steve are coming near her while Phil cryes:

St.- (very excited) Karin!! Karin!! How do you feel? Say something!!
Er.- She is dead! Call an ambulance!

Steve begins to shout. Eric goes with him to his bedroom
because he has an attack of hysteria:



St,- That glass was for me! They want to kill me.
Er.- Nothing happens! Perhaps she's only unconscious.

The gloves that the hands of the murderer had worn are in the
pocket of Eric's jacket. The sirens of the ambulance can be heard while
Eric and Steve are going into Steve's bedroom. There's an open book an the
desk written by Agatha Christie.

Er.- Lie down and calm yourself. Everything is all right.
St.- (he lies on the bed) Someone wanted to make me disappear of this
world.
Er.- Don't worry, Steve. Do you want a tranquillizer?
St.- No, I don't want anyting! Let me alone!

Eric realizes that Agatha Christie's novel is open and he takes
it when Steve can't see him.

Er.- I'll come tomorrow, OK?

SCENE 3: PHIL'S INTENTION OF MURDER.

After the party, Phil goes to Brian's house with a dagger. He
knacks with excitement. Brian opens the door and Phil holds him by the
neck.

Ph.- Murderer!! You killed my sister!! I'll kill you!!

Eric appears and takes away the dagger:

Er.- Don't be silly! Come and talk. We're discussing who the murderer is,
Ph.- (crying) But I'm sure the murderer is him! (pointing to Brian).
Br.- But, what are you doing in my house? You're a frustrated and a
stupid! I didn't care about your sister. She was only my toy, one more of
them.
Er.- Come in, I've got a clue.

They go into the living room:

Br.- D'you want a drink? (serving sherry to the others).
Ph.- You tried to kill Steve. You put the poison there. And you (to Eric)
are his accomplice: why have you come here after the party? This drink can
be poisoned now.
Er.- Shut up! Look! Only two hours ago we were at a party and someone
tried to poison Steve. Someone who knew which Steve's drink was. By a
mistake, Steve gave it to Karin. That drink was vodka; then, who knew
that Steve liked vodka? One of us, so we're the suspects.

Perhaps me: a strange person who wrote the story exactly as it
happened in the reality. Maybe you, Phil: you may want to kill Steve
because he was one of your sister's boyfriends. You were very depressed at
the party, weren't you? Why were you going to kill Brian a moment ago?
You look crazy. But you may be the murderer too (to Brian). Why not? You
could've wanted to kill Steve because you were afraid of him. Karin liked
Steve and you couldn't allow that...

Eric is going to pick up his drink and he sees some medicines
on a chest of drawers.



Er.- ,,,but, what's that?
Br.- It's from my dad's job. He's a chemist. Don't touch it! (he puts the
medecines away in one of the drawers).
Ph.- Drugs!! You got the poison from your father. It's clear now!
Br.- You must be mad!!
Er.- Shut up both of you! How, go to sleep. Tomorrow I'll go to Steve's
home. He's very ill: he's got a nerves attack. Ve must go now, Phil.

SCEHE 4; THE VISIT-

Hext day. Eric goes to visit Steve. Eric places Agatha
Christie's book on the same situation as it was the day before:

Er.- Good morning, Steve. You look well today.
St.- I feel very ill. They couldn't poison me but I'll soon die.
Er.- I don't think they wanted... they really wanted to kill you.
St.- It was clear. The poison was in my drink, and I nearly drank that.
Er.- We'll soon know who the murderer is. I'm after an interesting clue,
d'you know? Veil, I gotta go now. (ironically) Don't move and look after
yourself.

SCEHE 5: THE PHQHE CALLS

Steve calls the others during the same day. (Music: Alan
Parson's Project). Eric answers very rudely:

Er.- Alio?
St.- Hello! Here's Steve.
Er.- Hi Steve! How are you now?
St.- Better, thanks. I have something to tell you about the murder. I
want Brian, Phil and you to meet me here, in my house. It's very important.
Er.- Tell me! What's this?
St.- The question is that the murderer wants to kill me now. I'm his next
victim and I know who he is,
Er,- All right! What time?
St.- In two hours.
Er.- OK!

Brian has got the telephone in a room full of medicines. Phil
is cycling when Steve calls him.

SCEHE 6: THE LAST MEETIHG.

The four friends have met at Steve's. They are sitting forming
a circle. (the camera turns from one to the other):

Br.- This meeting is a foolish act! I should be with my present and new
girlfriend at this moment.
Er.- The police is already investigating the event.
Ph.- They won't solve anything. If I were sure of who killed my little
princess, I'd take revenge on him. So Steve, tell us who wanted to
destroy your life and killed my sister.
St.- Yes Phil, it was a big mistake. Someone poured some drops of poison
in my vodka and I gave it to Karin, unfortunately.

This person certainly wanted my death, but why? Why did he wish my
death? Well, he might hate me because his little sister loved me...



Ph.- What d'you mean? Are you suspecting me?
St.- No, I don't think so. Veil, this person could loathe me 'cause the
prettiest girl in the school liked me.
Br.- Rubbish, definetely ridiculous.
St.- But, actually, these clues are too evident. Perhaps who wishes my
death is a strange person, who likes inventing stories of mistery and then
these stories happen to his friends. Eric, you took these gloves (the
gloves are in Eric's packet), desappeared from the partym and put the
poison in my glass but you forgot about that mistake: Karin was the
innocent victim and you are the unscrupulous killer!!
Ph.- Eric!!
Er.- (clapping ironically) You're the best actor I've ever met, but you've
comitted a mistake: you have accused all of us except yourself. At first,
we three (refering to Brian, Phil and himself) were the main suspects.
You were the poor victim, the sad boy Karin had left...

The picture shows Steve putting on a shirt and the gloves,
pouring some poison in a drink, putting the bottle of poison in Brian's
jacket and hiding the gloves under the sofa. Meanwhile, Eric is explaining
the murder. (Music: The Mission):

Er.- ...Yes, everyone thought: poor boy. At the party, you saw the girl you
laved with the mast disgusting ladies' man.
Br.- I know you all envy me.
Er.- The night before you had been reading one of Agatha Christie's novels
and you were fond of it. So you were willing to practise it. You said a
silly excuse: you went to change your shirt but then you took those gloves,
the poison you always have and you prepared your own drink. You put the
bottle of poison in Brian's jacket to accuse him later and threw the gloves
under the sofa, where I found them later, Vhen I came with you here, I
caught that book because it was open. My instinct told me there was
something strange in that book. You really wanted to push Karin at the
party. All was prepared. You had to accuse me because you know I had a
clue. Vhen I read that book, all the event was clear:

It returns to the scene of the meeting:

Er.- ...The murderer in the novel was the same as at the party.
Br.- This seems to be certain but what about your written story of
mistery?
Er.- That was an unlucky chance.
Ph.- Steve, is it the truth?
St.- Yes, you're too intelligent, Eric...

Suddenly, Stveve takes up a teddy bear that was near him:

St.- ...But (saying only separate words as if he was crazy)
no...never.. .person...will know...
Br.- I call the police.

There's a fuss. The picture turns into black:

Ph.- Vatch out!! He's got a gun!!
Er.- Don't shoot!!

Three shots. The picture turns into two words (Music:Alan
Parson's Project):

THE EWD



APPENDIX 4
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A letter for our Rnglish teacher, called Merc&

17ttt. July.

LONDON

"Dear Merce:

How are you? We are very hapny because we have

enyoied ourself a lot. Yesterday we went to a pub and there

we met two handsome boys. We began to dance and they came

to dance with us. We are whising to explain it you.

In Tiondon is a beauty city, but we have whishes to arrive at

Grampian. We are in a "Bed & Breakfast", called Krs. Robirt-

son's house. She is very talftitive and nice but she is a

few old. Her daughter is 18 years old and her name is

Kate. She keen us comnany and we are vay friends, but good

friends. When we arrive at Sabadell, we'll write a lot of

letters to her and she sais that shelllcame Sabadell someday.

We'll hone her.

"•oday we'll go to visit the "Bridge tower" and other

monuments. Well,; we explain you soon.

Goodbye, see you.

"Pilar and Ci.nta.



Koises's anecdote.
<«w,"humrM-rmfKinxunvQwmmvWMwtM

Last summer I wait to Ampolla ( near Arenys de t'iar)
This villare is verp auiet but in! the summer arfrlVte people
froip other cities.^This summer I stayed in a apartment. In
the morning I went to the bach with my friends, sometimes
with rny family. In the afternoon I went to the disco and
pub with my friends and in the morning I stayed in Arenys
de F.ars disco. The people are very quiet and friendly. I
have some friends. Well I start to writfe the anecdote :

One day (J-TFTd) I went to the (Tea^ I d^rive"^ a speedboard buj?
very ba(3\) and for this I manoned in a island, near Ampolla,
but I can't speak with the people because the island was

a little far to the coast. For one day I stagpthere, from
6:00 a.m. to 22:00 p.m.. In this island there was a lot
of differents fruits:,i but on the island I was bored until
arrived another speedboard (who, resc^)me. After that I
went (St) this island with my friend.There are jt beautiful
island and this day I was a very fantastic day.
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Lidia's anecdote.

Sast summer, I went with my friends to Great Britain
because we wanted to visit it and stayfor a long time there
One day we were in the hotel and we were very bored. For
that reason Anna said if we wanted to go to the disco all
the night and there we enjoyed ourse(T?). Everybody said
ves and then we went to the disco very happy.

*V*-"
When we arrived in the disco, the door-keeper asked us:

How old are you? andKMoises said: we're 19 years old. He
didn't think it and he said: your DNI or passports please.

Ten Eli said: sorry but we've forgotten our passport
on the hotel but we're 19 years old, it's true. Can you

let inj_us? ind he said: No, I can't let you in if you don't
have thie passports. But if you pay to me the doble of money

you can go in.
Then Rubio said: you're an imposta and a bad person

for that reason I'll call the police and then they'll
take you to "h-ste pris/on because you wanted to deceive us.

After that the door-keeper was afraid and he let us in
free. We stayed ail the night there and when we should came

back, we said to him: goodbye and we'll hope to see you again
he didn't sgty to us anything but he was looking vs very peensh.

Anna 's anecdote

When we was in the station we went to the bar to have su

dnifi-k-;something to drink. And we decided to leave the q(a"ys)
here because the bar was in front and we can see the bags in
the bar.

But when we went to the bags (£tT)i^a§)i't there and we de¬
cided and asked all the people of the station but they didn't
see ^roijhing. Hubio said that at night we mutfp go to the festi¬
val and we onugi? go more elegant and our clothes vp's) in the
bags. Anji we decided that we ^ughtj^the clothes a some
place. We went to galeries and there we bought our clothes.

-— -

But ■^his~-,clothesgwa§) very expensive and we spent almost all
the money. But the rjidrep important was that we weant ajtpthe
hotel^the bags were there and we decided^return the clothes
but Lidia, Eli and I, we return the clothes andfinally all
the clothes were returned. Then we went to the festival

very elegants/with our^ clothes.
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"buying tickets".

Good morning.
Good morning.
Hello...

V/e want to buy the ticgets.
there arc three options:

-First class

- economy class
- business class

We : One moment , please.
What option do you prefer ?

Eli : I think that we prefer the first class, because we

gafee go$ a lot of money.

Mou : Yes, I agree with you.
Lidia 3o do I.

V/e : We prefer the first class.
Clerk: O.K.

What would you like single or return ?
We : V/e want the two things.
Clerk: Where will you go?
V/e : V/e will go to London.
Clerk: When is the ticket for?

V/e : The ticket is for tomorrow

Slerk: O.K.

How long will you stay?
V/e : Wot long. We will stay about a fortnight.
Clerk: How many tickets do you want ?
V/e : We •.■ant five tickets.

Clerk: Time of departive 9:00 o'clock in the morning.
Time of checking in the coach is twenty-fiwe minu¬
tes .

How do you prefer your tickets: for smokers or no

smokers.

We : V/e prefer, non- smokers, please.
Clerk: The time that we arrive at your destiiaian is at

twelve o'clock

V/e : O.K. , thand you for your information.
Clerk: Bye.
V/e : Bye.

DIOLOGUS

Clerk:

we :

Clerk:

We :

Clerk:

a\o
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O b
it's six -3'cl Tic rjoor is opening.The prisoners go out and they

form up.The bed'. r:wr,s arid tney narin to ua.lk to the dinning rojn .

guard touch the shoulder of one of the prisoners and say:

-follow no.The principal wants to see. you.

The prisoner vol.lowshim and starts to renomber., «!{e. doesn't rw.ora-

ber how long kr startad in the jail, because he doesn't ramembor .iou

old he is,

When he horned his mother was in the jail too,He never sew the ci¬

ty, only one street,which separated the jail and the school where he

went.he only .-,rvc a hope, whan he was eight years old he could so with

his mother's family,out of the jail.Sut when he was near his dream,

in an unlucky accident ono of his friends died.The. police said that

he was the foultier.He want to a reformatory for a very long tine.The¬

re he met some criminal hoys.One of them did him a lot of pranks and

he lived on a disgrace.He drived crazy and murdered the boy.He was

sixteen years old when the police gived him to the jail...until now.

-Can 1 e- re in,please?-said the prisoner.

-Yes,come in and sit down.Dell,I have to tell you a naw.-said

the principal at the same time that he was smoking.

-Unat happened?

-Your sentence finish now.Tomorrow will.he your last day here.

-Can I go to my cell,please?-said the prisoner.

-Yes,and pack your clothes for tomorrou.
|k

The nan go to the coll and he couldn't to bclive what Ilappenad^his

live.He nas .living all lis live in the jail, he never has feci fraa-

do:-i.;!e doesn't know wnrt can lie do iow.

i!o is in t-,s :wst important street villi cify.Hc j.ohfes z hot of

people wr.ikinr to all the ways.He an a J. i an in dv.lh lcchi

2A\



for a :-:n.ir.n,;is finds 'isr »nd '.s:;s the price...

Ms spends ex.'. his money end locks for a job, hut nobody taught

him to do anything.He's 2.1.0ns end s urcxtind by strange people.

Me returns to the jail and ways to the Gate guard that he wants

return to his cell,but the guard says him that it's impossible.

lie come back to the street as sad as ever and goes to the motel

be d.room where he live.The bsdhroom loo!; sader than the cell where

he was living for fifteen years,more dirty and with more beetles.

The moteihoider come in to the room and says him that he has to

pay the following ten days to continue in the bedroom.Out he can't

pay him.Me hasn't got money.Me starts to prepare the suitcase and

not answer nothing.At the moment that he prepares it thinks what

can he do now.He thinks that the last option is to kill someone.

This someone is notalhoJ.der.Me take a lamp of metal and kill

him.The victim falls on the ground with the head ful of Hood.He pho¬

nes the police.He is in the jail now.At last he corns at home anc! he

feels sure.

0



"e are in London and we are prepared to visit all the city. We begin

to the tower Bridge and we cross it. After we go to visit the tower

of London., which is around the trees, Actually there nre tourist

attractions and it's the treasury of the Crown Jewels. We go by

coach at centre of the city to visit St. Paul's Cathedral. Down in

the cryot there are many famous men such "s Wren, Nelson and the

Duke of Wellington.

Now we cross the Backfiars brigde and we decide l;o visit County Hal 1 .

It is the headouarters of London's government. When we arrive a poli¬

cemen doesn't co>~e in us, because it isn't a public place.

Now we cross the Westminster Bridge and ne«r of there, is the Big

Ben. We thought that it is a. big tower but we can nee that it's a

little tower, but it Is be unity.

We catch the plane in Ties,too'" airport and we flight fromft London to

Yorkshire Dales National Park in the north of Leeds. There are expl.endid

nature and a artificial Lake. We walk along the nwts, we're seeing

some diferent species of animal such, "a the due Ice a, the birds, the

giraffes, the lions, etc.

After we go to Glasgow to visit the University and the Cathedral.

After we go to the Festival in Kdimburgh. '"'e listen music and we watch

places and look at pictures. This day there is a firework display.

For this reason, there are no cars or buses in Princes Street. Princes

Street and the gardens are full of people. We listen to music and

watch the fireworks in the sky above the castle.
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Grmpian

Leg engs- '
£» [ \

The Grampian's people tells to the visitors the tale of one ssiilor who arrives to)the
0

Grampian's seaside;this sailor found a war (foear the Grampian's seaside.Suddenly
someone shot him,he sustained a lethal injuryjhis ship crashed into a rock.After,the

ship was covered for the Reach's sand.Nowaday, there is a mountain near the ipach,
the Grampian's people say that the sailor's ship^uried under the mountaij^.
In Grampian there are a lot of legenj^talking about wars and heroes.
Important people.

Martin,"the fish",was an important person,because he lived abqtft one hundred and

thj^y years.He was fishing during all his life.Grampian had another important parson
This person studidd chemistry,he discovered somB medecines.BB discovered that coma

—
. tr

sea-plants had got a substance which one can reAldS^e the fever.

In Grampian there was a king who abdiaate's) twice. "

I >
An important president commi-t^suicide in pront of all the citizens of Gordon. WUo
Toni ccestlington could raise in the 19th century two trunks,each trunk weightepabout

one hundred and fifty kilos.Idon't krow anything about(singr)singers.
I

-Language.

Acording to the census carried out in 1971,there uere over 8B.000 people aged over

three jjears in Scotland are able to speak gaelic and en^lish.these were(far)fairly
\

.. .

scattered,but most were loc ated in the(.h)Hebrides antton the west coast of the country.

WotAjTimes have changed.There was a time when Gaelic exerted an influence in almost every

part of the country but the surprising thing is that it survived at all,convidaring

how much effort was devoteplover many centuries,to subvalue both the language istell

and the people who speak it.

^fecSw attempts^ are being made today to reinporce and promote saelic, especially in
schook and particular^ in the westernistes.

Comparison between Batalonia and Grampian.

First,Grampian ha^more width hran Catalonia,but Catalonia is bigger han Grampian.
'/ ■> ( , rf

Catalonia has more populated cities han Grampian,biuti prefer the Grampian s fmountains,,
the forest,the landscape. i ^
The Grampiar/slegends are more inters sking hran Catalonia's ones.

x xj
Really,Catalonia hasn't got toq^ legends,and most of them are false,because of the^QP
havE been told bee.ansa ofthay,have: baen.told(for)old people .sometimes a bit crazy.

2AH



THBITINERARY

n
OUR ITINERARY is very easy to make met it's very

long and expensive. We want to go to England but we stay
in some villages because .is better to visit a...d to stay in/•
a place that to go to different places. But this is our per¬

sonal opinion. We'll go to England and we chose Windsor and
Heading because in those fyfonQthere are some interesting
places to visit and to go and we don't want^stay all the
day at the hotel. We think that in those towns you can find
all the facilities that you want. You can buy special food,
drink, clothes you can go to different places like theatres
museums, peules, night clubs,...

You can stay in very famous hotels and it's because
•there are a history, for esample : oackley court hotel. And
it's wonderful to go to Windsor and Heading because there
are beautiful landscapes. Well, think tftat you know a little
now when we want to go to Windsor and Heading. Ok? We'll
stay in England for three weeks and other week is for tra¬
veling from Sabadell to England and from England to Sabadell
well, now we'll tell you our itinerary:

-first we'll go by train from Sabadell to Barcelo¬
na, where there is a coach to go to a little village in france
tailed Oarcasone. We'll catch the train at 7:00 h. at South
Station and we'll go to Catalonia Oqueare and there we'll
catch ti.e coach to go to Oarcasone.

In bare a so ne Ru'oio has family and we'll go to
Rubio's family's house to have dinner and sleep that night.
Rubio has a wonderful family andAt will be fanny to stay
with them that night. Later we'll go to the town centre and
we'll catch another coach to go to Paris. We'll hope the coacli
at the bus stop and meanwhile we could buy some presents. WE'11
start our trip from Oarcasone to Paris at 9:00 h. and we'll
stay in Paris for- two days in a wonderful hotel. "I'fle hotel
Rif". In Paris we'll visit some important places, buildings
and restaurants, for example : Maxim's by car called "Limou¬
sine" . We think that it will be very funny to go by Limousine
to any place never gone by Limousine to any place. In Paris
we'11 visit the eiflel tower and some very famous shops
because Paris is a city where you can buy different kind
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of things.
After that we'll leave Paris and we'll catch ano¬

ther coach to go from Paris to Calais and there we'll go

by ferry until we arrive at hover. In Dover we'll catch a
coach to go grora Dover to London. We'll stay in London
for three days we'll stay in London i'n Princess Isabel I
Hotel, and we'll visit some places like we did in Paris.
WE'11 visit t-.e oficial residence of the Royal family.
All the same only very skilful drivers should altempt to
drive their cars in this crowded capital in which traffic
jans are the order of the day. Generals of the londoners
themselves who live in the submetles, leave their cars

at home and go to the city by the underground. The Loudon
policemen -farniarly called "Bobbins" by the inhabitants
- are extremely kind. We'll, we'll buy some presents in
London, too, because. It's wonderful to have something
of each town where you go. But we think that for three
days it's impossible to visit too much places.

After that vje'll go by coach from London to Wind¬
sor. There, we'll stay for a week at the oackley corut Hotel
and we'll he all to visit a lot of places that we explain

you in this work. You can find another street where is feliis
information, aoout Windsor and Reading because though it6
an interesting we'll prefer to o camping the last days.
On our way to Sabadell we'll stay two days. We'll stay in
Dover and in Calais again but of course we'll catch the

ferry to go to Calais. Well, the last days we'll go to cam¬

ping in Platja d'Aro, but before we-' 11- go_to Platja d'Aro
we'll go by train from Calais to I'.arseille and there, we'll
stay for three days and finally we'll come back to Sabadell
by coach. We think it's a long trip and perhaps we'll have
some problems but we hope that all those days vjill (ar^
wonderful\ and funny. We talked about our trip because be¬
fore you start a trip you must make an itinerary because
it's very difficult to make a trio without your itinerary.
V.'e did it and we hope that it will be a funny trip, where
we could learruj different:! customs of the each country that
we'll visit. '
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C'.f'^r"1^ 'hoire I-or;r]rotiV\c •"o/i'h i n","9y*p.*t;*i. trr thi n

the vdy n. .'e 'U. take 500. Of-o at .a. for iourne'f, to eat, to sloea

and to enjoy ourself.

'i'his i.o t hc i. f;i. riecrv we have ov>nonea. "'n '11 f»n to llyscelona
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there three d'-w>? hppTipp T,,e '1 1 v.i 1 t t'io htywoct lake (fsi"1 11 w) in

the n«r !; Invest of o°.rdini-'. In "ardi.nia wo 'II a toy until forth

July. "le '11 etc11 the sM.n at niwht because the voyage is pp--

bee 3• i';o «ve 'l.i -n-pivp "obner. ve'll •it'".' in lome for fyr lays.

There we'll arv,ive forth July and we'll leave Joke on eighth July

.in the rorri.n77, hen a e arrive in lv"p we'll en to Pis".'s tower

in fie" a.ad. after we "I i "sk Tor the yon t fa mous and iro'^ort^at

reatau.r° n t ho cause ve live Italian food. Ve'll visit the old

a, one in the othe?"* "id e o f Tiber. It ha, a narrow a tree t a, old

rv. i.r<5 n a •> lot o r ->-> p - trie.' e J. v -.'ip ■■, ".'o '1.1. reel a lot of ^-PO'Te.
>

because ve like Italian". ,J,h oy are nice a"d ~>lea sent. Ve '11

r.tay f >ur '111 "5, 'e'll c" toh the n l n e to yo to s'.vi ta orl "nd .

On the i -Mimpv we 'l.d rt'w one day, \nd there we'll ■■••rai.ve in f^p

oweniny. "/hen "e arrive in Twitseal and we'll yo to the root i.w—

a or tant a i tv which is furl ah. Tt h'u nMrrow streets, there aren '"

a riv sl-'wacra.'^er • hocv." -e v'e ho ye head it in an pncycl ovn.6l i'1, be—

ccse \v"r<t to keoa pn the city. There "<re "F.stscions M nines"

of " V i 1 la.-o' " in the "Vand", this station is famors tccime it h<*s

bcnitif"! r la ces to ski and e'll en.ioy ourself very much. '.Ve '11

stay t o days in o'vit/.erl'ard, until tenth July. In Twits eri an 1

we'll.-yo to inrfio "nbS because we 'a r e yot yoo 1 informs.tion ah-'Mit

'•ubn.

'••'Pen . e 1 p'ur Ivvitaowl yl v-e'll '-^"•yp the tri 7 to n ri.a, 'Ve'll.

to 'Mris by "l one. Othor'^iso the iournev wil.1 take t "o Is^r.

On tenth July at ai ht 'e'll arrive in T>aris unt 11 +M rteenth July

in i. e nr-iino. '/e ',v°nt to yiai t v -ni aces, the hn"e h'"i.i di.nrecj

wv ich are ' n t^e or-i i.rc of i-'-e^ ai There are museurns "'id w e ' 11

a\i



visit ' (* '■11p<.i<-? 'j•-ri •• i r,j- .-* c <— One qf t1-,en) i r! "T.ip

bill r>"■"i,p " , uvi c iv- i p " \x'0 o r 9 riuynh " t;oo , i'Vipyr. j o <-»

•

yp ("1 1 rrl " "i 1 r> " <•; j. t' 1 V>'" 11 r O ■ t U CIe t" XIX V"' 'Mil f ->yn

p. t." ■' il'nT three d • •■"■s . On 1o i "" t "• > I; '1 Jul v ill the »r>iy ••• i y rr

•■(•'11 If o. (1 Hm n'l 1 -i \7fi in Ifi'H'yi 1 1 p i YX t'nP

"v. 'ii .-o :•><•. i h 1- •'< (ji-iart lint >neo >•'•'] «>o v'onl 1

l.i V? ■•.rp ! p 1 • • 1 -'O"- . ^hrrr wo '11 vi sit h 0 b'rioti.ful

T,>- : : r ■ rr "',1.'"i c-pii » ,r < > '1 1 nt,iv there three

d"iyy. o' 1 1 1. f"ivo !.)c~-nvi.l.1.o on 1.6 th. Jul y it !'e noon. Tn

the even i.nc ;t 'i i - = r• >-• i ye i n Loth ion bv s% iv>. Thorp we '11

st y tl">reo iiy^ bec|inv% ve w,vi t to orrive in G-r'-v" sim is noon

I? oosible but in Loth ion wc hive sopp friends end they leave

mi i f° u" t o o; p t '•) p r*, "o ' 1.1 flk bou.t our "arunt? . /e'll

stiy in thi'- -'"r?" nn.t 1.1 19th. Jul.v. ,'c '1.1 1 five Tiothinn

md v:c'i 1 ro to Jr ion. IQtb. Jul"-' it niyht we '11 no

to Irp'""--!. n \yr by"in boenure i;hc i -nynpv i.y ouict on! i t wi.i 1

be the l" st ioum.oy th.it 'ill r° Ice. There we'll stoy o week,

".e '1.1 visit Aberdeen becum so it is the rioot interesting city.
In Aberdeen wo' 11 visit the ie"by's theatre becou.se it is

one of the p"t bp"nti "uJ er'ii J/m of the Edwardi.on their re.

Vp 'i i ii'iyp ly • • "i "n f'tb. Julir boo o se we'll be very tired.

In ?6th. July we '11 cifch the "lone °nd ve '11 return home

diroctly.

2.1?
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This year has been too long. From January we wanted to do a
travel to England and today is the big day. We have to decide
when are we going to go and moreover w® have to talk with our

parents.
Look at the dialogues

Ana.-Well, today, we have to decide when are we going to do the
"travel to England, holidays are here!!

Voli.-Oh! Yes. This is the dream of my life. A travel to England!
And then X will see Tom Cruise. It sounds very well.

Nuria.-Yes. Imagine that I see Black in England and he sings
Wonderful life only for me.

M.A.-Nuria you aren't dreaming, you're sleeping.

Nuria.-Yes, you're right. We have to decide when are we going to
do this travel.

Ana.- I think that we can go in July because there is a good
weather, and then we'll be able to go to the beach.

Yoli.-It's a good idea, but I can't go in July because I spend my
holidays in this month.

M.A,-We can go in August, there is a good weather too and then
you can go.

Nuria.-I don't agree. I want to go in September. In August or in
July, English tourist are in Spain and in September they came
back to England. If you want to speak English in August or in Ju¬
ly is much better that you go to the beach. On the beach there
are more English than Spanish people.

M.A.-Nuria, you're right. Then we will see the daily life in En¬
gland.

Yoli.-I agree with you. It's a good idea.

Ana.-So do I.

Ivl. A. -How ar e we gai ng ta go?

Yoli.-I'd like going by plane. Have you ever gone by plane?

Nuri.-No, I haven't but I'd like to.

Ana.-Are you sure that you want to go by plane? I don't like
flying. I want to go by coach or on foot but not by plane.

Yo 1 i. . -R eally? W h v?



Ana.- I don't know, it's a craze. I haven't ever like planes,
I hate them.

M.A.-This is because you haven't ever gone by plane, I love
them. When you are in a plane you have an special sensation, you
think that you can touch the sky.

Ana.-OK, we can go by plane, I want to know what happen.

Nuria.-Very well. We are going to go by plane in September.
Now, we'll wait all these months until September and then we'll
organise the travel. We have all these months -for convince our

parents.

Yoli.-Yes, X think that my parents won't agree but I'll try it.

11. A. -Ok! I'm going to go to home now. I want to speak to my
parents quikly, I want to know how the answer is.

Nuri.-Yes, I want to know it too.

Ana.-Then, see you tomorrow. I have to study, we have a Latin
exam tomorrow.

Nuri . -F'uaff ! I -forgot it. See you tomorrow.

M.A.-Goodbye!

Yoli.-Goodbye!

22S)
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Ban-:; a s'pmiGBFBTN

Bruce ?roderick Joseph Springsteen was born on 23
September,1343>in^saall town of Freehold,New Jersey,
USA.He was the first chimin the fav.ily and he haj^j^"
two sisters.BruceffamilyQi didn't have much money,
his father was working in different^ places,and
sometimes,ho was without •work.When he was a little

boy,he (fas) a lot of difficult with his father, with
his teacher and with the people that didn't understand
him.

At the age of 16 he started to play the guitar with
The Bastilles,a group from his ho.-.ie town.They
played in clubs for young people usually.In 1366
they make a record,but they had to pay for it.The
next year,the group began to break up.'

In 1969,Bruce formed another group.Steel Mill.
Vk this time oegan inJJSA a war with Vietnam.

Bruce didn't go to the war,because he had an eiccident
by motorbike and he didn't^to the army.But he played
to the soldiers who fought in Vieikiam war.

For the next two years,the group started to had money

and they every day were most important sf.Then Bruce
started to play by himself.In one of the shows that
Bruce made^ia seen by Hike Appel and Jim Oreteeos,
who worked on the record business.They like^Bruoe'^
songs and the way that, people.,.became to.jnet-BrufiS
Springsteen,but the people saw he (fa)a one man-show,
and he would^to play "dock and doll" with his band.
Then he bought with Appel and Haromonel (BBS records)
anu he wanted to make his first record with some of

his old friends.After he recorded his albunm"Greetings
li

from Asbury Park,i<J,J'35 described Bruce as a "hew Dylan
That LP dida' t^good for the people but this LV^/vas
good for the later songs that Bruce writted.Many
other artists copied ideas about Bruce's LP.
Bruce and his b.-.ind didn't depress for the result of
his first "LP and by the end of 1973 they made another
called."The Wild,the inocont and the 9 street Shuffle".
These Li? was write in February 1374.
Tniu LI was lined by the people in the music business.,
Jul: it didn't sell well and CJBB .'.as unhappy.



These words made uae 333 for tell the people
about Bruce Springsteen.Then J3S stopped to sail he
"Kew Dylan".They now described him with London's
words. Suddenly,Springsteen-s*as knov;.By the end of

1974,he had fans in every city in America.But Bruce
didn't happy,because he didn't like that the people
liked his music,only for the other people words.He
wanted to like because he played well.He wanted for
recorded better and better records and he began to
exel himself.He del exitings and long live shows.
He wanted that the people go'^to his shows to listening
the best music.He started to work in his third LP.

After a lot of work and some difficulties,the LP was

complete,a LP called "Darkness on the Edge of Town"
Then make another LP called " Born to Hun".

But that was longer than the others.Bruce wanted to
be really good,and for that "Darkness on the 3dge of
Town" was not brougth out until ^june 1978.For that
he was difficulties with the manager,Hike Appel.Then
they couldn't agree and they decided to break up,

13ruce only has record seven LPs to this day,for that,
because he only accept the best and if he aren't sure,

he perfect that song since he think,that is the best.
Bruce has record,some records in secretty,meanwile he *©5

£rt| I A
sining and with the public'and these records sold very

well.In 1978,everyone was waiting for the fourth LP.
Often the band play for three to four hours,in the
shows.In 1378 he said in Sounds magazine:"you may
be playing SO shows in eight months.But think about
the boys and the girls out there.
It's their money,and maybe it's their one night.They
nigth not see you again for a year.fou mustn't forget
that...A. lot of people hang their hopes on you,when you

walk out on that stage..."



By the end of 1973,Bruce was certainly popular
©nought in USA.But in Britain and the next of Europe,

things were different.Bruce and the band made only a

tour of Europe,in 1975,but this didn't great for the
Europe people.
In 1931 ho did his longest tour.That tour started in
America at the end of 1930 and ended in America again
a year later.The tour covered 13 countries and 132
shows.

At the begining of the tour,Bruce made his fifth LP,
called "The river",that LP was exellent and there
was a very interesting list of songs as a " I wanna

marry you"^ "Drive all night" "The river"y"Cadillac
Ranch"....and others.

After January,Bruce went to Switzerland,France,Belgiun
Holland Denmark, Lorway, Sv.'eden, and last Britain. In
these shows he played songs of illvis Presley,The Beatl
and Arthur Donley.Bruce became number one in all the
lists of Rock'n Roll.

Then he made another LP :"IIebrasca"in 1932.Tn that,
he explained his difficult with his father and about
when he was a child and a young man.He explained
his problems.l'n that LP,he played about himself.
Everybody were surprised with that LP,because that
wasn't Bruce's style.There wasn't Rocic'n Roll,there
was country and western.
His sixth LP was very important,the moot important,
but Bruce doesn't usually works for the money.

In Lay 1934 Bruce brought a song oalled"Dancing in the
dark" that song bacanse popular all over the world.
This son;; was incluided in .lis Hew LP "Born in the USA
the most important in the life of the singer.



APPENDIX 5.

TEACHERS' QUESTIONNAIRES

(24 TEACHERS EXPRESS THEIR VIEWS ON THE TASKS

PRODUCED BY THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP).



A
NATIONALITY. . . S.Jj-fWrVXv
TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN... . .?CXp.<?r&,.. r. . COUNTRY.. ,

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE'AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER...1

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?

Ut^u.j /-vt^W^T JU^e ^^ sv^>U vo-T+A ■
2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why? ~C

JUa^x cUvJLo-r^d tLju* '-(Uteswy (U*Jk.A+JL4 u^tJU
3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

3 K- tFtAc S~UA<?Lla3A O-^A. -<-<^-e-A JZc O-i-F.
4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards Tj£X J2g vx-4, 3a" JSU^'^Fjla. -Laa <s>3Li?
. Vocabulary / expressions, <2^^0x4 ccaV^JZ^ Vc-C^-^-aJLo-a-^ /
. Syntactic structure, a'.w^ ljxJX x- E-j cls^-^-q(_
. Communicability, n a.cci-^Cg , ' -Fj

. <- (XX j -XA ^_«_£ X_A /V\A_AA cX
. General accuracy, (UF) S j-^xaaa

.Others, Fa
5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

FX?^a t£v^ vc/crvK "x o>~cxc(i.A XF-X)
(X 3 fcK Tot^ M

LAX-CAIA. ^ xX-aAA^ uuoaIA OX-AO jX.OA*'-*
6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working/LtA^H 3-^io 00 v3

. for the students? £XXi / a /de-ocA^ <>_/
<S»-C(X.'jCL ^AL-Aa-A_AL X_A_X~ .

. for the teachers? X/^e Fa^ SUXj, X/wd
-A^AIACIA . oXio .aaa tFt ^r\o^iA^<y^ <^j -<&-<JLl ££3aLc_A_<T x _, X&JUA

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? ^ca-^-oLj to s^gCL^ jl-xs
XV

8.- Further comments...

IxAT-tX-Xzl
XjUiA A^Fxaa 'J- ^OxxSlJ. F ^ 1o /FA U^-dL^x
(Ud^ <^/U 0JU0

I] ot-^/JU c" •

44 r
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NATIONALITY t

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN. AujrAvM. fe4fc&.. .. COUNTRY.. ....,
i &l> Pax (C-o d> J

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE'AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER...$.

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?
CL&XCXXJJUU^ AjXfXJ-aJUlsi- Pp. 1.

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?
' aUlx Cike^

CLCLXCX cZTA-S-C <?£X^e>-L^J-
3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

nv c t i riTA /cLizOv-Ci^is-CC-Ct /ke, -A\- f~C.tr-

4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure,

. Communicability,

. General accuracy,

. Others,

-£e-s-&o mAA^ck -kcIZcx. «-M, <*-(£
C-

/ (5p
5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

— du fLxr^. c7^_ C. '—AC-iA-lj-C.- ) X''~-XL_ 1
— AOTD r*JT>/<A ' 4- ^ <i ^ <. -c ■ ' J ■■ - ^ j ^~xAr-z*^z> /"C--! ^Yx_,< cxk y
__ C nC(LcJo-CX.oJ^yJC- CAGatXtsiTL fr-j , -4V'^Cx IrX^LxcCxk (-CttXASCXASX*. ^ <^crird*~<-i _)kfpti <> ^/aJynxsr^jAi<3-(t( - _

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students?- ■■ KujucM- -owct.*-. cUcxlkt^ fa «-
■S A" ck / , TJE7 "C

. for the teachers? -xcccc^ _^u. - ^dudLf -
-■fiA^crCi crrxXj^vxa "* C/v~.'xCc-(!/x/</<-'-'"*x{-

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? ,

'

4 AT-£ kcJU-d kk 'O^jC fX-X^CO^s^) f 'L'X-cC ° ^ ^
8.- Further comments...

c HtTXxJ ttZ\JL OC-C^skLt. /&-W-LCT).
<W / <a, wrur ^ / d5?_ 4-1 ^^ - -

(^i Oxj^cxCt trCdxs^, /<;. J.<kcL C "/«;Vi ciixCLi. ' I '"4-4
_ j£&Cj »*> £;\CC--C CJ&LCCA^. tjjt ^ ^6Li-91 0V\
— ^p/<-tL-\r\ Crista s *'n*cdUL<k\_ ( CTCLX / c-c-o-i /Us- x )
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" T^lXUf . nniiMTRv

NATIONALITY (/

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN..... :<Yr COUNTRY...

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE'AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER 4.....

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression? ~T~LcC*y OiAlA &~r~JL£<7o~lc^ .

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?
Capnnlxm OaTAJ

3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

UyppZr XLP^^pvi£JJoJl -
4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions, \Sv^ ^

. Syntactic structure,

. Communicability,

. General accuracy,

. Others,

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?
acsOrK c*J- tlAjuy&iAA^ , CyJXCZA.*"

P? UA^AS" /c (ALAXOLCA! (S AXAAAP( (AtAAtXl^Xr-C^,

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

for the students? T/W? C&J CA^sytur^' m tttUX' JUyWAispny fX^TJZA}^
v sly,,*. ^XJiPArrk AX fi-UAA~ ew r?&-C& /

. for the teachers? 'X& UaHa 'I Uoa/C to k" V -A 77,.
OCXA UiZi^ APA OAAA &Cc AA <AA O&AA} ./pftytSTxfczX l^tj/ yyCo('L U~J-

iJt, / Adl&f-A '
7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it?

^
8.- Further comments...

0(J cwai£Xyi- ^^
~kr$C TIASC yAAXPC^zpiXcXy

"^Oc^JfOy "'tpfrr
./—/)/ n j — rfXsXXZA&CkX

( / f . (A&lsOl y XJ /C£A/€4-> (yiAAZsLAi cCjLA^^ tAA&yo
/&UAIAVTXU?^ lyVntt&ALCo ^77 x X. ., _
TUJ? atXI-? J) /ArtyiX-ty^ix .



If
NATIONALITY. £.t\
TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN. P... COUNTRY. SXA-X }/......
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE'AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER... A.....

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression? , , / /. , -f>
X wax \jdj^ 5cX UtseA

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?

P(m£iac^ ©v\ I"! troche-
3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

,.^4Xuyhaca<?(
4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards - _____

. - / . 1 ""PU. dP I XTXPvV P
. Vocabulary / expressions, I —J— ( ^
. Syntactic structure, X ^
. Communicability, /

^^ ^ (^e | .

. General accuracy, |

. Others, J

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?
P vX" px5 "fe ^ ^he^cU^n- u//vO ,

f^vcrPVs p<^< ^ P ^ ^ ^
6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,what denetits can you see in this style or working, , . / /

. for the students? fp£A / </~-C- ^ ,

■TKe-j 4AC C6tC]'<2,£V~ ""P A- c/Pf.£ /Xci'l JtP, P *tk
. for the teachers'? . j f _i . . I / / ill I

~X<ZAch4_r Ir not honjtq 't\ j uS~ e>c^p ict, mn<^ , k^yr Co//^ho4=iT<
7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? ^ ~the^y\

(COia ^ /<'4Ce rf\n.c=( <P-kri~ ( "X c^A^f ovoYp
8.- Further comments... »

etv

W

Ail



NATIONALITY

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN. .lA/itSTTUJi. .Of.SAt-HJtLfMSO COUNTRY. . hP.&£U
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER... 9

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language" in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?
-t Uxa'£ ca \rtfry va^<2-ItLoc\ • BvaI- f\AUX A cyw^ ^ bvzLcjri(X ■

2.- What are the aspects that most caughx your attention? Why?

4U Xu'cjlv /U^e\ Xly XvaHT? ^UA.L\asl\ ^ ^
J ytarZ c| .

3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

Upp?Ar l.vv|^KAAixU(X^ .

4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

/4s <x loliole r uOSIaI^- tXjbtcl" VvvH 3 syQOJy
expressions, £ X-fAtw-IrS If H&LcIa. 'HaaS -VJvlfX-

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure, Lu6 ia-V$ UlCUJ£K(Xk^ ,

. Communicability,

. General accuracy,

. Others,

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

iaaaaVv |cA-oVtv- ( a!u ojvC LAX.<SH— , ^ IIaJIa/VajOHX Xv-UlC CMs^A [<X LX~
UAAI^C HAIWA. xVLTtHU-fC^ ,

5.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

Vl/Jty lujOV^
_ „w„wl ,_rs? HaJ^ X&aiJ/vLK. WaU. U^Ok£ KaaX^\J~zXq\
VUIaaasA; •£/> (iUL aXuA^GitXny* ^'ia. HAJT UM'U. X?

7.- 'Would you be interested in findind out more about it? . _ n v, . \.. L.. lyA
k,I««AS .ic-oUy'A.kHlJfl*. ^

S.- Further comments... -«, . . / . . Vy^
«* c rc> U^ovf f '

/GTWV4A($K4 £*JT&ia.I" A.\- ,

for the students?

for the teachers

A IA

£2°\
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NATIONALITY. 3
TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN. W.?.W>/.. COUNTRY.. .S./P.tt U,
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER../Hr%...

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?. /// J
33 /i/fe web: Hy are. aey yeyred .

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why? ./

Y%c ^ ^Zrudurc^ cxncj Coca-bajary Z/y t/Se. r/es<
/na-Zcrt'a/s ,* 73?e/r Jen?/ /> Z/qZcr //an y/<? /tp/ yea />? 3rd

y stscfentf cdj 6( Secondary school
3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions, j fj,alter JfYeJ / a.y>y
dL^>e in /Ie. AuJert'JiSyntactic structure,

. Communicability,

. General accuracy, 3<? 5ee.n

. Others, —

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement? n

/4 toldad <od ?/><? /aJd cy '■ Jdc
/aaaaay ZZy //fara/da- /Zr/ /ZM <0-/7 p/ raa df/'y y?</

Zr>e- 5 /eJen/i c//eec//r / Z/L yarad/ms p/ZZ/J /appspyc
6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working, / /

. for the students? Z/p /ear# /#£ rcuT /appaop/e ai> <a aO

. for the teachprs? /ore ajfyphlOe. and achy cJpS5#5> ■jde. /achea-IniMSelJ cty?d So He sH^lei/l 5 bccowc /svyJueeirccl by H*5 '
7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it?

B.- Further comments...

3/d rtd/y / l/c Zo JZn&Us wre a-boZ Z™5 ... /Y-oi:]u,-~
M, J jnfo /y z/adSe3 .

o25o



NATIONALITY. . .JS IS .tj

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN. COUNTRY. N

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER.. .•£,

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?
i-*-L^ &(ht c plz/20ZCrfKXXM. <-C~ <tiS*-—

adhsbOJU s Lue^— '

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?
JAA. £xXoe$_ M ti Co - 'Tor^LAJZ- }*A£lcCI<^. C&-

Gf*- -&4

MULj
3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

jj.<.ja£.bV-
4.— How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions, J'u.

. Syntactic structure, <Ay2f

. Communicability, /u^^Vr

. General accuracy, juy^/Vl-r

. Others, b^ia^J-L y „ AX-e-<> e<o~—
P1 Cc HxJ jS*UJL£&ja *C*>

5.- 'What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?
&Lu. 2*- -hrt l>tctruu.vj £}<Zccecx_ ^vt .=Yj2y<rv shl I
My c JM. alGL- le^idbcgts) t pe yVeojfc

y Iza J'ucoiJC< -e<^'AA6c<Z(b .
6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students? r <3- jua •fb .dw . d ^ M /ca cJpu^C ^ ^ ^

. for the teachers? /£/ V,e ^ „ / / • r J t

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? c*^~ vt-

jo', c/f£j .ep n^uXl 1 P>c
8.- Further comments... " ^AxJhJ-e-u .

frf X)U>.^tAx.Ms cnAAT CX^A J _
r^/ic. ft r xacaa fatcLUzx pvrt_ ^LeT <^rcl>hu^_

2Z\



NATIONALITY

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE' AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER...

COUNTRY.
5 Pftrv

£

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.,— What is your first impression?

1M jwlk jt<l i^z. 'Xkcj. AhJt !
2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?

Me -fhe, iki
,

3.— What language level would you attribute to these students?

/WvsmW
4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure,

. Cornmunicability, y /vwudi bS&i I

. General accuracy,

. Others,

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students?;? if^ Mfik cm Hwy ^aMt <MAC( itieh. ^mL.
for the teachers? JbHt/i alwifijolteii &aaJ ItH&i ruAo&h.

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it?

Q.- Further comments... ftwvv (I

211



nationality $.

type of school you teach in p.^watc.

years of experience as a language teacher....fl.

COUNTRY. . i /V,

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a:foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression? /io- Ac*. u-v\vvc—JAx. ^
Ccr->"\ Xcx. J2xiOr> w'-vJ-'J-A cXo uo coJVjoXi-<x<3 , jkc s

V^-A. <-> ^-"L ki3 r^~S> ^ "

2#- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?
^

\ \~u <T>v- Con Q\ (. C^>^_DVyLA^X t <^Ko
wi. Co p V^- *~-vi r^wv-Xn. AaX. *-^-0 >^-^o Xaq ^-S- "v

3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?
A 1A>

4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure,

. Communicability,

. General accuracy,

. Others, 1:10 0:7 l""° ~\J^
5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

1/-W0V-1 <UT»_cXoS
( cXc.

c 00 cvc_rcAn,\r^
( OJ^ «^<ro pC . o •t-e. ( [' esVb<| t. >~v p-r«%. lov<u3^!u"0'

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students? uWLw ka_ JLo-^^- 4o^
^ OV ci-C 1_ C O \ ro <r^ OpO-^. Ce» ^v. r^LOtfi-xlo i OU5VVOJsCo ^

. for the teachers? pos ' W °K-a- <^a-r
€v ^>cxs>c~C~ Ok, S*z~ ^-*2- CC-O »^s£- / 6c?G|pe-n>r <lo>.-k
7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? *>-».' (

8.- Further comments...



nationality. . . ffax'xx.
type OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN1&XXAA. . . COUNTRY. XXA.'.Y. ,

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER fA

These materials hav/e been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Csta-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression? / /J //J
<51/e ClCL&JiV^. cZLf sbpog-ecc Lbclch'cTn^xX- Lfcuj /'t- cX ^cU^rtsLs

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?
X kave. &±j2^XctlLu LiUect Xie- H^a^aJLtbvz^ hrv ^

S^^ahjl" OM-X ihe- -tU*b Us<*o bnsrUreX. btj ■ oXza'ug
qtJtMe* A-t>waJL. CsX cUc[cLtexXs zhjvj'es. 7heu^ s&nuXL tb <=?_>d 3.- What language level would you attribute to these students? l/CTli (>iCO.

A-d VbutCzd • °(f <^zrvv^ .

4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards X tUu^X ALUs Iu^dUJ^, l^rj
. Vocabulary / expressions, &M-bL A?<bcX_ AXco dX—
. Syntactic structure, &A -fXe- (AjA^cjc^
. Communicability, IS^t & fact X

General accuracy,

Others,

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?
X oW'/ huruj- XX unn-cXX

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working, / ^ , .

. for the students? T XXuX // rHU^f
XJIC-X&IO aM-X ArucLzttLb, b^T~ X oUn<<- T

. for the teachers? -iUbl^i/l. (~h Is iu" SpCLub^A-XccluXL laXgez rxy ^'z<?/ Xt&.
7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? ^ U&T

yes / . XjiXLCi, fXr>?7 bttuefys. 1\ A^jLU^^Acro Abs. eAz
8.- Further comments... bulvO kao UT/yyX^<=£ &£, ^ /

^ X -aitd.
-Bto-

^ IXclcLC^^
/ct .

ZW



NATIONALITY

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN.XSi (CAQ. . H^b.CC.Ul COUNTRY. . .'Xt .

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER 4

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression? ^ yQojUkj jjjj/J) (dsACK QJ)
-j-eihUf \IILHJa -Wo M i q VUfigc, I {(AO , ■

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why1? / / /

WU&y OWM io t u qam&J fiuty
<jj) cup . o{j& /.Qcjlhy (<q Cibi1 (JLqo( .

3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

juJj^Ll Ac(CouCQo/ ASi£i\i la&as) (^?v9/ - (bo J
4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions, 1 ^ c$£>Ci W

. Syntactic structure, T Uj^U lU

. Communicability, AMCQ 1

. General accuracy,

. Others, /

I Lai(Jouij SCIM>°LO

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

4iuixj b£c>c\U\ KSub^Oj) fUoJ^ciS [cP^br QJ *
Ixuiu oj) Iilcm/vaLud (?ioCl^o .

XU>y CAM Uxo b OKXt-eo^ . Co :
■ What benefits can vou see in this stvl e of workina. 1 /CSC(l \AJAXy ^ ,6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

i f (JUUUu 0

(f \0 CJiOCM
for the students? —\IapA QQQ U-bli LaSLQo( C> f ^

[LP UiP A> hojUoU \-OjLU lAQCZ. JOlCKM U1
_ (UUa VLU Ue uX-? biyUniyUMj UD -

. for the teachers? pOO <0 Q"f (bfiiTbU /JmxIX-U
7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? AQS / OP (PO\/S@

i(c^ biA| UXX'K ibuX
8.- Further comments...

2P



NATIONALITY i'A T.' A A
TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN. A .". f..fATT'TATJ. . AAv."/. COUNTRY. . AT/?

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE'AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER... AT.A . .

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?
Sow r vz 1 's T

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?
jet Ao1 ^ Cl^"- ~A< I Ci~ «- j-JZ _ ^c>a<r-l 5 A.(/crc(_

3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

|H -i a ^ ioC

4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

^ a . fn a"16- •! ° ^ ,

/peel n^t-cA (aulas'

. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure, T

. Communicability,

. General accuracy,

. Others,

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

J~ J0^A At O U2, . T~'<A h

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students? j p-<c^' T ^5 ^ P
\ jA> ^ ^

. for the teachers? ]

/CrJ)7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it?

8.- Further comments...

XM,



J

NATIONALITY. . . S?Al\Tl S/tl
TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN . . . JTKUH COUNTRY.. . S?A'A/
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER...

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?

AfLuM<^\\aA axxi Jvrprife.
2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?

3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

uWj iu ^ c(3^
4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions, I

. Syntactic structure, j IA" — v" -K/4L LeaJ (L$—
i" i Lx^Ui-T -4UQ.ISI diM- ocul pouucL
• UK -Hul ?oxxx£_. ayL. ^XvcXslu^D-

Communicability,

General accuracy,

Others,

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

p>ci HuM |otuoo^ MjuuC OUM c_ £>C
Cnr©op Co ock, o oJdrv luxjyosfo-cxf ct^z> ^t^c£jiuXo cc*a
Mxsuf Lnemo, L\xA ouirj cxj^o^ Mjs>.

?its can ^yoi^iee in this style of working, akKOur( IctAA-j^CXj^ ,S.- What benefits

for the students? TW&rj <XX>W ^ j-QOJ^. -kx£L {CLLx^^f£ <-^7
-

!? Ae£for jLuoooJ Uc^e o-/ Um-/ .for the teachers?

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it?

0.- Further comments...

TH ofdbW ^CLA^ajl^ kUD ( cu^ck idN
ijo X/QXM- <2- Ctok?o COo<r/u' aa M^C> UX£f| ^ </» ^

Im$V\ dUL^r^ £>-[ COGU P2^ °fQ_

o2VJ



M. (xUauoA

)M
NATIONALITY. cC
TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN. f.QxVC\TE, , , COUNTRY. .. S<rW/\T
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER...^

These materials have been oroducad by students learning English r.s

a foreign language in thr third year of- a Secondary School in Ceta-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following quostinns.

1.- 'That is your first impression? „ _

Tf's Ireasf MVERj&riuG 7tt*OU(,H T xf W Cou<-D tfe
W lv\fwuTp\ik€£> Fed mo££-wvcT cm£ Ve<°i/2.

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?
tml Kt6h xeugL. or

3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

/fAT>VW>CfcT>
4.- How doEs this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions, 1 ~CX~ OeCTFHtoL~-( "S<E£TPAS HT Gd€R THfTN "V

. Syntactic structure, / TTHL .rvvft;rt>RiV< Of SecoMT»^ SCtfOOW .

. Communicsbility,

. General accuracy,

. Others,

5.- 'What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?
iMoriu <Vnc/o' q LbiLUtOfjiueSJ To

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students?GftCH (Pk) LettAi MffT TW5V WTttafc PlfTHA,

. for the teachers? h FCj£€S ffccrvi TH^ 11 i«£ T?t"t>i UTFC7) TO CCfc£tCrno6
IDb'/d KltrdU. TWC TEP4>'Tio(ORL. 5£MW£ .

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it?
its

8.- Further comments...

21$



NATIONALITY. . .

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN...

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER...5

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?

IT '5 FfP" W
2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?

hbiaty jv j>(W&c.e ^nre» Q&avsc &&%*** A^A^CY
<,oCH cOfiT^Oi* OP ~WE cA^O/oC^t" _

3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure,

. Communicability,

. General accuracy,

. Others,

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working, . j

. for too studsnts? tUu M f*- fed. ^ ^
(7V0OMO2- coATre-o .

. for the teachers?

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? .

8.- Further comments...

COUNTRY. . . i'V

XV)



k(,
•

_ y
NATIONALITY T! J?. ft .ft1.1. .?. H .

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN. . . COUNTRY

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER <3....

These materials have been produced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.— What is your first impression? p-uujuu<t v*\y*-^>CDyx Ae
Jcs^prc-x. y \jeo jcv UMJDJ 4^c,Wp35 l»r n£cjL'~2-cAa-T y f^jrecf

liMpfiWe WWM- iacio C,Luww\c>-r pvaLLv<Lt-»v Uiper cJ^p skma-'cmi
2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why? „ f v

.Se&hpfcf1 ^ ~ as**fc=S«*r
3.- What language level would you attribute to these students? *

^ ol'u >V>c. a*, ^u'^e ^ -ew y^
c^p rrvdLt 2<=^-e <i (c_ lc_t^LXCL -

4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards j J?
. Vocabulary / expressions, / y^uJiX^> £u-V2t*Aoi_
. Syntactic structure, ^7 fooit "yUL yo
. Communicability,

. General accuracy,

. Others,

5.- What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement? i . j

kutic Uj^© ^ ^
6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students? ScoU O^p^cs^n ^ Co <*•<^
\rixx* eisdlo y l-A. Qi-f^ <-C-7

. for the teachers?$~l A^Xreio^ JLi> k"ya- •^ £T<= eJlff S~^T ,

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? "5~~T ^ ^ <ySL*-ob-,w <=•

0.- Further comments... S*~L^ uxc"> G^^*kA£^*
suv^r e*fo



M- (cl>£X\MX.A

a i ^ 11 s ^
NATIONALITY . . .

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN Ui.ty.i COUNTRY. . J. J. (\
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER. .

These materials have been produced by students learning English r,s

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Ceta-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?

GtK£AT !
2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? 'Why?

UiAMM. <J <J- C4U.fcw{- (A)
3.- 'What language level would you attribute to these students? s y

y^O ./lylyyfasv Cn Ci.
4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure,

. Communicability,

. General accuracy,

. Others,

Iwui

5.- 'What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

l/ViA h* O-
^ j y^$y$y~iy^~y iJ^^yO^C.^

6.- 'What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students? syuy? y-r ^KyLi^, CC 6^ yL^yC^ (2" (a>
rUiAy\ £?yyir^ -Ay\/z Ci

. for the teachers? Ujx^l^ /y^hhtoUj yUy^Cyva^ZA^ /J ' f
. <?UsQyJ: „

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? I

/&% .8.- Further comments... \ ,/< A

Al^y U^jAAZ C^yj A\^CC ioCX/t> €ojA <XZ^yy <j

•2«1



M- dx>£X\MX.A

NATIONALITY. VCI)

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN. . COUNTRY3X^7>.fkVKLU-*
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER. .

These materials have been oroduced by students learning English as

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Cata-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- '.That is your first impression? . /. ^ a . . \ ( I

^d^ucd CLovuxl. t&x)
2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why? t i

~otfe.oea.WiS «>«U. TT'i
3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / exoressions, ->> •

/ 0
. Syntactic structure, /^CXXY\x_ J .
. Cammunicability, xSC"-rr\a_- p

. General accuracy,—=> T 1 y
o bMO.

. Others,

5.- 'What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?
CccJrdt-iXL- E<3^a)iwiC

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

,7 Ci ol XnAenacKatl /beCru*. for,the students? v-y" /ujiv^y — / - . i — • ,3 - , . \
-\a3 (_ £>0^- (ST/X udvdX-J

fLs?aXP mwA-alcjbtL
7.- Would you be interested in finding out mare about it?

0.- Further comments,.,

2ui



M. (&>£X\M)J\

NATIONALITY. . . . . / / /•

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH COUNTRY

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER... . .

These materials have been Droduceci by students learning English es

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Ceta-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- That is your first impression?

2,- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?

, :3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

<-r- 7^<y_
4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure,

. Cornnunicability,

. General accuracy,

. Others,

5.- 'What factors, do you think, contributed to thic level of achievement?

6.- 'What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students? ■

. for the teachers?

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it?

8.- Further comments...

•2M3



M. (oMX^MXA

NATIONALITY. .3R'.V.M.
TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN.. mLi.e/L . .. COUNTRY.-^?^?^^ ,

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER O. ...

These materials have been oroduced by students learning English f.s

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Ceta-

lunya. Please, lock through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression? I/V) P/MMZt (JAZ

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? 'Why?

MM pNjli \Mp hrzrfe M MM/ ujvrt
3.- What language level would you attribute to these students? ..

^

WOMd/ ho<J- yOMzU/y CUvusjM hap? hCt
4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

" "sardB Z
. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure,

. Communicability,

. General accuracy,

. Others,

5.- 'What factors, do you think,_contributed to this level of achievement?
"

CummkyO "Ml p/®jec/( HoqPM MacMr ca/Ua?kkloUMd /kinCPAliy //) ■
6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,v

. for the students? -f*\'Gtwa/icm -Aicuih/ov
Ms\/oaJ- . '

. for the teachers?

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it? pj£/) ZouM
Ovuly a/j/) C< GQuf/ivui PajMuMms -

Q.- Further comments... / . A /

/ lOOu/c/ pCWAM (MZ/miMClcuJ
NUU/)kjAQ MM/Mm poMM of adull/i Mkh M)cp/CP Mm
Schjnr/ /v "oklu>i/ MM "MSI OM QM/MCPO/

(Myajj- / M/vj mmicucl/ pdcpU/MOa/lpf Majj JAP MOJAA/ OJA/AM C/ajPocmM?) /M) a-.



M- (ctAp.uaA

NATIONALITY.

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN. . . COUNTRY.

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER.

These materials have been produced by students learning English f.s

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in-Csta-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?

2.- What are the aspects that most caught your attention? Why?

3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

4.- How docs this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as reaards

. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure, //

Communicability, ..
6 r

General accuracy, (y>)<x/ ^
5.- '.Vhat factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achieLevement:

-^UUIAjCjL-

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students? —£-^Xc£^—yO/LtZ'Z!2&XXL/~'
: -AZf--

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it?

3.-

2^



M.

fh
/f ) pni IMTDV

NATIONALITY. ' /t/Co •

TYPE OF SCHOOL YOU TEACH IN .' COUNTRY..^/
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS A LANGUAGE TEACHER.. A.Y.

These materials have been oroduced by students learning English r,s

a foreign language in the third year of a Secondary School in Ceta-

lunya. Please, look through them and answer the following questions.

1.- What is your first impression?- XVu^>^v»lV
2.- vVhat are the aspects that most caught your attention? iVhy?

?exso^L iNftiTFieNT

3.- What language level would you attribute to these students?

4 F
4.- How does this compare with the average level achieved in Secondary Schools,

as regards

. Vocabulary / expressions,

. Syntactic structure, N0 r~e,<Lt~sf \

. Communicability, L^-~ -^lc - J

. General accuracy,

. Others,

5.- 'What factors, do you think, contributed to this level of achievement?

2 Oj^trv-x ■

6.- What benefits can you see in this style of working,

. for the students? $2 ( ^ ,

. for the teachers? lv

7.- Would you be interested in finding out more about it?

S.- Further comments...
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